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1 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Spatial statistics is concerned with geographically indexed data. Let sG R'' be 
a generic data location in (f-dimensional Euclidean space and suppose the potential 
datum Z(s) at spatial location s is a random quantity. More generally, consider 
Z(s)6 R"*, a random vector corresponding to possibly several different attributes 
(components) at a single location sG R"^. Now let s vary over a fixed index set 
DC R'' so as to generate the multivariate random field (or random process) 
{Z(s) : SG D}. 
This general structure includes the class of random fields that have either a continuous 
index set or a lattice index set D. For most imaging applications, D corresponds 
to a fixed regular grid of countably many points of R''. For most geostatistical 
applications, D is a fixed subset of R'^ that contains a ^-dimensional rectangle of 
positive volume. 
Image analysis is concerned with the restoration and interpretation of images 
that have been contaminated by noise and possibly some (nonlinear) transforma­
tion. Besides restoration, other goals of image analysis include feature extraction, 
texture classification, object recognition and boundary identification. Applications 
include remote sensing by satellites, optical astronomy, electron microscope imaging. 
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photography, computer vision, ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging, and photon 
emission tomography. The data are a finite set of gray levels or colors on a rectan­
gular lattice of picture elements (pixels) corresponding to digitized values of radiated 
intensity from some photochemical or photoelectric sensor. A review of the key 
aspects of digital image processing can be found in Moik (1980). 
In the past decade, many statistical approaches to solving imaging problems have 
appeared in the engineering and statistical literature. General overviews of statistical 
image analysis can be found in Rosenfeld (1984), Switzer (1986), Geman and Gidas 
(1991), and Cressie (1991, Section 7.4). Most statistical approaches to the image-
restoration problem have relied upon the development of local spatial dependence 
models, the basic underlying premise being that pixels near each other should tend to 
have similar pixel intensities. This premise has led to Bayesian approaches to imaging 
problems where Markov random field prior models have been used to incorporate the 
expected inter-pixel dependencies. Geman and Geman (1984) were among the first 
to take such an approach. However, more significantly, they introduced Markov 
chain Monte Carlo algorithms to the imaging literature as a method to obtain optimal 
restorations. 
For the boundary identification problem, researchers have considered taking a 
Bayesian approach and placing Markov random field prior models on boundary 
processes; see for example, Geman and Geman (1984), Silverman et al. (1990), 
Cristi (1990), Pitas (1988), Dattatreya and Kanal (1990), Eom and Kashyap (1990), 
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and Gokmen and Li (1990). These spatial models use knowledge regarding the 
local boundary configuration and prior expectations of how an object boundary 
should behave to determine whether a pixel location is part of a boundary. One 
particular imaging problem of interest is the identification of closed object boundaries 
in gray-scale or colored images. Closed boundaries are important features in images. 
Moreover, most statistical image restoration models carry with them a stationarity 
(homogeneity) assumption that is quite often inappropriate because objects present in 
a scene introduce nonstationarities. One way to characterize the structural components 
(objects) present in images is to identify one-pixel-wide closed boundaries that 
delineate the objects. Only Geman et al. (1990) has specifically considered a 
statistical approach to the closed boundary identification problem and have found 
the closed boundary requirement difficult to enforce in commonly used Markov chain 
Monte Carlo algorithms. 
More specifically, Geman et al. (1990) consider closed boundary detection by 
constrained optimization, where they choose to optimize according to a single criterion 
that combines the local detection of edges with their pruning, lining, and smoothing. 
They incorporate closed boundary constraints into a Markov chain Monte Carlo 
algorithm by gradually penalizing non closed boundary configurations more and more 
at each step of the algorithm. This yields a Markov random field spatial dependence 
model that in the limit has support on the space of closed boundary configurations. 
Theoretical results guarantee convergence of the constrained optimization algorithm 
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to the optimal closed boundary configuration. Unfortunately, approximations to the 
annealing schedule, that ensure convergence, are necessary and Geman etal. (1990) 
note that, in their examples, their algorithm never actually obtains a final boundary 
estimate that is closed. For practical applications, such as automatic target (object) 
recognition, it is important that boundary closure is guaranteed. 
Hence, the construction of a statistical algorithm for optimal closed boundary 
identification that ensures a closed boundary estimate in practical application remains 
an open problem. 
Spatial dependence models also play an important role in geostatistical modeling 
where, in most situations, the domain of interest D is an uncountable set of continu­
ously indexed locations. Multivariate geostatistics is concerned with modeling sample 
data from several attributes (components) as a (partial) realization of a random vector 
process {Z(s) : se D}. These models are primarly used for the prediction of attribute 
values at unsampled locations or blocks in D. 
The standard approach for spatial prediction of a regional component at a spatial 
location is to use cokriging (Cressie, 1991, pp. 138-142). Cokriging is equivalent 
to best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) and specifies only one component to 
be predicted from the sampled data. This is a special case of multivariate spatial 
prediction (multivariate kriging) where the goal is the simultaneous prediction for all 
attributes in the study (Ver Hoef and Cressie, 1993). 
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Suppose we are interested in the first (primary) component process, specifically, 
we wish to predict unbiasedly Zi(so) at unsampled location so. The cokriging 
predictor for Zi(so) given the sample information is of the form, 
m n 
Zl(so) = X] S -^ikZiCsk), 
i=l k=l 
where the cokriging weights {A;k : k = 1,..., n; i = 1,2,..., m} satisfy the uniform 
/ m n \ 
unbiasedness constraint. El ^ ^  AiijZi(sij) ) = E(Zi(so)). These cokriging weights 
\i=lk=l / 
are selected to minimize 
(m n \ 2 1=1 k=l / 
subject to the unbiasedness constraint. 
The general universal cokriging model (Myers, 1982; Clark et ai, 1987) is defined 
by the following decomposition for the component processes. Let 
Zi(s) = n[{s) + ^i(s); sG D, i = 1,2,..., m, 
where, 
E(Zi(s)) =f,i(s) = 
Xi(s) is a (pixl) vector of fixed "explanatory" variables for the i-th process, 
is a (pixl) vector of corresponding unknown parameters, and ^i(s) is a zero-mean 
intrinsically stationary process that includes smooth small-scale variation, microscale 
variation, and measurement error (see Cressie, 1991, p. 112 for further details). The 
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parameters are referred to as the large-scale parameters for the i-th process; i=l, 
2,...,m and /zi(s) is referred to as the large-scale variation. The process is referred 
to as the small-scale variation for the i-th component. When the /3; are assumed 
known, this model reduces to the simple cokriging model. 
In order to proceed with optimal multivariate spatial prediction, multivariate 
spatial-dependence models are necessary for the small-scale processes. Suppose, 
var(^i(si) - <5j(s2)) = 2'y^(si - sg), 
for all si, S2 € D. The quantity 2'yy(-), which is a function only of the increment 
S1-S2, is called the cross-variogram. For i = j, we have the standard definition of the 
variogram. These functions are often used to define the (cross-) spatial dependence 
of stationary processes. 
In general, empirical estimators of (cross-) vasograms generate invalid spatial 
dependence models. They are invalid in the sense that they do not guarantee positive 
prediction variances. Another way to put this is that the empirical variogram estimates 
do not satisfy a necessary multivariate conditional negative-definiteness property 
(Helterbrand and Cressie, 1994). Hence, it is necessary to fit the observed estimates to 
known valid variogram models. Unfortunately, it is in general difficult to construct 
valid multivariate variogram models that are applicable; see for example, Yaglom 
(1957, 1962) and Stein et al. (1991). Moreover, spatial dependence models become 
highly parametric when the number of components in the model increases and/or when 
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isotropy assumptions are not made. Hence, simple multivariate spatial-dependence 
models that are easily shown to be valid are often sought. One such family is the 
class of intrinsic coregionalization models defined by 
r(sj,si) = H7(sj,si), 
where r(sj,si) is the m x m matrix with (i,k)th element 7ik(sj,si), H is an m x 
m positive-definite matrix, and 2'y{-) is a valid univariate variogram (Wackemagel, 
1988). 
Under the intrinsic-coregionalization model, if measurements are available for all 
attributes at all sample-data locations, simple cokriging provides exactly the same 
solution as simple kriging on the primary component alone. That is, the available 
covariate information is not used. This result is also true in the universal cokriging 
situation when there are no restrictions placed on the large-scale parameter space. In 
general, however, inter-component spatial dependence is useful in spatial BLUP. 
Explanation of Dissertation Format 
This dissertation was prepared using a format in which several research papers are 
compiled into one document. Three such papers are included followed by a general 
summary and a bibliography listing references cited in the General Introduction. 
Paper I presents a statistical theory, and an algorithm, to identify closed object 
boundaries in gray-scale images. By defining a prior probability model on the 
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space of one-pixel-wide closed boundary configurations and appropriately specifying 
transition probability functions on this space, a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm 
is constructed that theoretically converges to a statistically optimal closed boundary 
estimate. Moreover, this approach ensures that any approximation to the statistically 
optimal closed boundary estimate will have the necessary property of closure. 
Paper II also considers the closed boundary identification problem in order to 
delineate the structural components (objects) present in images. To identify each 
of them automatically, a Bayesian statistical theory and algorithm based on image 
segmentation models is developed where a prior probability model is placed on a 
label process. Image segmentation algorithms necessitate a priori knowledge of the 
maximum number of distinct labels to use and estimates of label class parameters. 
These parameters are estimated using a modification of a pyramid-based image 
segmentation algorithm introduced by Hong and Rosenfeld (1984). This algorithm is 
also used to obtain an initial labeling for a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm to 
estimate the (statistically) optimal labeling. Finally, a morphology-based algorithm 
is presented to obtain sets of edge pixels that define individual one-pixel-wide closed 
object boundaries. 
Paper III identifies the conditions under which covariate information is useful un­
der the assumption of bivariate intrinsic coregionalization with observations available 
on both components at all sample locations. It is shown that the large-scale parame­
ter space for uniform unbiasedness determines the allowable values for the secondary 
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cokriging weights. If uniform unbiasedness is required on a parameter space where 
the large-scale parameters for the primary mean and the large-scale parameters for 
the secondary mean are restricted to depend on each other, the secondary information 
will be used in estimating primary large-scale parameters and thus nonzero secondary 
weights will occur. The results of this paper immediately extend to the m-variate 
cokriging problem when m-variate intrinsic coregionalization is assumed. An illus­
tration is given using a data set of plutonium and americium concentrations collected 
from a region of the Nevada Test Site. 
10 
PAPER I. 
A STATISTICAL APPROACH TO IDENTIFYING 
CLOSED OBJECT BOUNDARIES IN IMAGES 
11 
A Statistical Approacli to Identifying Closed Object Boundaries in Images 
Department of Statistics, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, 50011 
12 
ABSTRACT 
In this research, a statistical theory, and an algorithm, is presented to identify 
one-pixel-wide closed object boundaries in gray-scale images. Closed boundary iden­
tification is an important problem because boundaries of objects are major features in 
images. In spite of this, most statistical approaches to image restoration and texture 
identification place inappropriate stationary model assumptions on the image domain. 
One way to characterize the structural components present in images is to identify one-
pixel-wide closed boundaries that delineate objects. By defining a prior probability 
model on the space of one-pixel-wide closed boundary configurations and appropri­
ately specifying transition probability functions on this space, a Markov chain Monte 
Carlo algorithm is constructed that theoretically converges to a statistically optimal 
closed boundary estimate. Moreover, this approach ensures that any approximation to 
the statistically optimal boundary estimate will have the necessary property of closure. 
KEY WORDS: image analysis, boundary detection, Bayesian methods, Markov 
random fields, Markov chain Monte Carlo Methods 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Image analysis is currently a very active area, covering all aspects of image data 
processing from the restoration of image data that have been contaminated by noise 
to the conceptual interpretation of features identified in complex scenes. Applications 
include remote sensing by satellites, optical astronomy, electron microscope imaging, 
photography, computer vision, ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging, and photon 
emission tomography. The data are gray levels, or a finite set of colors, on a 
rectangular lattice of picture elements (pixels). The data correspond to digitized 
values of radiated intensity from some photochemical or photoelectric sensor. A 
review of the key aspects of digital image processing can be found in Moik (1980). 
Statistical methods have been developed for the restoration of images that have 
been contaminated by noise. General overviews of statistical image analysis can be 
found in Rosenfeld (1984), Switzer (1986), Geman and Gidas (1991), and Cressie 
(1991, Section 7.4). Geman and Geman (1984) were among the first to take a 
Bayesian approach and consider Markov random fields as prior models to obtain 
restored images. This idea has led to much subsequent work in the field of statistical 
image analysis; see for example Besag (1986), Geman and McClure (1985, 1987), 
Geman and Graffigne (1986), Elliot et al. (1986), Derin and Elliot (1987), Devijver 
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(1988), Dubes and Jain (1989), Greig etal. (1989), Mardia (1989), Molina and Ripley 
(1989), Qian and Utterington (1989, 1990), Besag et al. (1991), Baddeley and van 
Lieshout (1991), and Modestino and Zhang (1992). 
It seems appropriate to take a Bayesian approach to the image restoration problem: 
For an image on an n x m array of pixel locations, the goal of restoration is to 
determine the underlying true pixel intensities at the N = n • m pixel locations. Thus, 
there are N unknown (unobserved) parameters to be estimated and N observations 
available for estimation. A statistical approach places a (joint) probability measure 
on the pixel locations of the image. This probability measure is often specified by q 
unknown parameters, yielding (N + q) unknown parameters to be estimated. When 
the ratio of available data to unknown parameters is small, adopting a Bayesian 
framework to incorporate additional information is a natural approach. 
A difficulty with using statistical image models is the need to estimate optimally 
the (N + q) unknown parameters simultaneously. Since N is typically very large, 
sophisticated optimization algorithms are necessary. Markov chain Monte Carlo 
algorithms have been proposed for multiparameter estimation in statistical models; 
see for example Barker (1964), Hastings (1970), Peskun (1973), Geman and Geman 
(1984), Geman and Hwang (1986), Swendsen and Wang (1987), Faigle and Schrader 
(1988), Jeng and Woods (1990), Besag et al. (1991), and Tan et al. (1991). 
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Entropy-based methods for image restoration are similar to the Markov random 
field approaches in that local continuity constraints are incorporated through the use 
of a smoothing parameter; see for example Gull and Daniell (1978), Burch et al. 
(1983), Titterington (1985a, 1985b), Hall and Titterington (1986), Liang and Hart 
(1987), Marroquin et aA(1987), Mohammad-Djafari and Demoment (1988), Geman 
(1988), Skilling (1988), and Molina and Ripley (1989). 
Besides restoration, other image analysis techniques include feature extraction, 
texture classification, object recognition and boundary identification. One can think 
of edge and boundary detection techniques as coming from either an engineering 
perspective or a statistical/entropy perspective. Engineering-based edge detection 
techniques generally use local intensity information to identify whether a pixel 
location is part of a boundary (i.e., is an edge pixel). Filters are used to collect local 
gradient information and in conjunction with a threshold it is determined whether 
the local gradient is large enough to indicate that a location is an edge site. That is, 
boundaries are presumed present where sharp transitions in the observed intensities 
occur. One well-known filter is the Sobel edge-detector (e.g., Schalkoff, 1987, 
pp. 149-150). Casten et al. (1990) consider edge detection techniques using an 
exponential filter, Huertas and Medioni (1986) consider Laplacian-Gaussian filters, 
Williams and Shah (1990) construct a scale-invariant edge detector, and Pavlidis and 
Liow (1990) incorporate region growing into their edge detection algorithm. Further 
research has dealt with comer detection (Mehrotra and Nichani, 1990), recursive 
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methods (Green and Utterington, 1987; Sarkar and Boyer, 1990; Trivedi and Chen, 
1990; Jeong and Kim, 1992; and Lu and Jain, 1992), robust edge detection (Kundu, 
1990), and one-pixel-wide edge detection (Shu, 1989). Tagare and deFigueiredo 
(1990) construct a performance measure and from this measure determine that an 
edge detector based on the derivative of the Gaussian function is optimal for the 
one-dimensional change-point problem. Unfortunately, all of these approaches are 
sensitive to error and hidden partial boundaries, which hinders the determination of 
closed object boundaries. 
Though much of the statistical imaging literature has concentrated on image 
restoration and texture classification, recent articles have presented statistical ap­
proaches to the boundary identification problem. Of particular interest is the identifi­
cation of closed object boundaries in gray-scale images. The closed boundary identifi­
cation problem is important since most statistical approaches to image restoration and 
texture identification place Markov random field models on the true underlying pixel 
intensities. These models carry with them stationarity (homogeneity) assumptions on 
the spatial domain, which in almost all imaging applications are inappropriate since 
objects present in a scene introduce nonstationarities. Therefore, it is necessary to 
identify in some manner the structural components present in the image domain prior 
to applying homogeneous models such as Markov random fields. This is analogous 
to the nonstationarity problem encountered in applied time-series analysis and geosta-
tistical modeling. One manner to characterize the structural components in images is 
to identify one-pixel-wide closed boundaries that delineate the structural components 
(objects) present in the scene. The fundamental property of boundaries are that they 
separate dissimilar regions in images and possess certain topological characteristics, 
such as thinness, continuity, and closure. In this paper, a statistical theory, and an 
algorithm, is presented to accomplish the optimal delineation of the image domain 
into its major structural components. 
Geman and Geman (1984) first considered the inclusion of an edge (boundary) 
process in the image restoration problem. However, recent articles have considered 
boundary identification separate from the restoration problem and apply Markov 
random field prior models to the boundary process. Silverman et al. (1990) 
use geometric properties to specify parameters for the edge process described in 
Geman and Geman (1984). Cristi (1990) applies unidirectional Markov random field 
approaches to estimate discontinuities in two-dimensional images. Tan et al. (1991) 
formulate edge detection as a problem in cost minimization. Pitas (1988), Dattatreya 
and Kanal (1990), Eom and Kashyap (1990), Gokmen and Li (1990) and Geiger 
and Girosi (1991) also consider placing Markov random field models on boundary 
processes. 
Geman et al. (1990) consider closed boundary detection by constrained optimiza­
tion, where they choose to optimize according to a single criterion that combines the 
local detection of edges with their pruning, lining, and smoothing. That is, a pixel 
location is not deemed an edge based only on its local gradient information as in many 
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engineering approaches. Other information, regarding the local boundary configura­
tion and prior expectations of how an object boundary should behave, is taken into 
account. Geman et al. (1990) incorporate closed boundary constraints into a Markov 
chain Monte Carlo algorithm by gradually penalizing non closed boundary configu­
rations more and more at each step of the algorithm. Theoretical results guarantee 
convergence of the constrained optimization algorithm to the optimal closed boundary 
configuration. Unfortunately, approximations to the annealing schedule, that ensure 
convergence, are necessary and Geman et al. (1990) note that, in their examples, 
their algorithm never actually obtains a final boundary estimate that is closed. For 
practical applications, such as automatic target (object) recognition, it is important 
that boundary closure is guaranteed. 
In this research, a method to obtain statistically optimal one-pixel-wide closed 
object boundaries is presented. The underiying idea is not to allow the boundary 
estimate, at any given stage of a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm, to leave the 
appropriate parameter space, namely, the space of one-pixel-wide closed boundary 
configurations. By defining a prior probability model on the space of one-pixel-wide 
closed boundary configurations and appropriately specifying transition probability 
functions on this space, an algorithm is constructed such that any approximation to 
the statistically optimal boundary estimate will have the necessary property of closure. 
Moreover, due to the practical approximations necessary, it is typically very 
important to have a good initial estimate for rapid convergence of the optimization 
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algorithms. Here, information at multiple spatial resolutions is used to obtain a 
good initial boundary configuration at the finest resolution. An image segmentation 
algorithm based on image pyramids of reduced resolution presented by Hong and 
Rosenfeld (1984) is modified to obtain a one-pixel-wide closed boundary that will 
serve as a starting estimate for the optimization algorithm. 
In Section 2, the problem to be considered is specified and definitions are given. 
Section 3 describes the intensity model considered, and in Section 4 a class of 
prior boundary models are described in detail. The resulting posterior models are 
discussed in Section 5. In Section 6, Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms are 
introduced as a means of obtaining a maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) closed boundary 
estimate. A discussion regarding the specification of posterior model parameters is 
presented in Section 7. In Section 8, the change-of-resolution problem is described 
and indications of how multiple-resolution information can be used are given, while 
in Section 9 the modified Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm is introduced to obtain an 
initial closed boundary estimate. In Section 10, algorithms written in Image Algebra 
pseudocode are presented that explicitly identify the steps required to implement the 
closed boundary identification procedure. Examples are presented in Section 11 and 
conclusions are given in Section 12. 
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2. PROBLEM SPECIFICATION 
2.1 Notation and Definitions 
The statistical method developed here uses available information at multiple 
resolutions. However, the required terminology is defined with respect to the finest 
resolution. 
Let D denote the n x m lattice of pixel locations at the finest resolution. Let 
Y(s) denote the observed intensity at pixel location s= (s\s^) € D and assume 
there are a discrete number of possible intensities; i.e., Y(s)e {1,... ,k}, where k is 
a finite integer. Arbitrarily, the pixel location (1,1) is selected to be the upper left 
pixel in the lattice; then s= (s\s^) denotes the center of a pixel with the first index 
indicating the center of the column s' and the second index indicating the center of 
the row s^ where € {1,2,. ..,n} and 6 {1,2,... ,m}. 
Conceptually speaking, one might next define a dual lattice for D that is referred 
to as the edge lattice. Define u= (u^u^) and let 
E= {u: u= s + (.5, .5) and s6 D}, (2.1) 
denote the (dual) lattice of the potential edge sites at the finest resolution. The 
relationship between D and E is displayed in Figure 2.1. 
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Define W(u) to be the value of the boundaiy process at location ue E, with 
W(u)= 1 if u is part of a boundary and W(u)= 0 otherwise. When W(u)= 1, the 
edge site u is referred to as being lit. Noise in the image means that typically the 
process W(-) is unobserved. 
s in D 
u i n E  
Figure 2.1 The squares denote pixels and the dots are the pixel locations in the 8 x 8 
lattice D. The shaded circles correspond to sites on the dual edge lattice E 
However, it is here where the distinction is made between the theoretical location 
of potential edge sites and the location of edge sites in the intended application. 
In engineering-based edge detection techniques, a dual lattice for D is typically not 
defined and the potential edge sites are specified to correspond to the pixel sites D. 
That is, a lit edge site must in practice be represented by a lit pixel site. Although 
conceptually speaking a dual lattice can be considered, it is this standard engineering 
approach of boundary representation that is used in boundary identification problems. 
In the remainder of this paper we define and use D as both the pixel lattice and 
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the edge lattice. The goal of this research is therefore to obtain statistically optimal 
closed object boundaries that are one pixel wide (Shu, 1989) and represented by lit 
sites s e D, where here the pixel lattice D is serving the dual role of edge lattice. It 
will be seen (Section 4) that defining W(-) on D will offer advantages in constructing 
statistical models for the boundary process. 
Y(s) 
W(s) 
Figure 2.2 The boundary process W( ) is defined on the pixel lattice D. 
The pixel intensities Y(s); sG D, are observed. The boundary 
process values W(s); s€ D, are unobserved 
Define ftw to be the set of all possible boundary configurations; the subscript W 
emphasizes that ftw is the set of all combinations of zero (not lit) and one (lit) that 
the boundary process W can take on D. Thus the cardinality of Ow, denoted |ftw|» 
is 2™; in images of medium resolution, m=n=256, which results in an astronomical 
value for |fiw|-
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Next, a series of terms are defined that are used to specify the set of permissible 
boundary configurations. These configurations correspond to one-pixel-wide closed 
boundaries. Consider so € D and define 
Nr(so) = {sG D: S ^ so,max {|s^ - So|,|s^ - so|} < r); r = 1,2,... . (2.2) 
The set Nr(so) corresponds to the 2rx2r block of sites centered at pixel so (excluding 
the site so). Also define Nv(so) = {so-f(l,0),so4-(-l,0),so+(0, l),so-t-(0,-1)}, 
the set containing the nearest four neighbors of so. 
Definition 2.1: Let so € D. The four-neighborhood or, equivalently, the set of four-
neighbors of so is Nv(so). The eight-neighborhood or set of eight-neighbors of so 
is Ni(so). 
Define 
Nw,(so) = {sG D: s G Nv(so) and W(s)=l}. (2,3) 
This set is referred to as the four-neighbor edge set for so. Similarly, define 
Nw(so) = {se D: s G Ni(so) and W(s)=l}. (2.4) 
This set is referred to as the eight-neighbor edge set for so-
Definition 2.2: A four-path [eight-path] is a sequence of sites si,s2,..., s^G D such 
that Si+iG Nv(si) [si+iG Ni(si)], i = l,...,k-l. 
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Definition 2.3: Two lit sites Sa and sy are four-connected feight-connectedl in D if 
there exists a four-path [eight-path] si,s2,... ,sk of lit sites in D, such that si=sa, 
Sk=Sb. 
Definition 2.4: Two lit sites Sa and sb are said to be eight-connected but not 
four-connected in D if there exists an eight-path si,s2,... ,sk of lit sites in D, such 
that si=sa, sk=sb, and either Nv(si) or si_i^ Nv(s;) for at least one value 
of i, i = 2,...,k- 1. 
Definition 2.5: A set UÇ D is four-connected [eight-connected] in D if for every 
pair Sa, Sb€ U, Sa is four-connected [eight-connected] to Sb. 
Definition 2.6: A set UÇ D is eight-connected but not four-connected in D if for 
every pair Sa, sb€ U, Sa is eight-connected to sy but at least one of these pairs is 
not four-connected. 
Definition 2.7: A boundary configuration w e fiw is said to be closed if, for any 
So € D such that W(sn,w) = 1, |Nw(so,w)| > 2. The extra argument w of W and 
Nw is included here to indicate clearly the dependence on the boundary configuration 
being considered. 
Definition 2.8: The boundary configuration space 
= {w E fiw : w is closed} is called the set of closed boundary configurations. 
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Definition 2.9: When W(so)= 1, Nw(so) is said to be allowable if for each pair 
si,s2 € Nw(so), Si gf Nw(s2). Put more simply, lit neighbors si ands2 of so 
are not allowed to be vertically, horizontally, or diagonally adjacent. These local 
configurations are thus eight-connected but not four-connected. 
Definition 2.10: The edge lattice location so G D is said to be a branch site of w if 
W(so,w) = 1, |Nw(so,w)| > 3 and Nw(so,w) is allowable. 
Definition 2.11: For so6 D, the boundary configuration u e fiw is said to be locally 
permissible in the neighborhood Nr(so) if for each lit site seNr(so), Nw(s,w) is 
allowable. 
Definition 2.12: A boundary configuration w € Ow is said to be permissibly 
eight-connected if, for any so G D such that W(sn,w) = 1, |Nw(so,w)| > 2 and 
Nw(so,^t)) is allowable. 
Definition 2.13: The boundary configuration space 0^ = ( w G ftw : w is 
permissibly eight-connected) is called the set of permissible boundary configurations. 
Though each w G is a closed boundary, it is clear that 0^ is not the set of 
all possible closed boundary configurations 0^; there is an additional condition of 
allowability for all neighborhoods {Nw(s,w) : W(s,w)=l }. However, considering 
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r r 
Figure 2.3 Two ways to interpret three lit sites in this boundary configuration. Any 
configuration containing the closed triangle on the left is not permissible 
the set reduces the complexity of the boundary identification problem. For 
example, suppose three sites are lit in the configuration depicted in Figure 2.3. 
The question arises as to whether this configuration represents a closed triangle 
or a sharp right turn in the boundary. Any w that includes three lit sites as in Figure 
2.3 is not in Thus, if a boundary configuration w is in the space 0^, there 
is no need to waste time determining whether a pair of vertically, horizontally, or 
diagonally adjacent lit edge sites are directly connected by a boundary; from the 
definition of w E 0^ this question is always answered in the affirmative. 
Restricting attention to the space 0^ is not a weakness of the proposed algorithm. 
First, it is a requirement for one-pixel-wide boundaries. Second, in practice, the 
pixel lattice D is used as the edge lattice and so allowing configurations of the form 
displayed in Figure 2.3 does not provide any additional information regarding the 
boundary location. 
2.2 Coarse Resolution Notation 
It is also necessary to define the pixel lattice and edge site lattice at 
coarser resolutions. Assume n and m are powers of two. Let D2 de-
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o e o o  
o o e o  
o o o #  
o  
o  
Figure 2.4 An example of a change in resolution from D (on the 
left) to D2 (on the right) 
note the lattice of pixel locations at the next coarsest resolution; D2 is 
(§) ^ (y)- T^his will be referred to as the resolution-two pixel lattice. For 
a pixel location s= (s^,s^)e D2, define its corresponding intensity vector as 
Y2(s)= [Y(2si,2s2), Y(2si - l,2s2),Y(2s\2s2 - l),Y(2s: - l,2s^ - l)] 
We can also define E2 to be the (§) x (y) dual edge lattice, which is contained 
in E : 
E2= {u= (u^u^) : u= s + (.5, .5) and s€ D2 j; (2.5) 
see Figure 2.4. In words, the intensity information contained in a 2 x 2 block of 
pixels at the finest resolution is combined to create a "super-pixel" location on the 
D2 lattice, with an associated four-dimensional intensity vector and a corresponding 
dual edge lattice. However, as for D at the finest resolution, in practice D2 will serve 
as the resolution-two pixel lattice and the resolution-two edge lattice. 
Similarly, define D4 to be the pixel location lattice at the next coarsest resolution; 
D4 is (I) X (j). This will be called the resolution-four pixel lattice. For a pixel 
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location s€ D4, define a 16-dimensional intensity vector similar to the intensity 
vector constructed for pixel locations at resolution two. Finally, we can define E4 as 
the (I) X (^) dual edge lattice, where E4 which is contained in E and E2 : 
E4= {u= (u\ u^) : u= s + (.5, .5) and sG D4}. (2.6) 
2.3 A Bayesian Approach to Closed Boundary Identification 
In this research, we wish to identify the optimal (in a statistical sense) one-
pixel-wide closed boundary configuration w* € 0^, given the available information, 
including observed pixel intensities and prior knowledge regarding object boundaries 
in the scene of interest. The Bayesian paradigm is used to construct a probability 
measure on the configuration space 0^, given the pixel intensities. Only the per­
missible boundary configurations are given nonzero prior probability. It is important 
to note that placing a probability measure on 0^ is equivalent to placing a joint 
probability measure on {W(s) : s6 D} and vice versa. 
For w € y = {y(s): sG D}, let 
Pr(y I w) = Pr(Y(s) = y(s) ; se D| w) (2.7) 
denote the intensity probability mass function (pmf), where Pr( A | B) denotes the 
probability of A given B. Also, for w G 0^, denote the prior boundary pmf by 
Pr(w). (2.8) 
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The distribution of interest is 
Pr(u;| Y(s) : sG D); w € (2.9) 
which is referred to as the posterior boundary pmf. 
Theorem 2.1: (A Consequence of Bayes Theorem) 
Pr(w| Y(s) ; s€ D) cx Pr(Y(s) : s€ D| w)'Pr(w); w 6 (2.10) 
Proof: Let Pr(A, B) denote the joint pmf for A and B. Note that, 
Pr(Y(s): se D| w) • Pr(w) 
= Pr(Y(s): s€ D,w) (2.11) 
= Pr(w I Y(s): s€ D) • Pr(Y(s): se D), 
where 
Pr(Y(s) : se D) = ^ Pr(Y(s) : se Dj w)Pr(w), (2.12) 
which does not depend on w. 
o 
Definition 2.14: Let A denote a finite set of possible actions and let 0 denote 
the possible states of nature. Then the loss function is defined as L : 0 x ^ —f 
R+= {x : X > 0}. In this research, 0= A = 0^; i.e., the possible states of nature 
and the action space correspond to the set of permissible boundary configurations. 
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Definition 2.15: Let wo E denote the true underlying closed boundary configu­
ration (i.e., the true state of nature). The 0-1 loss function is: 
if 
Definition 2.16: Let y denote the available observations, let w e 0^, and define the 
mapping 6 : y —» w as a decision rule. This is a mapping from the set of observed 
data to the action space 
Definition 2.17: Let fty denote the space of all possible observable pixel intensities. 
The risk function for a decision rule 6 is defined as 
R(w,6) = Eg(L(w,f)) 
5 ^ L(w.((y))Pr(y|w). 
yefly 
Note that (2.14) is a function of w € The Bayesian paradigm places a prior 
probability measure on 0^. 
Definition 2.18: The Bayes risk for a decision rule S with respect to a prior pmf 
7r(w) on 0^ is defined as 
r(7r,6) = ^ R(w,6)7r(w). (2.15) 
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Definition 2.19: The decision rule 6* is a Bayes rule with respect to prior ir(uj) if 
r(7r,(J*) = inf (7r,5), (2.16) 
where A denotes the space of all decision rules. 
The goal of this research is to obtain the boundary configuration w* e 
that maximizes the posterior boundary pmf. Such a choice is equivalent to a Bayes 
procedure when considering a 0-1 loss function. This assertion is based on Theorems 
2.2 and 2.3. 
Theorem 2.2: The Bayes rule depends on the posterior distribution w | Y = y and 
will minimize the expected posterior loss, 
E(L(u.,i(Y)) I Y= y) s 53 L(w, <(y))Pr(u | y), (2.17) 
where Pr(w | y) denotes the posterior pmf. 
Proof: The Bayes rule is as defined in (2.16). It follows that, 
r(7r,<$) = ^R(w,6)7r(w) 
= %))Pr(yI w)7r(w) 
(2.18) 
= ^^L(a;,(5(y))Pr(w | y)Pr(y) 
= ^E(L(w,6(Y))|Y = y)Pr(y), 
and so the Bayes rule corresponds to the decision rule that minimizes 
E(L(w,6(Y)) I Y = y) for each y€ Oy-
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Theorem 2.3: The decision rule S that maximizes the posterior pmf corresponds to 
a Bayes rule with a 0-1 loss function. 
Proof: Let the action space be A= 0^ (without loss of generality the class 
of non-randomized decision rules is considered) and wo be the true state of na­
ture. By Theorem 2.2, the Bayes rule minimizes the expected posterior loss, 
E(L(w,6(Y)) I Y= y), which for the 0-1 loss function corresponds to, 
Lk,<l)(y))Pr(w I y) 
= I y) 
W^Wii 
= 1 - Pr(wo I y)I(6(y) = WQ). 
This function is minimized by the decision rule 6*(y) that chooses the w = w* that 
maximizes the posterior pmf Pr( w | y) with respect to w. 
o 
Definition 2.20: A boundary configuration w* € 0^ is a maximum-a-posteriori 
(MAP) boundary if 
Pr(w* I y)= max Pr(w | y). (2.20) 
In the following two sections, the intensity model and a class of prior one-pixel-
wide closed (permissible) boundary models are described. 
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3. THE INTENSITY MODEL 
Usually, the goal of obtaining underlying closed boundaries in a gray-scale 
image is motivated by the desire to identify objects. In image analysis, objects are 
often characterized by regions displaying considerable homogeneity. That is, in an 
uncorrupted image, one may identify an object as a region where the intensity value 
is approximately constant. Thus, it makes sense to model the intensity pmf (2.7) 
based on the premise that objects are defined as regions of statistical homogeneity. 
Notice that here the interest is in two-dimensional objects in two-dimensional space. 
The method to be described does not model, deliberately, points and lines with end 
points inside the image domain. 
Let X(s) denote the true underlying intensity at pixel location s€ D It is assumed 
that {X(s) : sG D} is a random field with realizations constant within connected 
regions of D. 
Definition 3.1: A connected region is a subset of pixel locations in D that are four-
connected (see Definition 2.5). 
This approach is similar to the ones adopted by Cristi (1990), Park and Meer 
(1991), Manjunath and Chellappa (1991), and Geiger and Girosi (1991). In what 
follows, an additive Gaussian model is assumed for the observed intensities, 
Y(s)= X(s)+e(s); s€ D, (3.1) 
where e(s)~ NID(0,£r^); se D (NID is an abbreviation for "normally and indepen­
dently distributed"), and the e-process is independent of the X-process. 
Note that each u e 0^ partitions D into disjoint connected regions. Let d(w) 
denote a generic connected region for a particular w. The number of disjoint connected 
regions depends on w and will be denoted by K(w). Then each w € 0^ implies 
a partition of D into disjoint connected regions {di(u;) : i = 1, ...,K(w)}, where it 
is assumed that X(s) is constant on connected regions. That is, X(s) = X(t) if 
s,t€ di(w); i = 1,...,K(w). 
Define //i(w) = X(s); sG di(w). For w e 0^, it follows that 
K(w) 
Pr(Y(s) : se D| w) = JJ Pr(Y(s) : se di(w) | w), (3.2) 
i=l 
where Y(s) | w ~ NID(/zi(w),<T^); se di(w). Thus, upon letting ni(w) denote the 
number of distinct sites sye di(w) C D, we obtain 
K(w)ni(w) I 
Pr(Y(s) : se D| w) = fj JJ (27ror2)~^exp|-(Y(sy) -/zi(a;))V2<T2}, (3.3) 
i=l j=l 
where : i = 1,... ,K(w)} and > 0 are parameters. Specification or 
estimation of the parameters is necessary. 
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In application D plays the dual role of pixel lattice and edge lattice. Therefore 
when W(s,a>)= 1, s will not be a member of di(w) for any i, and thus Y(s) will 
not be used in the calculation of the intensity pmf. 
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4. THE PRIOR BOUNDARY MODEL 
In this section, a class of simple but flexible Markov random field prior boundary 
models with support on the set of permissible boundaries is constructed. We first 
define the concept of a Markov random field boundary process and its relationship 
with Gibbs distributions. 
4.1 Notation and Definitions 
Definition 4.1: The set {VV(s) : sG D} is a neighborhood system on D if W is 
a collection of subsets of D for which 1) Af{s) and 2) si€ jV(s2) ^ S2G -V(si). 
The set W(s) is called the set of neighbors of s. 
Definition 4.2: A subset C Ç D is defined to be a clique if every pair of distinct 
sites in C are neighbors or C consists of a single site. 
Definition 4.3: A random field {W(s) : se D} is a Markov random field (MRF) on 
with neighborhood system Af if the conditional probability of W(so), given die 
values of {W(s) : sG D,s^ so}, equals the conditional probability of W(so), given 
only the values of {W(s) : s€ A/'(sn)}. 
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Definition 4.4: A Gibbs distribution relative to {D,jV} is a probability measure 
Pr(w) on 0^ with the following representation: 
Pr(w) = ^exp(-Uo(w)); w € fiÇjr, (4.1) 
where 
UoM = ^VoH, (4.2) 
cec 
C denotes the set of cliques for the neighborhood system A/", and Z q is the 
partition function (or normalizing constant), defined by 
Zo = exp(-Uo(w)). (4.3) 
The function Uo(w) is referred to as the energy function and Vc(w) is called a 
potential function. Each Vc is a function on with the property that Vc(w) is a 
function of only those values of W(s) for which sG C. 
Any Gibbs distribution relative to {D, W} determines a Markov random field 
with neighborhood system Af; see, for example, Hammersley and Clifford (1971) 
and Kindermann and Snell (1980). This relationship provides a simple, practi­
cal way of specifying Markov random fields by specifying the values of potential 
functions. The Hammersley-Clifford Theorem (Hammersley and Clifford, 1971) 
identifies a Markov random field-Gibbs distribution equivalence. This theorem 
is often cited in the imaging literature to make the connection between Markov 
random fields and Gibbs potentials. Defining 0 = {w : Pr(W= w) > 0} and 
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0; = {w(si) : Pr(W(si) = w(si)) >0}, i = 1,... ,N, Besag's (1974) proof of the 
Hammersley-Clifford Theorem requires 0 = x - x (Ix. This positivity condi­
tion is usually satisfied for traditional Markov random field approaches to imaging 
problems. For the permissible boundary configuration space 0^, the condition is not 
satisfied. However, the positivity condition is not necessary to prove that any Gibbs 
distribution determines a Markov random field in the manner described above; see, 
for example, Kindermann and Snell (1980, pp. 27-28). 
4.2 Specification of the Prior Closed Boundary Model 
The Markov random field prior boundary model can be used to ensure necessary 
characteristics of a boundary estimate such as one-pixel-wide connectivity and to 
advocate desired characteristics such as boundary smoothness and robustness to noise 
in the image recording process. In general, the selection of a good prior boundary 
model should be based on any information regarding the scene of interest or on 
intuition regarding the genesis or behavior of boundaries in images. 
Consider the following scenario. Suppose a uniform prior probability is placed 
on fiw (rather than O^). That is, Pr(w) = l/|Ow|; w € Ow Further suppose 
that the mean parameters of the intensity model, are estimated using the 
sample means of the known connected regions {di(w) : i = 1, ...,K(w)}, and cr^ > 0 
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is specified. Then it is clear from (2.10) that the resulting posterior distribution is 
K(w)ni(w) J 
Pr(w I {Y(s) : s6 D}) oc JJ (27r(7^)"'exp{-(Y(sy) - //i(w))^/2cr2}, 
i=l j=l 
(4.4) 
the intensity probability mass function. Note that the right hand side of (4.4) is 
maximized and is equal to for any configuration that places an edge 
between each set of pixel sites where observed intensity values are different. The 
set of configurations that maximize (4.4) can be large since configurations that place 
edges between sets of pixels of the same intensity as well as between pixel sites of 
different intensities will also maximize the posterior pmf. In the presence of noise 
in the observed pixel intensities, MAP boundary configurations will typically have 
many small disjoint connected regions. 
If a uniform prior is placed onto the set of permissible boundary configurations 
0^, closure will be guaranteed but the intensity model will still promote the excessive 
inclusion of boundaries. A good closed boundary model must be equipped to penalize 
the excessive placement of boundaries due to noise in the observed image, yet allow 
the placement of boundaries where the data (observed intensities) strongly suggests 
boundaries are present. 
In this section, a class of prior closed boundary models is described where the 
prior pmf has support on the set of permissible boundary configurations, and penalizes 
configurations with many corresponding connected regions that occupy small areas 
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in the image domain. Additionally, smoothness will be endorsed by an additional 
penalty for boundary "roughness". 
As described above, the resulting posterior mode configuration based on a uniform 
prior model places a boundary between any two pixels of different intensity. In order 
to restrict the excessive inclusion of boundaries, most engineering approaches use 
a threshold to somehow compensate for the presence of noise. Unfortunately, the 
specification of the threshold parameter is usually ad hoc and not flexible enough to 
yield closed boundaries. 
An alternative approach is to discourage the placement of boundaries by including 
in the prior model a penalty for the number of lit edge sites in a boundary config­
uration. This offers a more flexible approach than simple thresholding and can be 
used to yield smooth closed boundaries. However, this model still may not inhibit 
sufficientiy the occurence of small connected regions that may arise due to error. Con­
sequently, we construct a class of Markov random field prior models that discourages 
configurations with many small connected regions. 
4.2.1 Neighborhood System 
For the closed boundary prior models the homogenous neighborhood system 
W4= {N4(s) : sG D} is used, where Nr(s) is defined by equation (2.2). Each of the 
following subsections considers the incorporation of a particular desired characteristic 
into the prior boundary model using linear combinations of potential functions. 
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4.2.2 Ensuring One-Pixel-Wide Closed Boundary Identification 
By placing infinite penalties on configurations that are not permissible, a class of 
Markov random field prior models with support on 0^ can be constructed. These 
penalties can be defined using the cliques obtained from the neighborhood system M a. 
To ensure closed boundaries, infinite penalties are placed on configurations 
w E Ow that are not closed. These penalties are specified through the potential 
functions in the Gibbs prior. Recall that each potential is only a function of the 
values of the boundary process at those sites in the clique C. This allows one to 
represent penalized clique configurations (and thus potential functions) graphically. 
In the figures presented in this section, cliques are displayed and the edge site location 
surrounded by a square is referred to as the target pixel location. Darkened circles 
correspond to lit edge sites (i.e, W(s)=l) while the empty circles correspond to unlit 
edge sites. 
Let Cm(s) denote the 3 x 3 clique centered at pixel location sE D This clique is 
defined for the neighborhood system A/4. Define Vc,„(s)(w) to be equal to one if the 
clique Cm(s) has realizations of the form shown in Figure 4.1, and define Vc^,(s)(w) 
to be equal to zero otherwise. This type of potential function is called an indicator 
potential. Define 
(4.5) 
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this quantity is the number of times the clique realizations illustrated in Figure 4.1 
occur in w. If Ii((u) > 0, w is not a closed boundary since there would exist at least 
one lit location s that does not have two lit neighbors. By including oo • Ii(a;) in the 
energy function and adopting the convention that oo • 0 = 0, we can give zero prior 
probability to all boundary configurations that are not closed. 
Similarly, let Ctj(s); j = 1,...,4, denote the cliques displayed in Figure 4.2. 
Define VQ.(g)(w) to be equal to one if the clique Ctj(s) has the realization shown in 
Figure 4.2, and define VQ.(g)(w) to be equal to zero otherwise. Then define 
4 
= (4.6) 
j=l sgD 
this quantity is the number of times one of the configurations illustrated in Figure 
4.2 occur in w. If l2(w) > 0, w does not satisfy the permissibly eight-connectedness 
requirement, and we can include oo • (Ii(w) + l2(w)) in the prior energy function 
(recall that oo • 0 = 0) to ensure support on the space of permissible boundary 
configurations. 
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Figure 4.1 Configurations for which the boundary configuration is not closed 
Figure 4.2 The non-allowable configurations 
4.2.3 Advocating Robust Boundary Identification 
To discourage excessive boundaries due to noise in the image recording process, 
prior penalties are placed on configurations w € that include many small 
connected regions. These penalties are specified through non-zero potential functions 
Vc in the Gibbs prior. 
Let Ci(s) denote the clique displayed in Figure 4.3, centered at pixel location 
s. For a given w e fiyir, define 
Vr f i ^  if W(s,w) = 0,W(u,w) = l,ue Ni(s) ,47) 
' lO otherwise. ^ ^ 
This corresponds to the clique realization displayed in Figure 4.3 and is referred to 
as the diamond configuration. The potential Vo,(g)(w) identifies an isolated region 
of one pixel s€ D 
For a given w, define 
OiM = ^Vc,(s)(w). (4.8) 
s6D 
The quantity Oi(w) is the number of isolated regions of one pixel area corresponding 
to the permissible boundary configuration w. 
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Figure 4.3 The clique realization that identifies a homogeneous region of one 
pixel in area. This is referred to as the diamond configuration 
Furthermore, we can penalize the existence of slightly larger isolated regions. Let 
C2i(s) and C22(s) be the cliques shown in Figure 4.4 where s is the target pixel. The 
cliques {C2i(s), €22(5); se D} can be used to penalize each occurrence of a disjoint 
region of area equal to two pixels in a boundary configuration. 
Let 
02(w) = ^ {Vca,(s)('^) + ^ CM(s)W)}, (4.9) 
S€D 
where Vc^,(g)(w) is one if the clique C2i(s) has the realization shown on the left 
side of Figure 4.4 and is zero otherwise, and similarly Vcy^(g)(w) is one if the clique 
€22(3) has the realization shown on the right side of Figure 4.4 and is zero otherwise. 
•  •  # 0 '  
O O #  
Figure 4.4 Configurations that identify regions of two pixels in area 
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Similarly, define 
6 
= (4.10) 
j=l S€D 
where Vc.y(s)('^) is one if the clique C3j(s) has the realization shown in Figure 4.5 
and is zero otherwise. The quantity 03(0;) is the number of times the realizations of 
the form shown in Figure 4.5 appear in w. 
Proceeding in this fashion, the values 04(w), 05(w), 06(w), 07(w), 08(w), and 
09(w) can be defined for w 6 where 0|;(w) is the number of occurrences of 
disjoint regions of area k pixels in w that can be identified using the neighborhood 
system Ma- Each of these functions can be represented in terms of indicator potential 
functions. The function 0()(w) is the number of occurrences of the configuration 
shown in Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.5 Clique realizations on cliques €31(5),..., C3o(s), respectively, 
that identify regions of three pixels in area 
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Figure 4.6 A clique realization to identify a square region of nine-pixel area 
4.2.4 Advocating Smooth Boundary Configurations 
Recall that, in practice, D plays the dual roles of pixel lattice and edge lattice, 
though in theory the boundary process may be thought of as located between pixel 
sites in D Using D as the edge lattice is advantageous in defining prior penalties 
to penalize small connected regions. However, one disadvantage is that, in one-
pixel-wide edge detection (Shu, 1989), there are many different representations for a 
boundary between any two homogeneous regions in a scene. For example, consider 
the two-color pixel intensity image in Figure 4.7. In the current prior boundary 
model all three representations presented would be penalized the same. While the 
first two representations may seem indistinguishable, the roughness of the boundary 
representation on the far right is visually displeasing. Thus, the user may want 
to penalize such a configuration for its roughness. Once again, indicator potential 
functions can be used to penalize roughness. Let l3(w) denote the number of times 
the clique realizations illustrated in Figure 4,8 occur in w. 
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Figure 4.7 Three possible boundary representations for a boundary between 
two homogeneous regions, obtained from the two-color pixel 
intensities at the top of the figure 
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Figure 4.8 Clique realizations that can be used to penalize a rough 
representation of a straight edge 
4.2.5 A Class of Prior Closed Boundary Models 
A class of Markov random field prior models can be defined on w € 0^, with 
support only on the permissible configuration space 0^. Define Oo(w) to be the 
number of lit edge sites in w and let 
U(i(w) = ZAOk(w) 
.k=n 
+ + ool2(w) + ooli(w); w e flw (4.11) 
be the energy function for a family of prior closed boundary models, where 
{A > 0 : k = 0,1,..., 10} is the set of prior model parameters. In (4.11), we adopt 
the convention that oo - 0 = 0. 
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This model has eleven prior parameters to be specified or estimated. How these 
parameters are specified is up to the user and depends on the intended application. 
In many instances, a subset of these parameters can be set to zero and the number 
of parameters reduced. For example, if the user is interested in penalizing isolated 
regions of three pixels or less, the prior is specified with {/5k = 0; k = 4,5,..., 9}. If 
the user wants to penalize configurations that identify larger isolated regions yet reduce 
the number of parameters, one could, for example, consider the three-parameter prior 
energy function, 
Uo(w) = /3oOo(w) + [1 - A(k - l)]^Ok(w) j+ooIi(w) + ool2(w); w G Ow, 
(4.12) 
where 0 > 0, 0 < A < 1/8, and 6 is the intended penalty for a clique configuration 
that isolates a region of one pixel. 
The main advantage of the Markov random field approach to modeling the prior 
pmf for w € is that the joint prior probability distribution of {W(s) : s€ D} is 
uniquely determined by the conditional distributions Pr(W(s) | W(v) : v € N4(s)). 
This powerful result of Markov random field prior models yields an implementable 
method to obtain an estimate of the maximum-a-posteriori boundary configuration 
w*; see Section 6. 
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5. THE POSTERIOR CLOSED BOUNDARY MODEL 
In Section 3, the assumed form of the intensity model was described and given 
in equation (3.3). In Section 4, a simple but flexible class of prior closed boundary 
pmfs were constructed. These models are given by equations (4.1) and (4.11). 
By Bayes Theorem, for w € 0^» 
K(w)ni(w) 
Pr(w| Y(s) : sG D) a exp^ - [ Un(w) + X] S (^(^u) " 
i=l j=l 
. 
(5.1) 
Since {Y(s) : s€ D} is given, define 
K(w) ni(w) 
Ui(w) = U«(w) ^ (Y(sii) - «(u-))V2<72 (5.2) 
i=l j=l 
and note that the posterior boundary pmf, 
Pr(w| Y(s): se D) = ^exp(-Ui(w)), (5.3) 
is also a Markov random field on 0^, where Zi is the partition function that ensures 
the posterior pmf sums to unity. More specifically, the joint (conditional on the 
observed intensities) posterior pmf of {W(s) : sG D | Y(s) : s€ D) (or, equivalently, 
the posterior pmf of the appropriate w e 0^) is uniquely determined by the 
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conditional distributions Pr(W(s) | {W(v) : v e N4(s)}, {Y(s) : sE D}), according 
to the neighborhood system 
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6. MARKOV CHAIN ALGORITHMS TO ESTIMATE THE MAP BOUNDARY 
In this section, methods to obtain an estimate of a maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) 
one-pixel-wide closed boundary are discussed. If : k = 0,1,..., 10} and are 
specified or estimated, the posterior boundary pmf given by (5.3) is, in principle, 
known for all w e 0^- Thus, one might think it would be possible to search the 
entire space 0^ to find a boundary configuration w* that maximizes the posterior 
distribution. However, as noted earlier, the cardinality of the search space is usually 
astronomical and therefore for most imaging problems a direct search is infeasible. 
In this section, Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms are considered as a means of 
obtaining a MAP boundary estimate from 0^. 
Though a particular realization is desired, namely, a configuration from the 
set of configurations that attain the mode of the posterior distribution, it is first 
necessary to construct algorithms that will essentially allow one to sample from 
Pr(W(s) : s€ D| Y(s): sG D). 
Definition 6.1: In the present context, a discrete-time Markov chain is a stochastic 
process with the property that, given the configuration the configurations 
for s > t are independent of the values of for u < t. Another way to say this is, 
= w I = Pr^w(^) = w | s > t. (6.1) 
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Let O denote a generic configuration space and let € 0 denote an initial 
configuration. Let T(w) denote the first time a Markov chain is in state w. 
Definition 6.2: A transition probability function is a mapping fi-om 0x0—» [0,1], 
denoted Pr(wi | wo); wo,wi € 0, with the property that ^ Pr(wi | wo) = 1, for 
each Wo € ft. Further, we can let Pr(- | •) change over time t and denote the transition 
probability function at time t as Pr^'^(wi | wo); wo,wi € ft. 
Definition 6.3: A configuration w e ft is said to be accessible if for every wo G ft, 
Definition 6.4: A Markov chain is said to be irreducible if every w e ft is accessible. 
An important fact concerning an irreducible Markov chain on ft is the existence 
of a limiting probability mass function. 7r(w);w G ft, where 7r(w) > Oforeachw G ft 
(Taylor and Karlin, 1984, Section 4.1). 
In this section, we construct an irreducible Markov chain with state space ft^ 
and limiting pmf equal to the posterior pmf given by equation (5.3). Let w(^) G ft^ 
denote the state (configuration) of the Markov chain at time t. Then, for properly 
specified transition probabilities between any two configurations wo, wi G ft^, the 
Markov chain ..., will converge in distribution to a random field with pmf 
Pr(W(s): sG D| Y(s): sG D) given by equation (5.3). Thus, by running the chain 
(6.2) 
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sufficiently long, one can obtain a configuration e 0^ (u large) that can be 
considered a sample from Pr(W(s) : sG D| Y(s): s€ D) on 
Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms for single-site replacement will be de­
scribed first followed by a discussion of multiple-site replacement strategies. Next, 
a transition probability function on 0^ is prescribed and a proof that this transition 
probability function is indeed properly specified is given. Finally, a simple modifica­
tion of the Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm will be described that theoretically 
guarantees convergence to a MAP closed boundary w* € 0^. 
Let N denote the total number of potential edge sites on D (N = n x m). A key 
requirement of a Markov chain algorithm is that all N potential edge sites must be 
visited infinitely often during boundary updating (Geman and Geman, 1984). This 
visitation can be in any order. Single-site replacement refers to updating with 
a configuration by changing the value of {W(s): se D} at no more than one 
site in D. Let denote the site visited at time t. 
A binary (0-1) single-site replacement algorithm can be described as follows. At 
time t, define to be the boundary configuration with 
6.1 Single-Site Replacement 
otherwise, 
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where is the value determined by at pixel location s. Then, let 
with probability 
(6.4) 
and let with probability 1 - The probability 
in (6.4) is referred to as the selection probability function corresponding to the 
Metropolis algorithm (Metropolis et aL, 1953). The quantity 1 -
is called the rejection rate of the Metropolis algorithm, that is, the probability that 
the configuration remains at state 
Since the posterior boundary pmf is a Markov random field, the Metropolis 
selection probability can be written, 
j. (6.5) 
Further, define 
K(w) ni(w) 
«*(W. ( Y(s) : s€ D} ) s ^  (V(sij) - ^i((w)))\ (6.6) 
1=1 j=l 
{Y(s) : s e D}) = Y(s): s€ D}) - {Y(s): se D}); (6.7) 
and 
% ) =  E  V c ( w ) ,  ( 6 . 8 )  
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(6.9) 
where Cg(i) is the set of cliques that include the site and Vc(w) is defined in 
(4.2). Then the selection probability can be expressed as, 
: s e D}^j j. 
(6.10) 
Alternatively, Barker (1965) uses 
exp[-Ui(u)j'')] 
exp 
(6.11) 
+exp[-Ui(w(t-l))] 
The selection probability of the Gibbs sampler (Geman and Geman, 1984) corresponds 
to Barker's selection probability for binary images. The selection probabilities 
and a® yield appropriate transition probabilities for a Markov chain Monte Carlo 
algorithm to converge to the posterior distribution if the Markov chain is irreducible 
(Hastings, 1970). 
Goutsias (1991) systematically studied different Markov chain Monte Carlo al­
gorithms with single-site replacement strategies on the pixel intensity space when 
Y(S)€ {1,... ,k}; s€ D. Goutsias concludes that the Gibbs Sampler with a system­
atic site visitation schedule (e.g., raster scan) has a faster rate of convergence than 
all other Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms for Markov random field models. 
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Goutsias also notes that the rejection rate of the Gibbs sampler with a systematic site 
visitation schedule cannot be appreciably more than the optimal rejection rate attained 
by the Metropolis algorithm with a systematic site visitation schedule. Green (1991) 
points out, however, that except in purely Gaussian models (where the normalizing 
constants are known) or when using a small set of intensity values, a generalization 
of the Metropolis algorithm presented by Hastings (1970) may be computationally 
more appealing. That is, the disadvantages in terms of reduced rate of convergence 
can easily be offset by the reduction in computing time when normalizing constants 
are not needed. 
However, it is clear that single-site replacement cannot be used for the closed 
boundary model described here. The problem is that a single-site replacement al­
gorithm does not define an irreducible Markov chain for the permissible boundary 
configuration space 0^. If W^"^(s)= 1 and a transition to W(^)(s)= 0 is made, 
boundary closure may be lost. A requirement for the success of the Markov chain 
algorithm is that each permissible configuration be accessible from any other per­
missible configuration. If instead multiple-site replacement is considered, a Markov 
chain algorithm can be constructed that is irreducible on and will converge to 
the desired posterior boundary pmf. 
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6.2 Multiple-Site Replacement 
Recall that is the site visited at time t. As well as s(^), we also choose the 
sites to be updated at time t. Hence nine sites, which we denote as U(t), 
are simultaneously updated at time t. Amit and Grenander (1991) refer to this set 
as the sweep area. 
To implement the Gibbs sampler at time t, replace {W(s) : s € U(t)} with any 
configuration of values from the set {0,1}^; there are 2^ = 512 such combinations. 
Set W(^)(s) = W(^"^)(s) for those sites not to be updated. Let Wp p = 1,2,..., 2^, 
denote the candidate boundaries resulting from the replacement. (Note that = 
for some r=l, 2,..., 2®.) 
At time t, choose = wp ^ with probability 
exp| 
fexp[-U,(u,!")] 
by analogy with (6.11). Given the posterior model of Section 5 and the definitions 
(6.6) through (6.9), (6.12) becomes 
C.Ut)\ ^ (Y(s) • S6 D)))] 
Eexp[-(«(w}") + 5^4i(4",(Y(s) : se D)))] 
which is the probability of choosing = wp\ 
First, notice that only a few of the 512 candidate configurations will be permissible 
and thus will receive positive probability of being selected. As few as four of the 
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candidate configurations will usually be permissible. It is often the case that U(t) will 
be removed from the current boundaiy estimate. (That is, W(s) = Ofor all s € U(t).) 
In this case there are only two valid boundary configurations to consider for time t; 
one is to keep the currently estimated boundary configuration and the other is to 
consider the inclusion of a diamond configuration (see Section 4.2) centered at s(^). 
Another possibility is that may be the center of a diamond configuration at time 
(t — 1). In this case, if unlighting the lit sites of the diamond configuration results in 
a permissible boundary configuration, this new configuration can be considered. The 
fact that only these two types of configurations can be considered in this situation 
may be problematic; see Section 6.5. 
Also notice the crucial role of cr^ in the posterior energy function (5.3). A low 
value of <T^ will insist on fidelity to the observed pixel intensities and promote the 
generation of boundaries, while a larger will inhibit boundaries. 
It remains to show that the multiple-site replacement strategy described above 
with a systematic site visitation strategy appropriately specifies a transition probability 
function for a Markov chain .., that will converge in distribution to a 
random field on with posterior pmf Pr(w| Y(s): se D). 
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The transition probability function corresponding to equation (6.13) can be writ­
ten, 
Pr(wi I wo) = < 
f Pr(W(s,wi) : se U(t) | {W(v,wo) : v i U(t)}, {Y(s) : s€ D}), 
if W(v,wi) = W(v,wo), v0 U(t) 
, 0, otherwise. 
(6.14) 
For multiple-site replacement, two lemmas and a theorem are presented to show 
that, given a systematic-site visitation strategy, the Markov chain specified by this 
transition probability function has as its stationary distribution the desired posterior 
boundary pmf, and that this chain converges to its stationary distribution. More 
generally, the systematic site visitation strategy can be dropped in favor of another 
visitation strategy as long as each site is visited infinitely often. Since the boundary 
process takes on the values zero or one at each potential edge site, only finite state 
space results for Markov chains are needed. (Continuous state space results are 
given, e.g., in Doob, 1953.) 
We shall assume W(s) = 1 for all s on the perimeter of D. 
Definition 6.5: Define the set 
D' S |S = (S\S^)G D: 3 ^ < n — 2,3 < < m — 2|, (6.15) 
where the superscript "I" is used to denote the interior of the edge lattice. Also 
define N" = (n - 4)(m - 4). 
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Definition 6.6: If for every s € D', S = S(") for some t < u < t + N\ then one pass 
or sweep of D is said to have occurred for systematic multiple-site replacement. 
The proofs supplied in this section are variations of the standard Markov chain 
results for stationary Markov processes (e.g., Geman and Geman, 1984, and Doob, 
1953). However, there are two main differences. First, multiple-site replacement is 
presented as opposed to single-site replacement, to satisfy the accessibility require­
ment. 
Second, for simplicity, consider a raster-scan visitation strategy. For single-site 
replacement, though the transition probability function at time t is nonstationary (not 
homogenous) in the Geman and Geman (1984) paper, the resulting transition proba­
bility function from time t to time (t + N) is a stationary irreducible Markov process 
(recall that N = n • m). This stationarity is used by Geman and Geman to show 
that the transition probability from any one configuration to all configurations 
w € 0 at time (t + N) is positive. (This idea is important in proving Lemma 6.2 
below.) However, because of the constrained nature of the configuration space 0^, 
it is not true that the transition probability from any one configuration e 0^ to 
any candidate configuration oj e time (t+N) is positive. For example, a closed 
boundary completely enclosed by another closed boundary cannot be created in one 
pass through D; t^ passes through D are required. These types of boundaries arise 
in images of objects that are embedded within other objects. 
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Fortunately, the number of full sweeps of D' that is required to obtain a stationary 
transition probability is straightforward to calculate and is a function of the size of 
the image. Let g(n,m) = max{integers i : i < min(n,m)/4}. The value of g(n,m) 
corresponds to the maximum possible number of sequentially embedded (i.e., object 
1 is embedded in object 2, which in turn is embedded in object 3, etc.) boundaries in 
a configuration defined on an n x m lattice that can appear and yet retain permissible 
eight-connectedness. It can then be shown that the transition probability from any one 
configuration w(^) e any configuration w 6 fiÇir at time [t + (N^ • g(n, m))] 
is positive. 
Two lemmas and a theorem are now presented with the posterior pmf's depen­
dence on {Y(s) : s6 D) suppressed. 
Lemma 6.1: The posterior boundary pmf Pr(-) is the limiting distribution for a 
Markov chain on 0^ with transition probability function defined by equation (6.14). 
That is, 
Pr(wi) = ^ Pr(wi I wo)Pr(wo), (6.16) 
W||€f2vy 
for every wi € 
Proof: Define 
n(wi,U(t)) = {w : W(v,w) = W(v,wi), U(t)}. (6.17) 
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Then it follows that 
^ Pr(wi I wo)Pr(wn) 
(6.18) 
= Pr(W(s,wi) : se U(t) | W(v,wo) : U(t)) Pr(wo). 
wii60(wi,U(t)) 
Note that Pr(W(s,wi) : sG U(t) | W(v,wo) : U(t)) is the same for all wo € 
n(wi,U(t)). Hence the right hand side of (6.18) is 
Pr(W(s,u;i):seU(t)|W(v,a;2):v^U(t)) ^ Pr(wn), (6.19) 
witEO(wi,U(t)) 
for any wg € fl(wi,U(t)), which also includes wi. Thus, 
Pr(wi I wo)Pr(wn) 
= Pr(W(s,wi) : s€ U(t) | W(v,wi) ; U(t)) Pr(W(v,u>i) ; v 0 U(t)) 
= Pr(wi). 
(6.20) 
Therefore, Pr(-) is a limiting distribution of (6.14). 
o 
Next, a boundedness result is given involving starting configurations. Without loss 
of generality, a systematic site visitation strategy is assumed. Let W(U(t),w) denote 
{W(s) : s€ U(t)} for a configuration w G where U(t) is defined at the begin­
ning of Section 6.2. Let To = 0 and define Tt = k • (N' • g(n, m)); k = 1,2,... . 
Let K(t) = max{k : Tj; < t}. Since every site is visited infinitely often, it is clear 
that K(t) —> cx) as t —>oo. 
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Lemma 6.2: There exists a constant r, 0 < r < 1, such that for every t, 
max = w | = t}i\ — = w | = 7/2) I < 
u,m,V2< \ / \ /1 (6.21) 
Proof: Consider the following for each k=l,2, For any w e andwi € 
= u I w( 
N'-«(II,UI) 
=  n  Pr(W(Ul(TK- i  + j )],W) I  W(U[TK-I + ( j -  W([U(TK_,+L)],W),W(''K-') =  w . ) .  
j= l  
(6.22) 
Let 6 =  m i n { P r ( W ( U ( j ) , w )  I  W ( v , w ) :  v ^ U Q ) ) :  j e  { l , . . . , N ' . g ( n , m ) } , w e n r , } .  
Then 0 < 6 < 1 for all allowable W(U(j),w). Thus, 
Pr^w('^K) = ^ I ^^(Tk-i) = > ^N'.g(n,m) (6.23) 
Now consider proving, 
jnax |Pr^w(^) = w | = 7/1^ - Pr^w^^) = w | (6.24) 
This is true for t < Ti since K(t) = 0. For t > Ti, 
jnax |Pr^w(^) = w | = 7/1 j — Pr^w^^) = w | = 772^ j 
= max {max Pr^w^^^ = w | z= rj^ — min Pr^w^^^ = w | =77^} 
= max{max ^ Pr^w^^) = w | = wi^Pr^w^^') = wi | = 7;^- (6.25) 
 ^ Ul 
min ^  Pr^w(^) = w | = wi^Pr^w^^'^ = u>i | = 7;^ } 
" W. 
= max {A(t,w) - B(t,w)}. W 
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Now consider A(t, w) and B(t, w) individually. 
A(t,w) = max = w | = u>i | 
 ^ U>1 
— = w I = wi^//(wi), 
where the maximum is over all probability measures // on 0^ that satisfy //(wi) > 
^N' g(n.m) for every wi e 0^. This maximum can be calculated. Suppose, 
Pr(w(^) = w = wi) (6.27) 
is maximized by u?i = wg. Then the maximum with respect to // in (6.26) is attained 
by placing probability ^N' g(n,tn) each wi ^ W2 € and the remaining mass, 
1 - (|n^| - l),5N'.g(n,m)^ on Wg. Thus, 
A(t,w) < [ l-  (|n^|-l)6^''SW]Pr(w(^)=w |w(T')=w2) 
+ Yi = w I wIT') = wi). 
Now consider 
B(t,w) = min ^ Pr^w^^) = w | = wi^Pr^w^^') = wi | = rj^ 
(6 29) 
>  m i n ^ P r =  w  |  =  w i ^ / / ( w i ) .  
W| 
Suppose 
Pr^w^^) = w I (6.30) 
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< ^1 — max = w ( u;(^'^"') = 771^ 
—Pr = w I = J72^|* 
(6.31) 
is minimized by wi = wa. Then the minimum with respect to fi in (6.29) is attained 
by placing probability 6N' g(n,m) each wi ^ u>^ G fiyy» and the remaining mass, 
1 - (|n%r| - l)5N'.g(n.m)^ on W3. Thus, 
B(t,w) > — ^|îîw| ~ ^ j ^(Ti) _ 
+ ^ ^ I (^(Ti) _ 
Therefore, 
{A(t,a;) — B(t,w)} 
< j^l — = w I = uj2^ 
+ ^2 8("''")pr^w(*^) = u> I = wi^ 
wi^wa 
- [1 - ^ ^  I JT,) _ 
- 6^'«("'"')Pr(w(^) = w I wC^') = wi) 
< (1 — •g(".m)'j max |Pr(w(^) = w | = 771) 
\ I I / ii,Vi,Vi \ / 
— Pr^w(^) = w I = r]2^ |. 
This can be evaluated similarly for t > TK(t) to obtain, 
{A(t, w) — B(t,u;)} 
K(t) 
(6.32) 
(6.33) 
Thus, by setting r = ^1 - Le"^n^& 6.2 is proved. 
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o 
From Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 6.2, the desired theorem can now be proved. 
Theorem 6.1: Without loss of generality, assume a systematic multiple-site visitation 
strategy. Then, given Pr(wi | wn) as defined by equation (6.14), for every starting 
configuration rj e fiyir and every w € 
lim = w | =z  r j )  =  Pr(w), (6.34) 
t—»oo \ / 
where Pr(w) is the posterior boundary pmf on 0^. 
Proof: 
Jim maxjPr^w^^) = w | = rj^ — Pr(w)| 
= 11] N?7i){Pr^w(^) = w I w(") = 77) (6.35) 
VI 
—Pr^w(^) = w I }|, 
by Lemma 6.1. Continuing, the right hand side is 
< lim max IPrfw^^^ = w I =  v )  ~  = w I = ml I 
t—>00 u,1},7)'2 I \ / \ (6 36) 
= 0, 
by Lemma 6.2. Thus, convergence to the stationary distribution is assured, which, 
by Lemma 6.1, is the posterior boundary pmf. 
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6.3 Simulated Annealing 
It has been shown that the transition probability function defined by equation 
(6.14) and a systematic site visitation strategy as described in Section 6.2 generates a 
Markov chain that converges in distribution to the posterior boundary pmf. Thus, by 
running the chain sufficiently long, the configuration e 0^, for large u, can be 
considered as a sample from the posterior boundary pmf. However, a configuration 
w* 6 0^ that maximizes the posterior distribution (i.e., the MAP estimator) is of 
interest. A modification of the Markov chain algorithm leads to a selection from 
the set of configurations that achieve the posterior mode (Geman and Geman, 1984). 
This modification is the introduction of an annealing schedule, where a (temperature) 
parameter T, that is a function of iteration time t, is considered. That is, define a 
pmf proportional to 
Pr(w| Y(s) : se (6.37) 
The effect of T(t) on the local transition probability function is as follows. At 
low temperatures (i.e., T(t) small), the local transition probability function becomes 
concentrated at candidate configurations that minimize the local energy, whereas at 
high temperatures it is essentially uniform. 
Simulated annealing is a sequential procedure made up of a Markov chain Monte 
Carlo algorithm and an annealing schedule T(t) that are combined to sample from 
a pmf proportional to (6.37). Geman and Geman provide a theorem prescribing 
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conditions on the annealing schedule to guarantee theoretical convergence to minimal 
energy states. 
Theorem 6.2: (Geman and Geman, 1984, Theorem B) Let 
Oo = < w* E fiw • Ui(w*) = min Ui(w) >, (6.38) 
[ weftg J 
and let tto be the uniform distribution on î2o. Define A = max Ui(w) — min Ui(w). 
Assume there exists an integer r > N such that for every t = 0, 1,..., we have 
DC {U(t + l),...,U(t + r)}. (6.39) 
Let T(t) be any decreasing sequence of temperatures such that 
a) T(t) —> 0 as t —» cx); 
b) T(t) > NA/log t, for all t > to and for some integer to > 2. 
Then, for any starting configuration rj € and for every w e 0^, 
lim = w | = 77) = 7ro(w). (6.40) 
t—»00 \ / 
Proof: See Geman and Geman (1984). 
Note that for simulated annealing, the required modification to the Markov 
chain Monte Carlo algorithm is trivial, and the local nature of the calculations is 
preserved. Upon combining the proposed transition probability function (6.14), a 
systematic site-visitation strategy, and a proper annealing schedule, a Markov-chain 
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algorithm is constructed that will converge to the maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) closed 
boundary estimate. (If more than one configuration yields the mode, any one of 
these configurations is obtained with equal probability.) Unfortunately, the required 
annealing schedule is too slow for applications (Geman and Geman, 1984). Therefore, 
approximations are necessary. 
6.4 Iterated Conditional Modes 
In an attempt to approximate the maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) estimator for 
image reconstruction, Besag (1986) introduced the iterated conditional modes algo­
rithm. In the context of the MAP closed boundary problem, instead of a random 
choice from the candidate boundaries at time t with respect to (6.14), the mode of 
the current candidate boundaries is automatically selected. Such a choice guarantees 
that however, if there is convergence, it may be to a local 
maximum. This method corresponds to an annealing schedule where T(t) = 0 for all t. 
It should be pointed out that Besag (1986, 1991) has frequently argued against the 
use of the MAP estimator, unless the posterior distribution is known to be unimodal. 
This is surely not the case for the posterior distribution given in (5.3). Besag (1991) 
states that, when trying to maximize the posterior distribution, it is the general multi-
modality that drives him to search for only those configurations for which the intensity 
model likelihood is relatively large. He refers to this premise as a cousin of Savage's 
Principle of Precise Measurement, and argues how this concept leads to the underlying 
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Figure 6.1 Candidate configurations that update more than nine sites 
attractiveness of the iterated conditional modes algorithm beginning with an initial 
estimate that is data driven. 
6.5 New Object Boundary Generation 
Though theoretical convergence of the closed boundary identification algorithm 
is guaranteed, the use of an approximation algorithm causes additional difficulties. At 
a fine resolution it is difficult to generate new object boundaries. The problem is that 
the algorithm only considers updating nine edge site locations at one iteration. Thus, 
to introduce a new closed boundary in the interior of the image domain, the diamond 
configuration (equation 4.7) is the only configuration that can be used. At a coarse 
resolution, the diamond configuration may be sufficient, but at a fine resolution this 
configuration is usually heavily penalized. Therefore, the iterated conditional modes 
algorithm will rarely introduce a new object boundary. 
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To allow new object generation at a fine resolution it is necessary to consider 
updating more than nine edge sites. For example, at each time t, after the nine-
site update has occured, an update of 25 or 49 edge site locations can be considered. 
Example candidate configurations are shown in Figure 6.1. For each of these candidate 
configurations, permissibility must be checked. If the candidate is permissible, the 
posterior energy can be calculated and compared to the posterior energy of the current 
configuration. This modification of the closed boundary identification algorithm does 
not affect the necessary irreducibility and all theoretical results presented in this 
section are still valid. Once a new boundary estimate is constructed from one of the 
configurations shown in Figure 6.1, future iterations of the nine site updating scheme 
will refine the boundary of the new object to its most probable shape. 
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7. MODEL PARAMETERS 
The statistical intensity model and prior model have several underlying parameters 
that must be specified or estimated. In Section 3, it is assumed that {X(s) : se D} 
is a random field with realizations constant within connected regions of D The 
intensity model parameters that must be estimated or specified are the constant value 
for each region, and the constant variance parameter The set of prior parameters 
{/3k > 0 : k = 0,1,..., 10} discussed in Section 4 must also be specified or estimated. 
In a traditional Bayesian approach, the prior parameters are specified based 
on the intuition of the user or from training data. However, in an empirical 
Bayes approach, some or all of the prior parameters are estimated using statistical 
techniques, such as maximum likelihood or the method of moments. For the 
closed boundary identification algorithm, an empirical Bayes approach to estimate 
{/3k > 0 : k = 0,1,..., 10} is not natural. The reason is that the prior parameters 
are used to penalize configurations that the user feels are unlikely based on previous 
knowledge regarding the application of interest. 
Because the number of regions of homogeneity is assumed unknown, there is also 
a difficulty in estimating the intensity model parameters. However, it is clear that the 
sample mean (or sample median) of the intensity values in a connected region defined 
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by the current closed boundary estimate can be used as a reasonable estimator of the 
mean values of the intensity model. 
The parameter <T^ plays a crucial role in the closed-boundary identification algo­
rithm. A noisy image and a small value for (relative to the prior parameters) will 
result in a final boundary estimate with many connected regions of homogeneity. As 
increases, the number of connected regions of homogeneity in the final boundary 
estimate will be reduced. One method for estimating cr^ is to use training data, but 
such information may be unavailable. Another method, which we recommend, is to 
estimate by using the variance of the intensity values for the largest regions of 
homogeneity in the current estimate of the boundary. More efficient methods, based 
on maximum likelihood estimation from the marginal distribution of {Y(s): sG D}, 
are typically computationally prohibitive (Qian and Titterington, 1991). 
Although specification of the prior parameters is usually based on intuition or 
obtained from training data, it is important to reiterate the main advantage of a 
statistical approach to closed-boundary identification over standard engineering-based 
approaches: Desirable aspects of a boundary estimate can be ensured or advocated 
using a statistical approach. 
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8. MULTIPLE RESOLUTIONS 
Sections 3-6 describe an intensity model, a prior boundary pmf, the resulting pos­
terior model, and a Markov chain Monte Carlo updating algorithm to estimate the un­
derlying maximum-a-posteriori boundary subject to permissible eight-connectedness. 
This algorithm is general and can be used for an edge lattice of any resolution. 
However, a more powerful algorithm would allow the use of information at multiple 
resolutions to speed up the progression to minimal energy configurations. 
The idea is that there may exist regions of a boundary where more dramatic 
changes can be considered by updating at coarser resolutions. One update performed 
at a coarse resolution can achieve globally what might take several fine-resolution 
updates. This ability to change dramatically the boundary estimate allows faster 
movement through the permissible boundary configuration space. 
The rest of this section will focus on transitions between two different resolutions. 
The coarse resolution notation and specification of resolution-two and resolution-
four pixel and edge lattices are given in Section 2.2. The transition from a coarse-
resolution boundaiy estimate to a fine-resolution boundary estimate will be described 
and an iterated conditional modes algorithm will be presented that uses a coarse-
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to-fine updating procedure. Next, the transition from a fine-resolution boundary to a 
coarse-resolution boundary and the associated difficulties involved will be considered. 
Since the closed-boundary identification algorithm is general for any resolution, 
we can talk of a fine-resolution updating algorithm, a resolution-two updating algo-
ithm, and a resolution-four updating algorithm. Throughout this section, Nr(s) will 
be as defined in (2.2) with respect to the fine-resolution lattice D. Recall that for a 
multiple-site replacement strategy at the finest resolution, the site and sites in 
the set are simultaneously updated. A resolution-two updating algorithm, 
with updated sites equivalent to the eight-neighborhood (Definition 2.1) with respect 
to the resolution-two lattice, corresponds to updating the fine-resolution edge sites in 
the set while an updating algorithm on D4 corresponds to updating the 
fine-resolution edge sites in the set, Nn 
8.1 lYansition from a Coarse- to a Fine- Resolution Boundary 
If a configuration w is a permissible boundary configuration at the coarsest 
resolution, resolution four, it is also permissible at resolution two and the finest 
resolution if the values at edge lattice sites that exist only on the finer resolution 
lattices but not the coarse resolution lattice are appropriately specified. This can 
be accomplished in an unambiguous manner given the definitions of the different 
resolution lattices. To move from a resolution-four to a resolution-two boundary 
configuration, set W(s) for s€ D2 equal to the value of W(v) where v = s/2 if 
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V G D4. If one of the following pairs of sites is lit on D4: 
[((s + (l,0))/2),(s + (-l,0)/2)], 
[(s + (1, l))/2, (s + (-1, -l))/2], or (8.1) 
[(s + (1, -l)/2),(s + (-l,l)/2)], 
set W(s)= 1 for {SGD2 : S/2^ D4}. If one of these pairs is not lit then set W(s)= 0. 
This gives a permissible boundary configuration at resolution two. To obtain a 
permissible boundary configuration at the finest resolution set W(s) for s € D equal 
to the value of W(v) where v = s/2 and v 6 D2. If one of the following pairs of 
sites is lit on D2: 
[((s + (l,0))/2),(s + (-l,0)/2)], 
[(s + (1, l))/2,(s + (-1, -l))/2], or (8.2) 
[(s 4- (1, -l)/2),(s + (-1, l)/2)], 
set W(s)= 1 for {sgD: s/20 D2}. If one of these pairs is not lit then set W(s)= 0. 
In Figure 8.1, the edge site locations that exist at both the coarse and fine resolution 
are denoted by diamonds, whereas edge sites that exist only at the fine resolution 
are denoted by circles. 
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Figure 8.1 The transition from a coarse to a fine resolution with respect to the 
center edge site. The edge site locations that exist at both the coarse 
and fine resolution are denoted by diamonds, whereas edge sites that 
exist only at the fine resolution are denoted by circles 
The coarse-to-fine transition suggests a multiple-resolution algorithm to obtain 
a permissible boundary estimate at the finest resolution. Begin with a permissible 
configuration at resolution four. Perform the iterated-conditional-modes algorithm 
(Section 6.4) using a systematic site visitation schedule as described in Section 6.2 and 
the transition probability function (6.14) at resolution four. After several iterations, the 
resulting closed boundary estimate can be used as an approximation of a maximum-
a-posteriori boundary based on the edge lattice defined by D4. Since this boundary 
configuration can be augmented to obtain a permissible boundary configuration at 
resolution two (changing resolution in the manner described by (8.1)), the boundary 
can be used as a starting configuration for the iterated conditional modes algorithm 
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using a systematic site visitation and transition probability function (6.14) at resolution 
two. After several iterations at resolution two, the resulting permissible configuration 
is then used as a starting configuration for the iterated conditional modes algorithm 
at the finest resolution. To make the algorithm computationally feasible, the iterated 
conditional modes algorithm is preferred over simulated annealing. 
To summarize, the algorithm begins with a coarse closed-boundary estimate of the 
boundary configuration; then the estimate is refined to identify the intricacies of the 
boundary at the next finest resolution. The advantage of this approach is that it allows 
broad movements through the permissible boundary configuration space during the 
first set of iterations. 
Theoretically, a simulated annealing algorithm that satisfies the conditions of The­
orem 6.2 and uses multiple resolutions in this manner is guaranteed to converge to 
a maximum-a-posteriori boundary estimate at the finest resolution. This is because 
the algorithm is essentially using the resulting resolution-two boundary estimate as 
a starting configuration for the fine-resolution Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm. 
Therefore, coarse resolution updating is used primarily for initial closed boundary 
generation and to improve the initial boundary estimate for the Markov chain Monte 
Carlo algorithm at the finest resolution. A good initial estimate is of utmost impor­
tance if an approximation to simulated annealing such as iterated conditional modes 
is used. 
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Figure 8.2 An allowable configuration at the finest resolution that is 
not allowable at the coarse resolution 
However, it may also be of interest to allow the movement from finer to coarser 
resolutions. That is, the power to move in both resolution directions may be desired. 
Unfortunately, movement from a fine-resolution boundary configuration to a coarse-
resolution boundary configuration is not as straightforward as the coarse to fine 
transition and results in a loss of boundary detail. 
8.2 IVansition from a Fine- to a Coarse-Resolution Boundary 
There are many instances when the transition to a coarse resolution given a 
permissible boundary configuration at a fine resolution is troublesome. The problem 
is that information regarding the boundary is lost in the transition. Three examples 
of difficulties are presented here. 
First, a current boundary estimate may be permissible at the fine resolution but 
not at the coarse resolution. Consider the following example on a 5 x 5 subspace of 
D. Assume sia, si5, S24, S33, S43, and 853 are the only sites currently lit, as displayed 
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Figure 8.3 A permissible configuration at the fine resolution that is not 
connected at the coarse resolution 
in Figure 8.2. Note that at the finest resolution this local boundary configuration is 
locally permissible on Ni(s33). However, consider the resolution-two lattice with 
respect to S33, corresponding to sites su, sia, S15, S31, S33, S35, S51, S53, and S55. 
At this resolution, the current configuration is not allowable. Therefore, while the 
configuration is allowable at the finest resolution it is not allowable at resolution two. 
For a second example, again consider the 5 x 5 subspace of D and Figure 8.3. 
Here, it is assumed s 14, S23, S33, S43, and S53 are the only sites currently lit. This 
is a locally permissible configuration in N 1(533) at the finest resolution. However, 
again consider resolution-two with respect to S33. If only the resolution two sites are 
considered, the resulting configuration is not allowable at resolution two. The problem 
is that the lit site labeled A in Figure 8.3 is not a coordinate on the resolution-two 
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lattice. That is, a currently lit edge site at the finest resolution is not an edge site on 
the coarse edge lattice. In Figure 8.4, an extreme case of this is presented. 
A third difficulty arises in the following example. Consider a 9 x 9 subspace of 
D centered at S55. Assume S92, S82, S7.3, s^, S55, ssb, S67, som, S59, S40, S38, S37, 
S26, and S15 are the only sites currently lit; see Figure 8.5. At the coarse resolution 
with respect to S55, it may appear that S55 and S37 should be considered connected 
though they are not connected at the finest resolution. That is, these sites appear 
directly connected. 
Definition 8.1: A pair of lit edge sites si and S2 are said to be directly connected if 
the two sites are eight-path connected in the set of edge sites N2(si). 
We have alluded to the loss of boundary information that occurs during a fine-
to-coarse-resolution transition. Also, from a theoretical standpoint, coarse-resolution 
updating does not alone yield an irreducible Markov chain on the entire permissible 
fine-resolution configuration space 0^. Consequently, fine-resolution updating is still 
necessary to ensure irreducibility. Although it is not clear that including fine-to-
coarse transitions is useful in improving the performance of the closed-boundary 
identification algorithms, in some instances it may be necessary to approximate a 
permissible fine-resolution boundary with a permissible coarse-resolution boundary, 
as we discuss in the next section. 
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Figure 8.4 A boundary is present at the fine resolution but not at the 
coarse resolution; this would lead to a disconnected boundary 
configuration at the coarse resolution 
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Figure 8.5 Two lit sites are erroneously connected at the coarse resolution 
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9. METHODS TO OBTAIN A PERMISSIBLE 
STARTING BOUNDARY CONFIGURATION 
A permissible starting configuration is required for the closed boundary identi­
fication algorithm. As pointed out in Section 6, if one begins with any permissible 
boundary the Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm, with an appropriate annealing 
schedule, theoretically will converge to a MAP boundary estimate. However, since the 
required annealing schedule is too slow for real-time computation, iterated conditional 
modes is used as an approximation. Because the iterated-conditional-modes algorithm 
may converge to local maxima, the choice of starting configuration is important. 
There are two stages that are employed in obtaining a permissible starting 
configuration. First, an initial boundary estimate is obtained that is closed for 
the resolution at which the algorithm is to begin. Given this estimate, it is then 
approximated with a configuration that is permissible. 
9.1 Methods to Obtain an Initial Closed Boundary Estimate 
There is a dearth of simple automatic methods that use available intensity data to 
obtain initial closed boundary estimates. In some instances the user may be able to 
provide an initial closed boundary estimate to begin the closed boundary identification 
algorithm. One advantage of the coarse-to-fine resolution updating algorithm (Section 
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8.1) is that the user can, if desired, input only a closed boundary at the coarsest 
resolution to begin the updating algorithm. For example, given a 256 x 256 image, 
the user can provide a closed boundary on the 64 x 64 sub-lattice D4. 
However, it may be that a closed boundary estimate is input at the finest 
resolution, although the user still wants to use coarse-to-fine resolution updating. In 
this situation, the initial fine-resolution closed boundary estimate must be converted 
into a coarse-resolution permissible boundary. As discussed in Section 8.2, this is 
not easy and intuitively some boundary detail will be lost in the conversion. 
A simple method to approximate a fine-resolution boundary with a coarse-
resolution permissible boundary is as follows. Assume that the goal is to approximate 
a closed boundary on D with a permissible boundary on D2. First, diamond-shape 
configurations (equation 4.7) in the fine-resolution boundary configuration must be 
identified. A coarse-resolution boundary will not be able to detect isolated regions 
of one pixel. To maintain connectedness, set W(s) = 0, s€ D, for all lit edge sites 
comprising the diamond configuration and set W(s) = 1, se D, for the edge site 
s in the center of the diamond configuration. Second, set W(u) = 1 for ue D2 
if W(s') = 1, for at least one s' e {2u, 2u - (1,0), 2u - (0,1), 2u - (1,1)}. This 
procedure will yield a closed boundary on D2, though this boundary may contain many 
non-allowable local boundary configurations. However, given a closed boundary 
at the coarse resolution, the methods of Section 9.2.4 can be used to construct a 
coarse-resolution boundary configuration that is permissible. The only additional 
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Step necessary is to unlight a lit edge site, so € D2, if |Nw(so,w)| = 0, where 
|Nw(sn,w)| is defined in Section 2.1; this lit site corresponds to an isolated diamond 
configuration at the fine resolution and should be removed from the coarse-resolution 
boundary estimate to maintain connectedness. 
There are artifacts of the procedure outlined just above. First, the initial fine-
resolution boundary estimate will be shifted down and to the right in some areas. 
Second, in order to obtain permissibility, it may be necessary to replace an entire 
3x3 local configuration with an arbitrary permissible local configuration that 
may distort the boundary; see Section 9.2.4. And finally, due to the problem of 
direct connectedness (Section 8.2) the resulting boundary may introduce spurious 
boundaries. (Figure 9.1 shows the results of such a procedure on the boundary 
displayed in Figure 8.5.) However, since the only goal of this procedure is to obtain 
a starting estimate for the coarse resolution that approximates the fine-resolution 
estimate, an initial boundary estimate such as that in Figure 9.1 will be sufficient. 
9.2 The Modified Hong-Rosenfeld Closed Boundary Algorithm 
Alternatively, a modification of a multi-resolution image segmentation algorithm 
introduced by Hong and Rosenfeld (1984) can be used to obtain a one-pixel-wide 
closed boundary for a gray-scale image. The Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm is based 
on "pyramids" of spatially reduced-resolution images to extract compact regions of 
homogeneity, i.e., regions of approximately constant value. Hong and Rosenfeld 
argue that segmentation by partitioning into homogeneous regions is generally more 
powerful than segmentation by pixel classification, because the information on which 
it is based is computed over regions rather than over small neighborhoods of pixels. 
Though the boundary estimate from the Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm could be used as 
a final closed boundary estimate, it is our intention to use this algorithm to obtain a 
data-driven starting boundary for use in the statistical one-pixel-wide closed boundary 
identification algorithm. 
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Figure 9.1 Two lit sites are erroneously connected at the coarse resolution 
9.2.1 The Hong-Rosenfeld Image Segmentation Algorithm 
The Hong-Rosenfeld (1984) image segmentation algorithm uses a multi-resolution 
("pyramid") image representation, in which each level of the pyramid is a coarser 
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resolution of its predecessor. The pyramid of images is constructed as follows. The 
base level of the pyramid corresponds to the lattice at the finest resolution of the image, 
which we denote as Di For simplicity, assume Di is a 2" x 2" lattice, where n is a 
finite integer greater than two. Let siy denote the pixel location in the i-th column 
and j-th row of Di, where i, j e {1,2,..., 2"}. Each level of the pyramid is formed 
by summarizing a 4 x 4 neighborhood in the preceding level. The neighborhoods 
are overlapped 50 percent vertically and horizontally so that, if the image is assumed 
wrapped on a torus as in the original Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm, each pixel would 
have 4 "fathers" at the next level of the pyramid, and 16 "sons" at the previous level. 
However, because of this coordinate wraparound, homogeneous regions may appear 
on opposite sides of the image and therefore, in practice, one would not want to 
assume coordinate wraparound. 
In our application, coordinate wraparound is not assumed and the pyramid levels 
above the base are constructed as follows. The lattice D2 at level two of the pyramid 
is 2"~^x2"~^ The pixel location S133 on the base-level of the pyramid has the 
sites S211, S212, S221, and S222 as its fathers at level two of the pyramid. Conversely, 
the site 52116 D2 has as its sons the sites sm, S112, sua, sii4, S121, S122, sm, 
S124, S131, S132, S133, S134, Shi, si42, S143, and S144 on the base level lattice Di. 
More generally, the sons of the site skyG Dk, k = 2,3, ...,n correspond to the 
sites Sk_i,2i-l,2j-l, Sij_i,2i-l,2ji S|._i,2i-l,2j+l, Sic_i,2i-l,2j+2. Sk-l,2i,2j-l) Sk_i,2i,2j) 
Sk-l,2i,2j+l, Sk-i,2i,2j+2, Sk_l,2i+l,2j-l, Sk-l,2i+l,2j, Sk_i,2i+l,2j+l, Sk-l,2i+l,2j+2, 
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Sk-i,2i+2,2j-h Sk_i,2i+2,2j> S|._i,2i+2,2j+i, and S|j_i,2i+2,2j+2> if the sites exist on the 
lattice Dk. 1. The pyramid of images is constructed up to the coarsest resolution, 
Dn, at which there are only four great, great, ..., grandfathers. Because coordinate 
wraparound is not assumed, only the pixels in the - 2) x (2""^+^ - 2) 
interior of Dk will have four fathers at the next level of the pyramid and the remaining 
pixels will have fewer fathers. 
Let Z(siy) denote the observed pixel intensity at siy e Di, and use the sample 
mean or sample median of the intensity values of the sons as the starting pixel values 
for the fathers Z(s|.y); s^ijE Dk, k > 1. 
The basic idea of the algorithm is to define link strengths between father/son 
pairs on adjacent levels of the pyramid, based on a measure that combines intensity 
similarity and spatial proximity. The link strength function considered by Hong and 
Rosenfeld (Hong and Rosenfeld, 1984) has the form. 
where d(-) is a function of spatial proximity between sites on adjacent levels of the 
image pyramid, and <^(-) is a function comparing the observed intensities between 
sites on adjacent levels of the pyramid. In their paper. Hong and Rosenfeld consider 
the spatial proximity measure. 
p(k,i,j,u,v) = (H-d(skij,sij_i,uv))<?^(Z(sky) , Z (sk_i,uv)), (9.1) 
k/ S  if 6 < 2.1213 
— 1 otherwise. 
(9.2) 
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where, 
6 = ^(u — (2i + 0.5))^ 4- (v — (2j + 0.5))^. (9.3) 
They chose the value k = 2.1213 to give a value of d = 1 for the furthest father of 
the son Sk_i,uv. More generally, the parameter k can be used to control the influence 
of the spatial proximity term in the link strength function. A large value of this 
parameter makes the sets of pixels that belong to a given region more compact while 
a small value results in regions that are more irregular in shape. 
Hong and Rosenfeld consider the intensity similarity function 
where <7(si{_i,uv) is a standard deviation estimate for the intensities of the sons 
of Sk-i,uv; this estimate is presented below. The function (^(•) corresponds to a 
Gaussian weighting function. More generally, any function that falls off rapidly with 
the difference in intensity values could be used. 
Pixel values at pyramid levels above the base level are recomputed using weighted 
averages of their sons' values, where the weights are the normalized link strengths. 
That is, the new value for Z(s|.ij), k > 1, is recomputed as 
<^(Z(si£y),Z(sk_i,uv)) = 770-1 -exp< 
(27r) o"(sk-i,uv) 
1 
E Z(sk- i ,uv)p(k,  i ,  j ,  u,  v)a(sk- i ,uv) 
(9.5) 
(u,v)6Dk-i 
where a(sk-i,uv) is the "area" of pixel Sk_i,uv. 
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The area function (Hong and Rosenfeld, 1984) is used to distribute the 2^ units 
of area in Di over the pixels defined on Dk, for each k=l,2,...,n, and is computed as 
a(si,uv) = 1, for each siuv€ Di, and for k > 2, 
a (sk-l ,uv) = 
(w,z)eDi_ii 
p(k - 1, u, V, w, z)a(sk-2,wz) 
E P(k-l,u,v,w,z) 
(u,v)eDi_i 
. (9.6) 
Similarly, the quantity (7(sky), k > 1 is recomputed as a weighted sum 
'(®ku) 
E (Z(sk_i,uv) - Z(sku))\(sk_i,uv)p(k,i,  j,u,v) '  
(u,v)eDk-i 
E a(sk_i,uv )p(k , i , j ,u ,v )  
(u,v)eDk_i 
1/2 
(9.7) 
where again the weights are a function of the link strengths. These new values for 
Z(sky) and cr(skij), k > 1, define new link strengths between sons and fathers, and 
the process is iterated. After a few iterations, the link strengths stabilize, and the 
links that remain large define the regions of homogeneity. That is, each resulting 
tree (of strong link strengths) defines a homogeneous region in the image, where the 
leaves of the tree correspond to the pixels belonging to the region and the height of 
the tree corresponds to the region size (the larger the region, the higher the level at 
which the root of the tree lies). After the desired number of iterations, a pixel is 
called a "root" if it is in Dn, or if the sum of its link strengths to all its fathers is 
negligible. Each non-root pixel is then assigned to the tree corresponding to its most 
strongly linked father. This algorithm results in a segmentation of Di. Denote the 
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true underlying pixel intensity for sG Di by Y(s) and estimate Y(s) by the intensity 
for the node of the tree for which s belongs. 
The parameters that must be specified for the Hong-Rosenfeld image segmentation 
algorithm are: 1) the standard deviation at the base-level of the pyramid, cr(s), se Di; 
2) the spatial proximity parameter K; and 3) a negligibility tolerance v for determining 
root sites. 
The Hong-Rosenfeld image segmentation algorithm does tend to over-segment 
the image domain. That is, node intensities of nearby regions may be very close with 
respect to the range of the gray levels in the feature space. Therefore, the algorithm 
has been modified to include an agglomerative clustering step for regions with very 
close node intensities to reduce to some extent this over-segmentation. 
The agglomerative clustering algorithm is described as follows. The Hong-
Rosenfeld algorithm segments Dj into regions with corresponding node intensities 
d = 1,..., D, where D is the total number of regions defined by the segmentation. 
For each pair of node intensities, /Urand/ig; r,sG their difference is 
calculated and the two regions whose node intensities are closest to one another are 
merged if their difference is less than a merge tolerance parameter, /3. The node 
intensity corresponding to this newly formed region is obtained using a weighted 
average of the node intensities of the original regions, with the weights corresponding 
to the number of pixels in each original region. This clustering routine is continued 
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until no pair of regions have a node intensity difference below /?. Though the merged 
regions may not be four-connected, this algorithm nonetheless partitions the image 
domain Di, and thus defines compact homogeneous regions on this domain. The 
clustering routine requires the specification of merge tolerance parameter /?, which is 
crucial in the final appearance of the segmented image. 
9.2.2 The One-Pixel-Wide Closed Boundary Identification Algorithm 
The modified Hong-Rosenfeld image segmentation algorithm yields a fairly data-
driven segmentation of Di into homogeneous regions. It is our goal to obtain a 
one-pixel-wide closed boundary based on the modified Hong-Rosenfeld segmented 
image. This boundary estimate will be used as a starting estimate for a statistical 
closed boundary identification algorithm. In what follows, we list the steps to obtain 
a permissible boundary configuration from the modified Hong-Rosenfeld segmented 
image. The algorithm begins by obtaining a boundary w*e from the image 
{Y(s): sG Di}, and then identifies a configuration w e 0^ that approximates w*. 
9.2.3 An Algorithm to Obtain a Closed Boundary Configuration 
Let Sv = s-{-(1,0) and Sh = s-{-(0,1). Define R(s) to be the area (number of 
pixels) of the four-connected homogenous region to which the site s belongs. The 
following 2-step algorithm yields a boundary from the modified Hong-
Rosenfeld segmented image. 
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Step 1: For each sG Di, calculate R(s). 
Step 2: For each se Di, define 
fl if Y(s) Y(sh) andR(s) > R(si,) 
W(s) = j 1 if y(s) ^ Y(sv) and R(s) > R(sv) (9.8) 
\ 0 otherwise. 
This algorithm results in a boundary configuration u* = {W(s) : s€ Di} that 
satisfies the connectedness requirement. However, this configuration may not be 
one-pixel-wide and therefore may not be permissible. 
9.2.4 An Algorithm to Obtain a Permissible Boundary Configuration 
The following steps are administered sequentially to the closed boundary estimate 
to generate a permissible boundary configuration we 
Step 1: Unlight those lit sites, s, that are completely surrounded by lit neighbors 
in its four-neighborhood (Definition 3.1), i.e., if |Nw,(s)|= 4, set W(s)= 0. 
Step 2: Given the boundary estimate resulting from step 1, unlight the lit site s if 
1) |Nw(s)|= 2, and 2) s is the target pixel of one of the configurations displayed 
in Figure 9.2. These local realizations are not allowable. The lit site s can be 
unlit without loss of connectivity. 
Step 3: Given the closed boundary estimate resulting from step 2, in a raster-scan 
manner, visit each lit site sG Di where Nw(s) is not allowable. Set W(s)= 0 and 
check for connectedness and local permissibility in Ni(s). If the configuration 
is connected and locally permissible in Ni(s), keep this new local configuration 
and proceed to the next lit site. Otherwise, go to Step 3a. 
Step 3a: Set W(s)= 0 and consider lighting one of the unlit sites in Ni(s). 
Check for connectedness and local permissibility in Ni(s). If the configu­
ration is connected and locally permissible in Ni(s), keep this new local 
configuration and proceed to the next lit site. Otherwise, try lighting a dif­
ferent unlit site in Ni(s). If this procedure does not result in a connected 
locally permissible configuration in Ni(s), keep the original local configura­
tion Nw(s) and proceed to the next lit site where Ni(s) is not allowable. 
Step 4: Given the closed boundary estimate resulting from step 3, if at this stage a 
lit site sG Di does not have an allowable configuration, we must consider replac­
ing the entire 3x3 boundary configuration centered at s with any configuration 
that results in a connected, locally permissible configuration in N2(s). This may 
distort the closed boundary estimate, but is necessary to obtain a permissible 
boundary. There are 2® = 512 potential candidate configurations of lit and unlit 
sites in a 3 X 3 neighborhood. Of these, 186 of the candidate configurations may 
yield a locally permissible boundary in Ni(s). The local permissibility of one 
of these configurations in N2(s) depends on the values of the boundary process 
at locations s€N3(so). 
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We use two passes of the image domain to make the necessary replacements. In 
the first pass, for each lit site se Di that does not have an allowable configuration, 
we replace its eight-neighborhood (Definition 3.1) with any one of the 186 
potentially allowable candidate configurations and check for connectivity and 
local permissibility in Ni(s). We proceed in this manner until one of these 
configurations is locally permissible. In the second pass, for each lit site s€ Di 
that still does not have an allowable configuration (this may occur since, in 
the first pass, we only check for local permissibility in Ni(s).), we replace its 
eight-neighborhood with any one of the 186 potentially allowable configurations 
and check for connectivity and local permissibility in N2(s). If a candidate 
configuration satisfies the connectedness and local permissibility requirements, 
we keep this new local configuration and proceed to the next lit site. 
•  •  e m  
• • 
Figure 9.2 The non-allowable configurations 
This approach yields a boundary configuration wE 0^ from the closed boundary 
configuration w*e 0^. 
The first two steps of this algorithm obtain local permissibility by simply un-
lighting lit sites without losing connectivity and local permissibility. The third step 
attempts to unlight a lit edge site and light one of its neighboring edge sites to main­
tain connectedness and achieve local permissibility. This step approximates the local 
boundary configuration of the closed boundary estimate with a locally permissible 
e s t i m a t e .  I f  t h i s  s t e p  f a i l s ,  t h e  p r o c e d u r e  t h e n  m u s t  c o n s i d e r  r e p l a c i n g  t h e  e n t i r e  3 x 3  
local configuration. As a result of this step, the algorithm can yield several permissible 
boundary configurations for a given closed boundary estimate. In some instances this 
will distort and remove boundaries present in the original closed boundary estimate. 
Nevertheless, this algorithm will yield a permissible boundary from a closed boundary 
estimate that can serve as an initial estimate for a statistical one-pixel-wide closed 
boundary identification algorithm. The modified Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm, written 
in Image Algebra pseudocode (Ritter, Wilson, and Davidson, 1990), is presented in 
Appendix C. 
9.2.5 Examples 
Two images will be used to exemplify the algorithm to obtain a one-pixel-wide 
closed boundary estimate from the modified Hong-Rosenfeld image segmentation. We 
shall also examine the effects of parameter specification on the resulting permissible 
boundary estimate. The image in the upper-left panel of Figure 9.3 is an artificially 
generated 64 x 64 image. The upper-left region of the base-level image has pixel 
intensity equal to one, the upper-center region has pixel intensity equal to five, the 
lower-left region has pixel intensity equal to thirteen, and the remainder of the image 
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has pixel intensity equal to nine, except for a smaller region with pixel intensity again 
equal to five. In the upper-right panel of Figure 9.3, each pixel of the original image is 
corrupted by Gaussian noise with mean zero and variance equal to four. This image 
will serve as the observed image from which we wish to obtain a one-pixel-wide 
closed boundary estimate for the boundaries present in the true underlying image. 
The pyramid for this image will have n=6 levels. 
The image in the upper-left panel of Figure 9.4 is a 64 x 64 section of an SAR 
image of sea ice, where the intensity values range from 0 to 255. A great deal of 
effort has been expended in tracking sea ice from satellite images and the goal is 
to identify closed ice-floe boundaries present in the observed image (Banfield and 
Raftery, 1992). 
Example 1: Artificial Image 
For the artificial image, the resulting boundary estimate based on a directional 
Sobel operator with cut-off equal to 18 is presented in the middle-left panel of Figure 
9.3. The effects of noise on the boundary estimate are apparent with many isolated 
lit edge sites and hidden boundaries. 
The modified Hong-Rosenfeld segmented image is presented in the middle-right 
panel of Figure 9.3. Seven iterations of the modified Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm were 
necessary for the link strengths to stabilize and define this segmented image. The 
base-level variance parameter cr^(s) was specified equal to four for all sites in D;. 
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The negligibility parameter u was set equal to 10'^, the spatial dependence parameter 
K was set equal to 2.1213, and the clustering tolerance parameter ^ was set equal to 
one, corresponding to the finest discretization of the gray-level intensity space. 
The image in the lower-left panel of Figure 9.3 is the closed boundary estimate 
using the closed boundary identification algorithm described in Section 9.2.3. The 
image in the lower-right panel is a resulting permissible boundary using the per­
missible boundary generating algorithm described in Section 9.2.4. This boundary 
estimate has the necessary properties of connectivity and one-pixel-width, though the 
boundary estimate is rough and defines many small isolated regions of homogeneity. 
Example 2: SAR Sea Ice Image 
For the sea-ice image, the modified Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm was applied with 
several different parameter specifications. The parameter specifications are presented 
in Table 9.1 and the resulting boundary estimates are presented in Figure 9.4. The 
negligibility tolerance u was set equal to 10"'* and the spatial dependence parameter 
K was set equal to 2.1213 in all examples. 
The second image in Figure 9.4 displays the permissible boundary estimate 
based on the modified Hong-Rosenfeld image segmentation algorithm when the 
clustering procedure is not included in the segmentation algorithm. The gross over-
segmentation of the image domain is evident. The third image uses the same 
parameter estimates as the second, but the clustering procedure is introduced to reduce 
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Figure 9.3 The true original and degraded image are presented in the top row. 
The boundary estimate from a directional Sobel operator and the 
modified Hong-Rosenfeld image segmentation is presented in the 
second row. The modified Hong-Rosenfeld closed and permissible 
boundary estimates are presented in the third row 
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Table 9.1 The parameter specifications for the modified Hong-Rosenfeld 
permissible boundary estimates presented in Figure 9.4 The 
images are ordered from left-to-right and down 
Image 
Number (7^(s);se Di K V 
Iterations of 
HR 
1 Observed Image 
2 750 2.1213 10-^ 1 8 
3 750 2.1213 10-4 10 8 
4 750 2.1213 10"^ 25 8 
5 500 2.1213 10"* 25 8 
6 900 2.1213 10"^ 25 8 
7 1000 2.1213 10"^ 25 5 
8 1400 2.1213 10-^ 25 5 
9 1600 2.1213 10"^ 25 5 
10 2500 2.1213 10"* 10 8 
11 1 Iteration ICM 
12 Final Estimate 
the over-segmentation. The merge tolerance parameter was selected equal to ten, 
corresponding to approximately 4% of the range of the pixel intensities observed in 
the image. An increase in the merge tolerance parameter, reduces the complexity of 
the permissible boundary estimate; see the fourth image, where the merge tolerance 
is chosen equal to 10% of the pixel intensity range. Therefore, the specification of 
the merge tolerance parameter is crucial. 
Figure 9.4 The observed SAR sea ice image and permissible boundary estimates 
resulting from several parameter specifications; see Table 9.1 
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Next, different levels for the base-level variance parameter were selected to 
examine the effect of this parameter on the permissible boundary estimate (the 
fourth image through the ninth). As expected, an increase in the base-level variance 
parameter will in general reduce the amount of segmentation of the image domain 
Di. However, the images provide similar information regarding the presence of object 
boundaries in the scene and all provide reasonable starting estimates for the statistical 
closed boundary identification algorithm. 
The tenth image exemplifies that there is not a direct trade-off between the 
specification of the base-level variance parameter and the merge tolerance parameter. 
Though a large base-level variance reduces the amount of segmentation of the 
image domain, it is clear that boundary complexity can remain high without the 
use of a merge tolerance parameter. Since multi-resolution information is used, the 
segmentation algorithm is fairly robust to the specification of the variance parameter. 
Based on the experimental boundary estimates displayed in Figure 9.4, we do not 
advocate the use of the (modified) Hong-Rosenfeld permissible boundary estimate as 
a final one-pixel-wide closed boundary estimate. Due to its tendency to over-segment 
the image, and therefore to generate complex closed boundaries, step four of the 
algorithm to obtain permissibility becomes necessary for more sites. As indicated 
in Section 9.2.4, step four may in some circumstances remove parts of boundaries 
prevalent in the closed boundary estimate to obtain permissibility. This occurs, for 
example, in the third image where part of the boundary delineating the ice floe in 
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the upper-left of the image is removed. The problem is that no optimality criteria 
are used in choosing the appropriate locally permissible candidate configuration to 
replace the non-allowable 3x3 local configuration of the closed boundary estimate. 
To obtain a reasonable one-pixel-wide closed boundary estimate, it is therefore 
recommended that a function to be optimized be introduced to select the candidate 
configuration that is most appropriate to obtain local permissibility, yet remain 
faithful to the observed information. The statistical (Bayesian) closed boundary 
identification algorithm provides such a function, namely the posterior energy. The 
eleventh and twelfth images present the results of the statistical closed boundary 
identification algorithm using the seventh image as a starting permissible boundary 
estimate (see Section 11 for details). The eleventh image is the permissible boundary 
estimate based on one pass of the image domain using iterated-conditional-modes 
and a statistical boundary model that advocates boundary smoothness and robustness 
to noise in the image recording process. The optimal iterated-conditional-modes 
permissible boundary estimate occurs after four passes of the image domain and is 
presented as the twelfth image. The statistical algorithm results in an optimal closed 
boundary estimate that incorporates the observed intensity information as well as prior 
knowledge regarding the behavior of boundaries (such as connectivity, smoothness, 
and robusmess). 
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Therefore, although the modified Hong-Rosenfeld permissible boundary estimate 
tends to over-segment, it is extremely important in obtaining a reasonable starting esti­
mate for optimization algorithms that yield one-pixel-wide closed boundary estimates. 
To summarize, the Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm is modified by an agglomerative 
clustering routine to reduce over-segmentation and an algorithm is presented to 
translate the segmented image into a permissible boundary estimate. For complex 
scenes, it is not recommended that the resulting permissible boundary estimate be 
used as a final one-pixel-wide closed boundary estimate. However, it does provide 
a good starting estimate for the statistical algorithms that obtain optimal permissible 
boundaries. 
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10. THE CLOSED BOUNDARY IDENTIFICATION 
ALGORITHM USING IMAGE ALGEBRA 
Given a specified posterior pmf on 0^ (Section 5) and an appropriate Markov 
chain Monte Carlo algorithm to obtain a MAP boundary (Section 6), it is necessary 
to identify the required image processing steps for implementation. In this section 
the practical issues of implementing the closed boundary identification algorithm are 
discussed. 
It is advantageous to have a common mathematical environment to represent 
the image processing operations. Fortunately, image algebra (Ritter, Wilson, and 
Davidson, 1990) provides such an environment. After a brief description of the 
image algebra, the required steps to implement the statistical algorithm using single-
resolution updating are discussed. Finally, the additional steps necessary to implement 
the more general multi-resolution updating algorithm are presented. 
10.1 Image Algebra 
What follows is a brief summary of the key notions of the Air Force Armament 
Laboratory (AFATL) Standard Image Algebra as described in an overview provided by 
Ritter, Wilson, and Davidson (1991). Additional details and definitions are included 
in Appendix A. 
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The image algebra provides a mathematical environment for image-processing 
algorithm development. The highly structured mathematical foundation is intended 
to be a unified algebraic approach for image processing, optimization, comparison, 
coding, and performance evaluation. The image algebra deals with six basic types 
of operands, namely, coordinate sets, value sets, the elements of these sets, images 
and templates. 
Coordinate sets are (finite) subsets of d-dimensional Euclidean space R^. The 
sets D, D2, D4, E, E2, and E4 correspond to the coordinate sets in for the closed 
boundary identification algorithm. Image algebra operations acting on coordinate sets 
are operations on subsets of coordinate sets as well as operations between elements 
of coordinate sets. In particular, operations on subsets of coordinate sets include 
unions, intersections, complementation, a choice function (random choice of a point 
or subset of a coordinate set), and a cardinality function. Image algebra operations on 
or between elements of coordinate sets are the usual operations between coordinate 
vectors, i.e., vector addition, scalar and vector multiplication, dot product, etc. 
The value sets correspond to {1,2,..., k} for coordinate set D, {1,2,..., k}'' for 
D2, {1,2,... ,k}^^ for D4, and {0,1} for coordinate sets E, E2, and E4. Operations 
on and between elements of a given value set include the usual elementary operations 
such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, maximum, exponentiation, and so on. 
In addition, the image algebra also includes the operations of union, intersection, set 
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subtraction, choice function (random number generation), and a cardinality function 
on subsets of the value set. 
The most fundamental image algebra operands are images. 
Definition 11.1: Given coordinate and value sets D and F, respectively, an F-valued 
image a on D is a function a: D -+ F. Thus, an F-valued image a on D is of the form 
a= {(s,a(s)); s€ D}, (10.1) 
where a(s)e F. The set of all F-valued images on D is notated as F°. 
Binary and unary operations on images are defined coordinatewise on D. Other 
important mathematical notions used in image processing are the restriction, extension, 
domain, and range of an image. 
In terms of image-processing applications, templates and template operations are 
the most powerful tools of the image algebra. The image algebra definition of a 
template unifies and generalizes the usual concepts of templates, masks, windows 
and neighborhood functions into one general mathematical entity. 
Translation invariant templates will be used to implement the closed boundary 
algorithm. A large class of templates are translation invariant with finite support and 
have the attractive property that they can be defined pictorially, referenced by the 
target pixel. See, for example, Figure 10.1. 
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1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
Figure 10.1 An example of an invariant template. This template can be 
used for local averaging where the center pixel of the template 
is placed on the target pixel in the image 
Templates are used to define those image transformations that make use of image 
values within a subset of the source image. Templates are used for neighborhood and 
clique calculations in the closed boundary identification algorithm. These calculations 
are made using operations between images and templates. 
Images and templates are combined using appropriate binary operations. The 
general image-template operation is defined as follows. 
Definition 11.2: Let Fi and Fg be two value sets and o : F1XF2 —> F a binary 
operation. If 7 is an associative binary operation on F, ae Ff, and te (fP)"^ , 
then the generalized backward template operation of a with t (induced by 7 and o) 
is the binary operation 0 : Ff x (FP)° —> F°' defined by 
a®t= {(r,b(r)): b(r)= Tsgo a(s)ot,.(s),r6 D*}. (10.2) 
Substitution of different specific binary operations for 7 and o in the definition 
above will result in a variety of different distinct image transformations. There are 
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three basic image-template operations. They are denoted by ®, El, and ©, and 
are called the generalized convolution, the additive maximum, and the multiplicative 
maximum, respectively. 
As an example, consider b as the resulting image from local averaging of pixel 
intensities for an image a defined on coordinate set D. This transformation can be 
written, b = g(a0t), where t is the invariant template defined in Figure 10.1 and 
Any imaging algorithm can be written as a sequence of image algebra statements 
(Ritter, Wilson, and Davidson, 1990). Such a sequence is referred to as image algebra 
pseudocode, since it mimics the steps necessary for a programmer to implement an 
algorithm. Appendix B contains the image algebra pseudocode that explicitly de­
scribes the necessary steps to implement the statistical closed boundary identification 
algorithm (for a single resolution). 
Image algebra has been embedded into FORTRAN; the resulting language is 
referred to as Image Algebra FORTRAN (lAF). Image Algebra FORTRAN is used 
to implement the algorithm for the examples in Section 11. 
The following subsections explain the necessary image processing steps to im­
plement the statistical method that identifies closed object boundaries. It is assumed 
that all parameters have been specified. The perimeter of D is assumed to be a 
(10.3) 
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fixed boundary with every site on the image perimeter fixed equal to one (i.e., each 
perimeter site is lit). To allow boundaiy estimates to extend to the perimeter yet 
retain permissibility, the local configurations displayed in Figure 4.2 are allowed near 
the perimeter only. 
10.2 A Single-Resolution Closed Boundary Identification Algorithm 
In this subsection, the image processing steps required to implement the closed 
boundary identification algorithm using only a single resolution is discussed. The 
algorithm, written in image algebra pseudocode, is presented in Appendix B. Without 
loss of generality consider the finest resolution. 
To initialize the algorithm, let e be an initial permissible boundary 
configuration. Obtaining an initial configuration w(") e is discussed in Section 
9. Theoretically, any available starting configuration can be used as long as the 
configuration is in the permissible configuration space. However, as mentioned in 
Section 8, if iterated conditional modes is used in place of simulated annealing, 
the algorithm might converge to a local maximum and therefore a "good" starting 
configuration is desirable. 
A raster scan site visitation schedule is assumed in this description. The site to 
be visited at time t, is in the set 
D ' =  { s =  ( S \ S 2 ) € D : 3 < S ^  < n - 2 , 3 < s 2 < m - 2 ) ,  ( 1 0 . 4 )  
I l l  
where the superscript I refers to the interior of the edge lattice. At time t, site D' 
is chosen and the algorithm first extracts the 11 x 11 lattice (except near the domain 
perimeter) of edge sites in the set, 
= |s= (s\s^) € D : max | |s^ — < 5 j. (10.5) 
Due to the assumed Markov structure on D, this 11x11 lattice is the set of edge 
sites that are necessary to calculate all prior potential functions for any allowable 
configuration of U(t) (U(t) is defined in Section 6.2). Recall that it is only necessary 
to calculate the prior energy function over all potentials whose corresonding cliques 
contain at least one site that is an element of U(t). 
The second step is to determine which configurations of U(t) are allowable given 
the boundary configuration There are 2' possible configurations of zero and one 
on U(t), though most of these configurations are not allowable even without the extra 
information provided by (1 U(t)^. For example, all configurations of U(t) with 
6 or more locations lit are not allowable. It has been determined that there are 186 
potential configurations that could be allowable. However, the additional information 
provided by n U(t)^ will reduce the number of permissible configurations to at 
most a dozen and usually to as few as three or four. 
To check for local permissibility in (Definition 2.11) of a candidate 
configuration Wp ^ the values |w^^~^)(s) : sG U(t)| are first replaced by the values 
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specified by the candidate configuration. There are two criteria that must be sat­
isfied for the 3 X 3 candidate configuration to be permissible. First, each lit pixel 
must have at least two lit neighbors; i.e., |Nw(s)| > 2. A generalized 
convolution using a 3 x 3 invariant template, as defined by Figure 10.2, can be used 
to count the number of lit neighbors for each lit site. The candidate configuration is 
not permissible if this criterion fails. 
1 1 1 
1 1 
\ / 
1 1 1 
Figure 10.2 This invariant template can be used with the generalized convolution 
operator to count the number of lit neighbors of a lit edge pixel 
Second, it is next necessary to check that Nw(u) is allowable for each 
seN2 ^ generalized convolution using the invariant templates as defined by 
Figure 10.3 can be used to identify the existence of disallowed configurations. If a 
candidate configuration satisfies these allowability criteria, the configuration is locally 
permissible in N2(s) and its prior energy function is calculated. 
The calculation of Uo^wp is straightforward from equation (4,11) and only re­
quires the calculation of potentials with cliques centered at sites in sgN^ U 
First, On(w) is calculated using the sum operation over Next, 
the number of diamond configurations Oi(w) centered at sites sENgis 
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k <d b> <d 
Figure 10.3 These invariant templates can be used with the generalized 
convolution operator to identify outlawed configurations 
1 
/ V 
1 1 
\ / 
1 
Figure 10.4 This invariant template can be used with the generalized convolution 
operator to identify diamond configurations 
1 
1 1 
1 
/ V 
\ / 1 
1 1 
Figure 10.5 Invariant templates to calculate 02(w) 
calculated using the generalized convolution operator with the template defined in 
Figure 10.4. If the template value is not explicitly given in the figure, it is equal to 0. 
If non-zero penalties are placed on clique configurations that isolate regions of two 
pixels, the value 02(w) must be calculated over all clique configurations centered at 
sites U This can be accomplished using the generalized convolution 
operation along with the invariant templates shown in Figure 10.5. 
Penalties associated with {Ok(w) : k = 3,4,... ,9} can be calculated using the 
generalized convolution operator and the census template displayed in Figure 10.6. 
The census template calculates a unique configuration number for the 5 x 5 config-
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A 16 1 32 16384 
Z048 8 
/ V 
s / 
2 312 
B 128 4 64 )2768 
c 1024 65336 
Figure 10.6 A census template that can be used to identify penalized configuratoins, 
where A= 524,288, B= 262,144, and C=131,072 
urations centered at each site U A relatively small subset of the 
2^° possible configuration numbers will be associated with a penalized configuration. 
Through use of the census template, each configuration of the 5 x 5 neighborhood is 
enumerated and it can be determined whether it corresponds to a penalized configu­
ration. Thus {Ok(w) : k = 3,4,..,, 9} can be calculated and the prior energy (4.11) 
can be calculated for the candidate boundary configuration. 
Next, it is necessary to calculate the energy associated with the intensity model 
given the permissible candidate configuration. This corresponds to equation (3.3) and 
requires knowledge of the pixel intensities in the entire image domain. At the be­
ginning of the algorithm, given the initial configuration, region-growing 
is used to identify the disjoint connected regions i = 1, j. 
Region-growing is a morphological operation (see Appendix D). For the application 
here, given a seed site in a region, the additive maximum operation is used with the 
template defined in Figure 10.7 to collect the set of sites belonging to the region. (If 
the template value is not given for an additive maximum operation, it is set equal 
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0 
0 / \ 0 ] 
\ / 
0 
0 
Figure 10.7 This template is used for region-growing 
to -oo.) The region-growing algorithm is used at the beginning of the algorithm to 
assign each site in D to a particular region. As the closed-boundary algorithm pro­
gresses, only a subset of pixel sites will possibly change regions during any given 
update. 
The region affiliation of each pixel site, the number of sites n,, the sum of the pixel 
n, n-i „ 
intensities Y(sy), and the sum of the square of each pixel intensity Y(s!;) , j=i j=i 
for each region i that has sites in is sufficient to calculate the intensity energy 
(if the sample means of the intensities in a region are used to estimate the parameters 
{/ii(w) : i = 1,..., K(u;)}). These quantities are used to calculate (6.6) for Wp \ The 
posterior energy for is calculated using equation (5.2). 
To implement the Gibbs Sampler, Ui(-) is calculated for each Wp ^ that is 
permissible and Wp ^ is selected with the probability given in equation (6.14). The 
desired convergence to a MAP estimate requires an annealing schedule and therefore 
Wp ^ is selected with the probability given by expression (6.37). 
The iterated conditional modes algorithm does not require the posterior energies 
for all permissible configurations prior to the selection of the final updated configura­
tion. To implement the iterated conditional modes algorithm, it is only necessary to 
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L <L 
Figure 10.8 These invariant templates are used in the transition from a 
coarse resolution to a fine resolution 
compare the current candidate's posterior energy function with the current best esti­
mate of the boundary. If the candidate posterior energy value is smaller, it becomes 
the current best estimate of the boundary and is compared with any subsequent per­
missible boundary configurations of U(t) until all possible such configurations are 
exhausted. 
10.3 A Multiple Resolution Closed Boundary Identification Algorithm 
The image processing steps described in Section 10.2 are general for updating at 
any given resolution. Therefore, to generalize to multi-resolution updating, that part 
of the algorithm involving change of resolution must be described. 
As discussed in Section 8.1, the transition from one resolution to a finer resolution 
is straightforward and unambiguous. Suppose the closed boundary identification 
algorithm begins with respect to D4. Thus, at time t a site is selected from 
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D4. After a specified number of sweeps, say T4, over D4, a transition to resolution 
two is considered. This can be quickly performed using the generalized convolution 
operation with the invariant templates defined in Figure 10.8. 
After a specified number of sweeps over D2, at time T2 > T4, a transition to 
the finest resolution is considered. 
Given the numerous difficulties in performing coarse-resolution updating from a 
fine-resolution boundary and the little gain (theoretically or practically) in doing so, 
it makes sense from a practical point of view that the coarse to fine algorithm be 
recommended for use. 
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11. EXAMPLES 
Two images will be used to exemplify the strengths and weaknesses of the 
statistical labeling algorithm. The algorithm is applied to the images at the finest 
resolution only. The image in the upper-left panel of Figure 11.1 is an artificially 
generated 64 x 64 image. The upper-left region of the image has pixel intensity 
equal to one, the upper-center region has pixel intensity equal to five, the lower-left 
region has pixel intensity equal to thirteen, and the remainder of the image has pixel 
intensity equal to nine, except for a smaller region with pixel intensity equal to five. 
In the upper-right panel of Figure 11.1, each pixel is corrupted by Gaussian noise 
with mean zero and variance equal to four. This image will serve as the observed 
image from which we wish to segment the image domain optimally and identify 
closed boundaries present in the true underlying image. 
The image in the upper-left panel of Figure 11.2 is a 64 x 64 section of an SAR 
image of sea ice, where the intensity values range from 0 to 255. A great deal of 
effort has been expended in tracking sea ice from satellite images and the goal is 
to identify closed ice floe boundaries present in the observed image (e.g., Banfield 
and Raftery, 1992). 
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11.1 Artificially Generated Image 
For the artificial image, the resulting boundary estimate based on a directional 
Sobel operator is presented in the middle-left panel of Figure 11.1. The effects of 
noise on the boundary estimate is apparent with many isolated lit edge sites and 
hidden boundaries. 
The permissible boundary estimate from the modified Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm 
is presented in the middle-right panel of Figure 11.1. For the modified Hong-
Rosenfeld algorithm, there are three parameters that must be specified, though only 
the parameter governing the merge tolerance is crucial in the final appearance of 
the permissible boundary estimate. Four iterations of the modified Hong-Rosenfeld 
algorithm was necessary for the link strengths to stabilize. 
Given the modified Hong-Rosenfeld permissible boundary estimate, the statistical 
one-pixel-wide closed boundary identification algorithm using iterated conditional 
modes was applied. Boundary smoothness and robustness to noise was advocated by 
placing penalties in the manner described in Section 4. For the images displayed in 
Figure 11.1, the parameters of the posterior model were specified as: = 3, = 
4, ^2 = 3, /93 = 2,0k = 0;k = 4,...,9, /?io = 1, and — 4. The image in 
the lower-left panel of Figure 11.1 is the resulting one-pixel-wide closed boundary 
estimate after one iteration (one pass through the image) of the iterated-conditional-
modes algorithm. The iterated-conditional-modes algorithm converged to the local 
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MAP configuration after three iterations and the configuration is presented in the 
lower-right panel of Figure 11,1. By penalizing the existence of small regions and 
boundary roughness, the statistical closed boundary identification algorithm smooths 
the modified Hong-Rosenfeld boundary estimate and is more resilient to noise. 
11.2 SAR Sea Ice Image 
For the sea ice image, the modified Hong-Rosenfeld permissible boundary es­
timate is presented in the upper-right panel of Figure 11.2. Given this starting es­
timate, the statistical closed boundary identification algorithm using iterated con­
ditional modes was applied with parameters of the posterior model specified as: 
A = 5, /3i = 15,02 = 10) A = 10,/Sk = 0;k = 4,... ,9, /?io = 2.5, and= 1000. 
These parameter values were selected to penalize heavily the existence of small re­
gions and the excessive inclusion of boundaries. The image in the lower-left panel 
of Figure 11.2 is the resulting one-pixel-wide closed boundary estimate after one it­
eration of the iterated conditional modes algorithm and the image in the lower-right 
panel of Figure 11.2 is the boundary estimate after four iterations of the ICM algo­
rithm. The effects of placing a heavy penalty (/3o) for each lit site in the boundary 
estimate is apparent since only the boundaries of larger ice floes are identified. In 
many circumstances, these ice Goes are the only objects of interest. 
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Figure 11.1 The true original and degraded artificial images are presented in the 
top panels. A directional Sobel and permissible Hong-Rosenfeld 
boundary estimates are displayed in the middle panels. The image in 
the bottom-left panel is the permissible boundary estimate after one 
pass of the ICM closed boundary identification algorithm. The ICM 
algorithm converges after three iterations and the resulting permissible 
boundary estimate is displayed in the bottom-right panel 
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Figure 11.2 The observed SAR sea ice image and permissible Hong-Rosenfeld 
boundary estimate are displayed in the top panels. The image in 
the bottom-left panel is the permissible boundary estimate after one 
pass of the ICM closed boundary identification algorithm. The ICM 
algorithm converges after four iterations and the resulting permissible 
boundary estimate is displayed in the bottom-right panel 
Due to the necessity of multiple-site replacement, the statistical closed boundary 
identification algorithm using iterated-conditional-modes is computationally demand­
ing. However, other suboptimal optimization algorithms to reduce the computational 
complexity required for Markov chain Monte Carlo methods in image analysis have 
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been considered; see for example, Elliot et al. (1986), Glendinning (1989), Geiger 
and Girosi (1991), Goutsias (1991), and Manjunath and Chellappa (1991). 
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12. CONCLUSIONS 
In this research, a statistical one-pixel-wide closed boundary identification algo­
rithm is developed that guarantees that approximations to the maximum-a-posteriori 
boundaiy will satisfy the properties of closure and single-pixel width. This is guar­
anteed by appropriately defining transition probabilities from configuration to con­
figuration in the permissible boundary configuration space such that these transition 
probabilities define an irreducible Markov chain on this space that has as its limiting 
distribution the constructed posterior boundary model. This Markov chain Monte 
Carlo algorithm necessarily requires multiple-site replacement to ensure irreducibility 
on the permissible boundary configuration space. 
The algorithm begins by using a modification of the image segmentation algorithm 
based on image pyramids of reduced-resolution, presented by Hong and Rosenfeld 
(1984), to generate a mostiy data-driven permissible starting boundary estimate. A 
good starting estimate is crucial since approximations to the simulated annealing 
algorithm are necessaiy. 
Given the modified Hong-Rosenfeld starting boundary, the statistical boundary 
identification algorithm using iterated conditional modes searches for the locally 
statistically optimal permissible boundary configuration. The statistical boundary 
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(prior) model can be used to advocate desired characteristics of a boundary estimate, 
such as smoothness and robustness to noise in the image recording process. 
Most statistical approaches to image restoration and texture identification pos­
tulate Markov random field models on the true underlying pixel intensities. These 
models often carry with them stationarity (homogeneity) assumptions on the spatial 
domain which are usually inappropriate, since objects present in a scene result in non-
stationarities. Therefore, it is important to identify, in some manner, the structural 
components present in the image domain, prior to applying homogeneous models such 
as Markov random fields. One manner to characterize the structural components is 
to identify one-pixel-wide closed boundaries that delineate the structural components 
(objects) present in the scene. In this research, we have constructed a theory and an 
algorithm to accomplish the (statistically) optimal delineation of the image domain 
into its major structural components. 
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APPENDIX A ADDITIONAL IMAGE ALGEBRA DEFINITIONS 
This appendix contains descriptions of image analysis terms not explicitly defined 
in the main text. 
Restriction: Let a € F°. Then a restriction of a to a subset N of D is denoted by 
a I N> and is an image on N where 
ai (s) = a(s) if sG N. (A.I) 
I N 
Thus, a I N e F^. 
Extension: Let a € F^', and b 6 F°% and Di c Dg The extension of a to b on 
Dg is defined by 
a(s) if s € Di 
(b,D,)(g) = I (A.2) 
b(s)ifsGD2nDf. 
Characteristic Function: If xs denotes the characteristic function with resect to some 
value set S c F, then 
%s(a)= {(s,xs(a(s)))} 
(A.3) 
= {(s,c(s)): c(s)= 1 if a(s) 6 S, otherwise c(s)= 0}. 
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The following is a generalization of the characteristic function: Given a G and 
Se (2^)^, where 2^ denotes the power set of F so that S(s) c F for each s G D, 
then 
%s(a)= {(s,c(s)): c(s)= 1 if a(s) G S(s), otherwise c(s)= 0}. (A.4) 
In image algebra pseudocode, the characteristic function is sometimes expressed as 
(a == S). 
Template: Let D and D* be coordinate sets and F a value set. A generalized 
F-valued template t from D* to D is a function t: D* —• F°. That is, for each 
rG D*, t(r)G F°. The set D* is called the target domain of t. Define tr= t(r). 
Thus, tr= {(s,tr(s)) : sG D} The point r is the target point of the template t and 
the values tr(s) are called the weights of the template t at r. The set of all F-valued 
templates from D* to D will be denoted by (F^)^ . 
Support: If t is a real, extended real, or complex-valued template from D* to D, 
then the set ii(tr)= {sG D: tr(s) ^ 0} is called the support of tr. Also defined 
'2-oo(tr)= {sG D: tr(s) ^  -oo) and £+oo(tr)= {sG D: tr(s) ^  +oo}. 
Translation invariant template: If tG(F^)^, then t is called translation invariant if 
and only if for each triple si, S2, G D with si + S3 and sg + S3 in D, we have that 
tsa(si) = tsj,+S;,(Sl S3). 
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Image/template operations: There are three basic image/template operations. The 
generalized convolution is defined as, 
a © t= I (r,b(r)): b(r)= ^ a(s)-tr(s); r€ D* |. (A.5) 
The additive maximum is defined as, 
aE|t= I (r,b(r)): b(r)= \f a(s)+tr(s); r€ D* i. (A.6) I seD J 
and multiplicative maximum is defined as, 
a®t= I (r,b(r)): b(r)= \/ a(s)-tr(s); rG D* I. (A.7) I seD J 
The symbol V represents the maximum over the image domain D. It is important 
seD 
to note that the support of t is defined differently for the three operations; see Ritter, 
Wilson, and Davidson (1990). 
!sum(a): The sum of an image a on D is defined as the global reduce operation, i.e., 
a mapping F, 
!sum(a) = ^a = ^ a(s). (A.8) 
seD 
!max(a): The max of an image a on D is defined as the global reduce operation, 
i.e., a mapping -> F, 
!max(a) = \J a(s). (A.9) 
seD 
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APPENDIX B SINGLE RESOLUTION CLOSED 
BOUNDARY IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM 
Let denote the image representation of the initial boundary configuration 
6 Let Y denote the observed image. Let denote the value of the 
potential energy function for the initial boundary configuration W(^). 
The following algorithm, written in Image Algebra pseudocode, describes the 
necessary steps to implement the stochastic closed boundary identification algorithm 
described in this research. The algorithm has been written as if simulated annealing 
(Section 6.4) is used and updating is performed at a single resolution only. If iterated 
conditional modes (Section 6.5) is used, set T(t) = 1 for all t, and replace Step 10 
with a step that considers whether the candidate's posterior energy is less than the 
current boundary configuration's posterior energy. 
Definitions of Images: 
Denote C(p); p= 1,2,...,186, as the set of 3 x 3 images representing the 
possible allowable configurations. Let Hqr denote a q x q image with pixel intensity 
equal to 0 for pixel locations in the r x r center of the image, and pixel intensity 
equal to 1 elsewhere. Let Hqr~^ denote a q x q image with pixel intensity equal to 
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1 for pixel locations in the r x r center of the image, and pixel intensity equal to 0 
elsewhere. Let Oq denote a q x q image with pixel intensity equal to 0 everywhere. 
Algorithm: 
Step 0: Sett = 0 
Step la: Set t = t + 1, and set T(t) according to Theorem 6.2. 
Step lb: Choose site s(t) e D' to update at iteration t (possibly in a raster scan 
fashion). 
Step 2: Let | {s:ma.x{|s'-s'(')|,|s'W''(')|}<5}' Comment: Wll is 
an image of the current boundary configuration in the 11 x 11 neighborhood on s(t). 
Step 3a: Set p = 0. 
Step 3b: Set p = p + 1; if p = 187, set d = 0 and go to Step 10a. 
Step 4: Let Wp^= +C(p) | Comment: Wp ^ is an image 
with the candidate configuration replacing the current 3x3 local configuration. 
Step 5a: Check permissibility: Let 
LNp= W})*) • © temp(l)) • (B.l) 
Comment: LNp is a 11 x 11 image with pixel intensities equal to the number of lit 
neighbors that each pixel in the 5 x 5 neighborhood of s(t) possesses. The template 
temp(l) is defined in Figure 10.2. 
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Step 5b: If Isum^wj^^ • x=o(LNp) + %=i(LNp)^ > 0, go to Step 3b; else continue. 
Comment: This is a check that all lit sites have at least two lit neighbors. 
Step 5c: If, for one of j = 2, 3, 4, 5 (defined in Figure 10.3), 
!max| ® temp(j)) • = 3, (B.2) 
go to Step 3b; else continue. Comment: This checks that the local configurations for 
all pixels in the 5 x 5 neighborhood of s(t) are allowable. 
Step 6: At this stage, the candidate configuration is known to be permissible. 
Calculate the prior energy Upl 
Step 6a: Oo(u;j>^^) = !sum(w[,^^) 
Step 6b: Oi^wp^^ = !sum|x=4(Wp ^ © temp(6)^ | Comment: The template 
temp(6) is defined in Figure 10.4. 
Step 6c: Og (wp ^ j = !sum|x'=5(w|j''^ ® temp(7)^ + x=5(Wp^ © temp(8)^ | 
Comment: Templates temp(7) and temp(8) are defined in Figure 10.5. 
Step6d: CalculateI3^wp =!sum|x=2^Wp^ © temp(9)j + x=2^Wp^ © temp(lO)j| 
Comment: The templates temp(9) and temp(lO) are defined in Figure B.l. 
1 1 
^—s PT^ 1 1 < /I K / 
Figure B.l The templates temp(9) and temp(lO) that are used to 
calculate boundary roughness 
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Step 6e: Connum= Wp^ 0temp(ll) Comment: Connum is an image where 
at each pixel location the pixel value is equal to the configuration number of the 
configuration centered at the pixel location. The template temp(ll) is defined in 
Figure 10.6. 
Step 6f: Use a lookup table to identify the pixel locations that have configuration 
numbers corresponding to penalized configurations. This procedure can be used to 
obtain {Ok(w); k = 3,..., 9}. 
Step 6g: 
Up - (B.3) 
Step 7a: Calculate the energy associated with the intensity model. Wp = 
Wp) I Comment: This is the entire boundary configuration on E for can­
didate configuration p at time t. 
Step 7b: Use region growing to obtain the disjoint connected regions and their corre­
sponding binary image representations {Rp(i): i = 1,2,..., K(Wp)}. (See Appendix 
D.) 
Step 7c: Calculate the total sums of squares error. For region i; i=l,2,...,K(Wp), 
calculate 
SSp(i) = !sum(Y . Rp(i))V(!sum(Rp(i))) -
(B.4) 
[!sum(Y • Rp(i))/(!sum(Rp(i)))]2, 
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and the total sums of squares error for the candidate configuration is 
K(Wp) 
SSp= Y, SS(i). (B.5) 
i=l 
Step 8: Calculate the posterior energy for the candidate configuration, 
UP{^L + SSp/2aZ}/T(t). (B.6) 
Step 9: Go to Step 3b. 
Step 10a: Gibbs Sampler: Set d = d + 1. Generate a random number, rand, from 
a Uniform(0,l) distribution. Calculate F(d) ~ exp^-UPp^^^ /Z, where Z is 
the normalizing constant, Z - expf-UPp ]. 
p=i ^ ' 
Step 10a: If F(d) < rand, go to Step 10a; else, set UP^*'' = UPy \ set 
and go to Step 1. 
This completes one update of the boundary configuration. 
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APPENDIX C THE MODIFIED HONG-ROSENFELD 
ALGORITHM TO OBTAIN AN INITIAL CLOSED BOUNDARY 
The following algorithm, written in Image Algebra pseudocode, describes the 
necessary steps to implement the modified Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm (Hong and 
Rosenfeld, 1984) to obtain an initial estimate of closed boundaries in an image. 
Let Y(0) denote the observed image at the base of the image pyramid (Section 
9.1). Denote the value at the pixel located in the i-th column and j-th row of level 0 
as Y(0,i,j). Similarly, the k-th level of the image pyramid is referenced as Y(k). For 
simplicity, we assume the observed image is 2^x2^, implying L = G - 1 overlapping 
pyramid levels are used in the Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm. 
Let S(k) denote the images containing the sample variances of the sons for each 
father at level k. Let A(k) denote the image with intensity equal to the area attributable 
to each pixel at level k. Let wt(k,i,j,m,n) denote the link strength between the (i,j) 
node at level k-1 and the (m,n) node at level k. Let suinlink(k) denote the image 
with intensity value equal to the sum of the link strengths of each pixel to its fathers 
at level k+1. Let inaxlink(k) denote the image with intensity value equal to the 
maximum link strength of each pixel to a father at level k+1. 
Algorithm: 
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Step 0: We must first set some initial parameters. Set stoppoint equal to the number of 
iterations to be used to obtain link strengths. Set S(0) equal to the assumed variance 
of sites at the base of the image pyramid. Set A(0) equal to 1, the area of each 
pixel at the base level of the pyramid. Set minsigma equal to the minimum sample 
variance a father pixel can take on. 
Step 1: Get initial values and variances for Y(k) and S(k) for levels k=l,...,L. 
Let temp(l) be the template defined in Figure C.l. 
Do 10 k =1 to L. 
Addsum= Y(k — 1) 0 temp(l), 
Addsumsq= (Y(k — 1) * Y(k - 1)) 0 temp(l), 
Addpix= limg© temp(l). 
1 1 1 1 
1 (0 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
Figure C.l This template is used to get the sum of the intensities 
of the 16 sons of a father 
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The image limg has intensity equal to one for each pixel location. The image 
Addpix is used to calcuate the number of pixels contributing to the sums of Addsum 
and Addsumsq. This image is necessary since we are not assuming the image is 
wrapped on a torus (Section 9.2). 
Do 20 i = 1 to number of columns of level k. 
Do 30 j = 1 to number of rows of level k. 
Y(k,i,j) = Addsum(2i,2j)/Addpix(2i,2j), 
S(k,i,j) = (Addsumsq(2i,2j)) - ((Addsum(2i,2j) * *2)/Addpix(2i,2j)). 
If S(k,i,j) < minsigma, set S(k,i,j) = minsigma. 
30 End Do. 
20 End Do. 
10 End Do. 
Step 2: Set iterate = 0. Begin iterative procedure to update link strengths. 
Set iterate = iterate + 1. If iterate = stoppoint +1, go to Step 3. 
Do 40 k = 1, ...,L. 
Step 2a: Calculate link strengths. Set maxllnk(k)=0. 
Do 50 m = 1, columns in level k 
Do 60 n = 1, rows in level k 
Do 70 i = 2*m-l, 2*m+2 
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Do 80 j= 2*n-l, 2*n+2 
If (ij) is a site on the level k-1 lattice, then calculate: 
distance =|| (i, j) — (m + 0.5, n + 0.5) ||, 
distwt = 2.1213/(distance * *0.5). 
wt(k,i,j,m,n) = [(1 + distwt)/x/27rS(k,m,n)] 
* exp^-0.5(Y(k - l,i, j) - Y(k, m, n))^/S(k, m,n)^. 
Sumlink(k,i,j) = Sumlink(k,i, j) + wt(k,i,j,m,n). 
If wt(k,i,j,m,n) > maxlink(k,i, j), set maxlink(k,i, j) = wt(k,i, j,m,n), 
collink(k, i,j) = m, 
rowlink(k,i, j) = n. 
End If. 
80 End Do. 
70 End Do. 
60 End Do. 
50 End Do. 
Step 2b: Calculate area memberships. Set A(k) = 0. 
Do 90 m = 1, columns in level k. 
Do 100 n = 1, rows in level k. 
Do 110 i = 2*m-l, 2*m+2. 
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Do 120 j= 2*n-l, 2*n+2. 
If (ij) is a site on the level k-1 lattice, then calculate; 
A(k,m,n) = A(k,m,n) + (A(k - l,i,j) * wt(k,i, j,m,n))/suinlink(k,i, j). 
End If. 
120 End Do. 
110 End Do. 
100 End Do. 
90 End Do. 
Step 2c: Calculate new intensity values for the parent nodes. Set Y(k) = 0 
Do 130 m = 1, columns in level k 
Do 140 n = 1, rows in level k 
Do 150 r i = 2*m-l, 2*m+2 
Do 160 j= 2*n-l, 2*n+2 
If (ij) is a site on the level k-1 lattice, calculate, 
realwt =wt(k,i,j,m,n) * A(k - l,i,j), 
numer = numer + Y(k — 1, i, j) * realwt, 
denom = denom+realwt. 
End If. 
160 End Do. 
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150 End Do. 
Then calculate: 
Y(k,m,n) = numer/denom. 
denom(k, m, n) = denom. 
numer = 0. 
denom = 0. 
140 End Do. 
130 End Do. 
Step 2d: Calculate new sample variances for the parent nodes. Set S(k) = 0. 
Do 170 m = 1, columns in level k. 
Do 180 n = 1, rows in level k. 
Do 190 r i = 2*m-l, 2*m+2. 
Do 200 j= 2*n-l, 2*n+2. 
If (ij) is a site on the level k-1 lattice, calculate, 
added = A(k - l,i,j) * \vt(k,i, j,m,n) * (Y(k,m,n) - Y(k - l,i, j)) * *2. 
numer = numer + added 
End If. 
200 End Do. 
190 End Do. 
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S(k,m, n) = numer/denom(k,m,n). 
If S(k,m,n) < minsigma, set S(k,m, n) = minsigma. 
180 End Do. 
170 End Do. 
40 End Do. 
Go to Step 2. 
Step 3: At this stage we have finished the iterative procedure to calculate link 
strengths. We now want to identify where the nodes of the homogeneous regions 
are on the image pyramid. The parameter aloneval is the maximum value the sum 
of the link strengths of a son to its fathers may be for the son to be classified as the 
node of a homogeneous region. 
For each level, we first assign a link number, linknum to each pixel so that all pixels at 
all levels have a unique link number. We next identify a whether a pixel is a node and 
assign a label number labelnum to each node that will correspond to a homogeneous 
region. Let isnode(k) be a binary image that is equal to one at every pixel in level k 
that is deemed a node for a homogeneous region. For each homogenous region, we 
will also carry the value of the link number and intensity value in lablinkval(labelnum) 
and labelval(labelnum), respectively. Set labelnum=0 and linknum=0. 
Do 190 k = 0 to L. 
Set isnode(k) = 0. 
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Do 200 i = 1, columns in level k 
Do 210 j= 1, rows in level k 
levlink(k,i,j) = linknum + 1 
If sumlink(k, i, j) > alone val, then set: 
isnode(k,i,j) = 1 
label(k,i,j) = labelnum+l 
lablinkval(labelnum) = levlink(k, i,j) 
labelval(labelnum) = Y(k,i,j) 
End If. 
210 End Do. 
200 End Do. 
190 End Do. 
Step 4: At this stage we have identified the nodes of the homogenous regions and 
labelnum equals the number of nodes. At this step, for each pixel at the base level, 
level 0, we need to identify the node that it is linked to. To do this, we start at 
level L-1 and work our way down through the pyramid identifying the maximum link 
strengths for those pixels that are not nodes. Proceeding in this manner we can link 
the base level pixels to their corresponding nodes. 
Do 220 k = L-1, 0. 
Do 230 i = 1, columns in level k. 
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Do 240 j = 1, rows of level k. 
If isnode(k,i,j) = 0, then set 
levlink(k,i, j) = levlink(k + l,collink(k,i,j),rowlink(k,i,j)). 
End If. 
240 End Do. 
230 End Do. 
Step S: At this stage levIink(O) has intensities equal to the link values of the 
correct nodes for the base level pixels. Now we want to create a label image at 
the finest resolution and calculate the number of sites in each homogeneous region. 
Set label(0)=0. 
Do 250 k = 1, labelnum. 
label(O) = k * (levlink(O) == lablinkval(k)) + label(O), 
numofpixels(k) = !sum(levlink(0) == lablinkval(k)). 
250 End Do. 
Step 6: Given the original labeling in label(0)=0, we want to merge those regions with 
labels the correspond to very similar gray values. That is, we use an agglomerative 
clustering algorithm to merge those regions whose node values are within a tolerance, 
toler. This merging step is not included in the original Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm 
(1984). Set numoflabels = labelnum. Set newlabimg = label(O). 
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260 Continue. 
Set closest = 9999. 
Do 270 k = 1, numoflabels. 
Do 280 j = k+1, numoflabels. 
differ = (labelval(k) — labelval(j))**2. 
If differ < closest, then 
Kval = k. 
Jval=j. 
closest = differ. 
End if. 
280 End Do. 
270 End Do. 
marker = 0. 
If closest < (toler**2), then: 
countj = !sum(newIabimg==Jval) 
countk = !sum(newlabimg==Kval) 
newlabimg = Kval*(newIabimg==Jval) + newlabimg*(l - ((newIabimg==Jval)). 
labelval(Kval) = (countj*labelval(Jval) + countk*labeIval(Kval))/(countk + 
countj). 
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labelval(Jval) = 1000*Jval. 
marker=l. 
End If. 
If marker = 1, go to 260. 
Step 6b: Relabel image. Set labelseg = 0. Set newlabel = 0. 
Do 310 k = 1, numoflabels. 
checkifused = !sum(newlabimg==k). 
If checkifused < 1, go to 320. 
newlabel = newlabel + 1. 
labelseg = newlabel*(newlabimg ==k) + labelseg. 
320 Continue. 
310 End Do. 
newlabimg = labelseg 
Step 6c: Region grow on newlabimg to get an image lab that labels eight-connected 
contiguous regions. Also obtain an image labnumimg that has as its value at each 
pixel location the number of pixels that belong to the contiguous region that the pixel 
site belongs. Let moore be the template defined in Figure C.2. Set j = 0, k = 0, lab 
= 0, labnum = 0, usedimage=l, marker2 = 0, and objectj = 0. 
320 usedleft = !sum(usedimage) 
If usedleft = 0, go to 370. 
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If markerZ = 1, go to 345. 
330 k = k + 1. 
If k = ncols + 1, go to 370. 
1 = 0 
340 1 = 1 + 1 
If 1 = nrows + 1, go to 330. 
345 Continue. 
isitone = usedimage(k, 1). 
objectj(k, 1) =1. 
partneroldsum = 1. 
350 neighborimg = objectj iamax moore. 
objectj = neighborinig*(newlabimg==newlabimg(k, 1)). 
partnersum = !sum(objectj). 
If partnersum = partneroldsum, go to 360. 
partneroldsum = partnersum. 
Go to 350. 
360 j = j + 1 
lab = lab + j*objectj 
labnum = labnum + partnersum*objectj. 
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usedimage = usedimage !max (S*objectj). 
usedimage = (usedimage==l). 
objectj = 0. 
marker2 = 1. 
Go to 320. 
370 Continue. 
0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 
Figure C.2 This template is used to find the eight-connected regions 
where all pixels have the same labels 
Step 7; At this stage we have our label image and now must convert this into a 
one-pixel-wide boundary representation. Set boundary=0. 
Do 380 i = 2, 2". 
Do 390 j = 2, 2^. 
If lab(i, j) ^ lab(i - l,j), then do: 
If labnum(i, j) > labnum(i - 1, j), set boundary(i, j) = 1, else set boundary(i-l, 
j) = 1. 
End If. 
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If lab(i, j) 7^ lab(i,j - 1) then do: 
If labnum(i,j) > labnum(i, j - 1), set boundary(i, j) = 1, else set boundary(i, 
j-1) = 1. 
End If. 
390 Continue. 
380 Continue. 
380 END. 
The binary image boundary will be the closed boundary estimate from the revised 
Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm. 
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APPENDIX D A REGION GROWING ALGORITHM 
Let W denote the image representation of a closed boundary configuration 
w € fiw- Let reglab denote the image that will contain the final region labels. 
The following region growing algorithm is written in Image Algebra pseudocode. 
The goal of this algorithm is to identify and to label the contiguous regions defined 
by the closed boundary w. Assume the image domain is (NCOLS x NROWS). 
Algorithm: 
Step 1: Invert the boundary image W. 
Winv = (W==0). 
Step 2; Find a seed site for a contiguous region. Set marker = 0. Let k be the counter 
for the number of disjoint regions defined by w. Set k = 11. Set i = 1. Set reglab=0. 
10 Continue. 
usedimage = (reglab > 0). 
usedleft = !sum(usedimage==0) 
if usedleft = 0, then go to 60. 
20 i = i + 1. 
if i = NCOLS, then go to 60. 
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j = 1 
30 j = j + 1 
if j = NROWS, then go to 20. 
isitseed = usedimage(i, j). 
if isitseed ^ 0, then go to 30, else go to Step 3. 
Step 3: If the site is a seed, here we start to grow a region. Let von be the invariant 
template defined in Figure 10.7. 
reggrow=0 
reggrow(i,j) = 1 
oldgrowsum =1 
40 neighborimg = reggrow !amax von 
reggrow = neighborimg * Winv 
grows urn = ! sum (reggrow) 
if growsum = growsumold, then go to 50. 
oldgrowsum = growsum. 
Go to 40. 
Step 5: Create the image reglab. 
50 k = k + 1. 
reglab = reggrow*k + reglab 
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marker = 1. 
Go to 10. 
60 END. 
The image reglab has as the value at each pixel location the label corresponding 
to the region that the pixel belongs, reglab has intensity equal to 11 for all boundary 
sites. 
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ABSTRACT 
Closed boundaries in gray-scale and colored images delineate the structural com­
ponents (objects) present in the image domain. To identify them, we develop a 
Bayesian statistical theory and algorithm based on image segmentation models. A 
label process is defined on the image domain and a label prior probability model is 
constructed to advocate desired characteristics for the resulting closed object bound­
aries of an (statistically) optimal labeling. Image segmentation algorithms necessitate 
a priori knowledge of the maximum number of distinct labels to use and estimates of 
the summary statistics corresponding to each label class. We estimate these parameters 
using a modification of a pyramid-based image segmentation algorithm introduced by 
Hong and Rosenfeld (1984). Moreover, since most statistical optimization algorithms 
require a good initial label estimate, the modified Hong-Rosenfeld segmentation algo­
rithm is used to obtain an initial labeling for a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm 
to estimate the optimal labeling. Finally, a morphology-based algorithm is presented 
to obtain sets of edge pixels that define individual closed object boundaries. 
KEY WORDS; image analysis, Bayesian methods, Markov chain Monte Carlo 
Methods 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Object boundaries are important features in images and many approaches to edge 
and boundary detection have appeared in the engineering literature. These boundary-
detection techniques generally use local pixel intensity information to identify whether 
a pixel location is part of a boundary (i.e., is an edge pixel). That is, boundaries 
are presumed present where sharp transitions in the observed intensities occur. 
Unfortunately, such techniques are sensitive to error and hidden partial boundaries, 
which hinders the determination of closed object boundaries. 
Recently, Bayesian statistical approaches to the boundary identification problem 
have been considered, with a particular interest in the identification of closed object 
boundaries in gray-scale or colored images. These methods often postulate Markov 
random field prior models on boundary processes. Geman et al. (1990) consider 
closed boundary detection by constrained optimization, where they choose to optimize 
according to a single criterion that combines the local detection of edges with their 
pruning, lining, and smoothing. That is, a pixel location is not deemed an edge based 
only on its local gradient information, as in ad hoc approaches. Other information, 
regarding the local boundary configuration and prior expectations of how an object 
boundary should behave, is taken into account. Geman et al. incorporate closed 
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boundary constraints into their Markov chain Monte Carlo boundary identification 
algorithm by gradually penalizing non closed boundaries more and more at each 
step of the algorithm. Theoretical results guarantee convergence of the constrained 
optimization algorithm to the optimal closed boundary configuration. However, 
approximations to the annealing schedule, that ensure convergence, are necessary 
and Geman et al. note that, in their examples, their algorithm never actually obtains 
a final boundary estimate that is closed. For practical applications, such as automatic 
target (object) recognition, it is important that boundary closure be guaranteed. 
In Helterbrand (1993), a method to obtain statistically optimal one-pixel-wide 
closed boundaries is presented. The underlying idea is to ensure that the current 
boundary estimate, at any given stage of the Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm, 
stays in the appropriate parameter space, namely, the space of one-pixel-wide closed 
boundary configurations. By defining a prior probability model on the space of 
one-pixel-wide closed boundary configurations and appropriately specifying transition 
probability functions on this space, an algorithm is constructed such that the necessary 
property of closure is retained at all stages of the algorithm. Multiple-site replacement 
is necessary in order to define an irreducible Markov chain on the one-pixel-wide 
closed boundary configuration space. The Markov random field prior boundary 
model advocates boundary smoothness and penalizes boundary configurations that 
have many corresponding disjoint regions (objects) that occupy small areas in the 
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image. The motivation is that these regions tend to correspond to noise in the image 
recording process. 
In this article, we consider a segmentation approach and use Markov random 
field label models, defined on the pixel lattice, to identify objects from closed, one-
pixel-wide boundaries in gray-scale or colored images. The label process assigns 
to each pixel a unique number representing the membership of the pixel to a set of 
pixels defining an object or region in the image. A Markov random field is placed 
on the label process to promote the generation of regions with corresponding closed 
boundaries that are smooth and to penalize labelings with many small regions. 
Other authors have considered using Markov random field label models for image 
segmentation; see, for example, Elliot etal. (1986), Derin and Elliot (1987), Devijver 
(1988), Pitas (1988), Geman et al. (1990), Geiger and Girosi (1991), and Short 
(1993). In each of these articles, permutation invariant potential functions (Section 3) 
are used to define Markov random field prior label models and the number of labels to 
be used and mean parameter estimates for a region label are assumed known a priori. 
Manjunath and Chellappa (1991) also use permutation invariant potential functions to 
define a prior label model; however, in addition, they construct a clustering algorithm 
to obtain an estimate for the maximum number of labels to consider. 
The use of non-pixel-invariant potential functions is considered here in order to 
penalize, in a more definitive manner, the existence of small regions of a common 
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labeling. Additionally, an estimate of the maximum number of labels to use in the 
image segmentation algorithm is obtained based on a modification of a pyramid-
based image segmentation algorithm introduced by Hong and Rosenfeld (1984). 
Finally, since approximations to the statistically optimal labeling are necessary, most 
optimization algorithms require a good initial label estimate. The modified Hong-
Rosenfeld algorithm is used to obtain an initial labeling for a Markov chain Monte 
Carlo algorithm and to estimate means of commonly labeled regions. 
One weakness with applying Markov random field models to label processes and 
using approximate optimization algorithms, is that these algorithms tend to be too 
local (Geman and Geman, 1984); a very small region of an image is updated at 
each stage of the Markov chain algorithm. This locality places additional pressure 
on the user to obtain a good initial label estimate since movement through the label 
configuration space can become limited when using approximation algorithms. One 
approach to allow more movement through the label configuration space is to consider 
a Markov chain algorithm with multiple-site updating (Amit and Grenander, 1991); 
this adds computational complexity to the optimization algorithm. Another approach, 
the one considered here, is the use of information at multiple resolutions to improve 
the initial label estimate for the statistical labeling algorithm applied to the finest 
resolution representation of the image. 
Using the modified Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm, placing a Markov random field 
model on the label process, and constructing an appropriate Markov chain Monte 
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Carlo algorithm yields a (approximate) maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) segmentation 
of the image, from which closed boundaries with the desired closure and smoothness 
properties are obtained. From a given label estimate, we present a morphology-based 
algorithm to obtain sets of edge pixels such that each set defines a single one-pixel-
wide closed object boundary in the image. The sets of edge pixels corresponding 
to complete closed boundaries are stored and allow identification of the structural 
components (objects) found in the image domain. 
In Section 2, the problem to be considered is specified and the Bayesian formu­
lation of the image analysis problem is given. In Section 3, the intensity model is 
given and the prior model to be placed on the label process is specified. In Section 
4, Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms are introduced as a means of obtaining the 
MAP label estimate. The modified Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm is presented in Section 
5. Examples are given in Section 6 and the morphological algorithm to obtain edge 
sets is outlined in Section 7. 
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2. PROBLEM SPECIFICATION 
Let D denote the n x m lattice of pixel locations, which we refer to as the pixel 
lattice. Let Y(s) denote the observed intensity at pixel location s= (s\s^) 6 D and 
assume there to be a discrete number of possible intensities; i.e., Y(s)e {1,... ,k}, 
where k is a known finite integer. Arbitrarily, the pixel location (1,1) is selected to 
be the upper left pixel in the lattice; then s= (s^, s^) denotes the center of a pixel with 
the first index indicating the center of the column s' and the second index indicating 
the center of the row s^, where € {1,2,... ,n} and € {1,2,... ,m}. 
Define W(s) to be the value of the label process at location s€ D, and assume that 
there are P distinct objects present in the image. Then, W(s)G {1,..., P < k}; sG D. 
The value of P may be unknown a priori. Noise in the image means that typically 
the label process W(') is unobserved. 
Let fiw denote the set of all possible label configurations. Thus, the cardinality 
of Ow, denoted jfiwl» is P"^"; in images of medium resolution, m=n=256, which 
results in an astronomical value for |fiwl-
The goal of this research is to identify closed boundaries of objects, via the 
optimal (in a statistical sense) labeling w* € îîw of the pixel sites, given the available 
information including observed pixel intensities and prior knowledge regarding the 
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scene of interest. The Bayesian paradigm is used to construct a probability measure 
on the label configuration space Ow, given the pixel intensities. It is important to note 
that placing a probability measure on flw is equivalent to placing a joint probability 
measure on {W(s) : s€ D} and vice versa. 
Y(s) 
W(s) 
Figure 2.1 The intensity process Y( ) and the label process W( ) are defined on 
the pixel lattice D. The pixel intensities Y(s); se D are observed. 
The label process values W(s); s6 D are unobserved 
For w e Ow and y = (y(s): s€ D), let, 
Pr(y I w) = Pr{Y(s) = y(s) : s6 D| w) (2.1) 
denote the intensity probability mass function (pmf), where Pr( A | B) denotes the 
probability of A given B. Also, for u 6 fiw, denote the prior label process pmf by 
Pr(w). (2.2) 
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The distribution of interest is 
Pr(w| Y(s) : sG D); w € Ow, (2.3) 
which is referred to as the posterior label process pmf. 
It is a well-known consequence of Bayes' Theorem that 
Pr(w| Y(s) : s€ D) cx Pr(Y(s) : sE D| w)'Pr(w); w e Ow (2.4) 
We shall obtain closed boundaries via the label configuration w* G flw that maximizes 
the posterior label process pmf. Such a choice is equivalent to a Bayes procedure 
when considering a 0-1 loss function. 
Definition 2.1: A label configuration w* G fiw is a maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) 
labeling if 
Pr(w* I y)= max Pr(w | y). (2.5) 
In the next section an intensity model and a class of prior label models are 
described that promote the desired characteristics of the final closed object boundary 
estimates obtained from the MAP labeling. 
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3. MODEL FORMULATIONS 
3.1 The Intensity Model 
In image analysis, objects are often characterized by regions displaying consid­
erable homogeneity. That is, in an uncorrupted image, one may identify objects as 
regions where the intensity value is approximately constant. Thus, we model the 
intensity pmf based on the premise that objects are defined as regions of statistical 
homogeneity. 
Let X(s) denote the true underlying intensity at pixel location sG D. It is assumed 
that {X(s) : sG D} is a random field with realizations constant within connected 
regions of D. This approach is similar to those adopted by Cristi (1990), Park and 
Meer (1991), Manjunath and Chellappa (1991), and Geiger and Girosi (1991). It is 
a natural approach to modeling the true underlying intensity process since the model 
explicitly allows for gross nonstationarities that arise due to the presence of objects 
in the image domain. In what follows, an additive Gaussian model is assumed for 
the observed intensities, 
Y(s)= X(s)+e(s); se D, (3.1) 
where e(s) ~ NID(0, (T^); S6 D (NID is an abbreviation for "normally and indepen­
dently distributed"), and the e-process is independent of the X-process. 
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For a label configuration w e Ow, define 
Ri(w) = {s£ D: W(s,w) = i}; i = 1,2,... ,P, (3.2) 
where the argument w in W(s,w) is included here to indicate clearly the dependence 
on the label configuration being considered. We assume 
X(s) = fj,i if se Ri, (3.3) 
where denotes the constant intensity corresponding to the region of homogeneity 
Ri(w). Thus, it is assumed that the true underlying intensity process depends on the 
label process W(-). 
For w € îîw> it follows that 
p 
Pr(Y(s) : s€ D| a;) = J] Pr(Y(s) : sG Ri(w) | w), (3.4) 
i=l 
where Y(s) | u; ~ NID(^i,<T^); s6 Ri(w). Upon letting ni(w) denote the number of 
distinct sites syE Ri(w) Ç D, we obtain 
P NI(W) _I F 
Pr(Y(s) : s6 D| w) = J][ fj (27ra^) 'exp{-(Y(sij) - (3.5) 
i=i j=i 
where {/ij : i = 1,... ,P} and cr^ > 0 are parameters. Specification or estimation of 
the parameters is necessary. Note that P may also be unknown. 
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3.2 Markov Random Field Label Models 
In this subsection, a class of simple but flexible prior label models, that advocate 
the desired characteristics of the final closed boundary estimates, is constructed. In 
what is to follow, the prior label process pmf is modeled as a Markov random field 
on îîw. We first define the concept of a Markov random field label model and its 
relationship with Gibbs distributions. 
Definition 3.1: The set M= {W(s) : s6 D} is a neighborhood system on D if W is 
a collection of subsets of D for which 1) VV(s) and 2) sie vV(s2) 4» S2€ VV(si). 
The set W(s) is called the set of neighbors of s. 
Definition 3.2: A subset C C D is defined to be a clique if every pair of distinct 
sites in C are neighbors or C consists of a single site. 
Definition 3.3: A random field {W(s) : se D} is a Markov random field (MRF) on 
fî-w with neighborhood system M if the conditional probability of W(so), given the 
values of {W(s) : s€ D,s^ so}, equals the conditional probability of W(so), given 
only the values of {W(s) : s6 A/'(so)}. 
Definition 3.4: A Gibbs distribution relative to {D,W} is a probability measure 
Pr(w) on with the following representation: 
(3.6) 
where 
(3.7) 
Dec 
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C denotes the set of cliques for the neighborhood system J \ f ,  and Zo is the 
partition function (or normalizing constant), defined by 
Zo = ^ exp(—Uo(u;)). (3.8) 
The function Uo(w) is referred to as the energy function and Vc(w) is called a 
potential function. Each Vc is a function on Ow with the property that Vc(w) is a 
function of only those values of W(s) for which s€ C. 
Definition 3.5: A potential function Vc(w) is said to be permutation invariant if the 
value of the function is invariant under permutations of the sites in the clique C. A 
simple example of an invariant potential function is one where Vc(w) simply counts 
the number of occurrences of the label i in the clique C. 
The Hammersley-Clifford Theorem (Hammersley and Clifford, 1971) identifies 
a Markov random field-Gibbs distribution equivalence that can be used to provide a 
simple, practical way of specifying Markov random fields by specifying the values 
of potential functions. 
Theorem 3.1 (Hammersley-Clifford Theorem): Let A/" be a neighborhood system. 
Then, if the state space satisfies a positivity condition (Besag, 1974), {W(s) : se E} 
is a Markov random field (MRF) on fiw with neighborhood system A/" if and only 
if Pr(w); w € Ow is a Gibbs distribution relative to {D, A"}. 
Proof: See Besag (1974). 
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Geman et al. (1990) and Short (1993) use non-zero, permutation-invariant 
potential functions to specify penalties that advocate smoothness and connectivity 
for the label process on D. For example, Short specifies the potential function for a 
clique C centered at sq as, 
V(so, ue W(sn)) = -0 |{ue jV(so) : W(u) = W(so)}|, (3.9) 
where (3 6 R+ and |A| denotes the cardinality of the set A. Geman et al. consider 
V(so,uG N2(SO)) = )9X{|(uE N2(so) : W(u) = W(so))| < 9}, (3.10) 
where x is the indicator function and Nr(so) is defined as 
Nr(so) = {s€ D: so.max {|s' - so|, |s^ - so|} < r};r = 1,2, (3.11) 
In this article, we consider potential functions that are not permutation invariant in 
order to definitively penalize small connected regions. 
3.3 Specification of the Prior Label Process Model 
The selection of a good prior label process model should be based on any 
information regarding the scene of interest or on intuition regarding the genesis or 
behavior of the objects that appear in the image. The specification of prior model 
parameters and non-zero potential functions will significantly affect the outcome of 
the algorithm to identify closed object boundaries. 
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In what follows, we construct a prior label process that advocates desired charac­
teristics for the resulting closed object boundaries. In Helterbrand (1993), a class of 
prior closed boundary models is described where the prior pmf has support on the set 
of one-pixel-wide closed boundary configurations, and penalizes configurations with 
many corresponding connected regions that occupy small areas in the image domain. 
Additionally, boundary smoothness is endorsed by an additional penalty for boundary 
"roughness". Here we advocate similar characteristics by specifying potential func­
tions that penalize those labelings with many small regions and rough boundaries. 
To discourage excessive boundaries in the closed boundary estimate, prior penal­
ties are placed on configurations w E Ow that include many label transitions and 
many small connected regions. These penalties are specified through non-zero poten­
tial functions Vc in the Gibbs prior. Recall that each potential is only a function of 
the values of the label process at those sites in the clique C. This allows one to repre­
sent easily penalized clique configurations (and thus potential functions) graphically. 
In the figures presented in this section, cliques are displayed and the pixel location 
surrounded by a diamond is referred to as the target pixel location. 
Let Ci(s) denote the clique displayed in Figure 3.1. For a given w € fiw, define 
Vci(s)(^) = X(W(u,w) ^ W(s,w), for every ue Nv(s)), (3.12) 
where Nv(s) = {s-H (l,0),s + (-l,0),s-f-(0, l),s + (0,-1)}. This permutation 
invariant indicator potential function identifies a region of one pixel area with a 
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Figure 3.1 The clique centered at site s that is used to identify regions of 
one pixel in area. If all pixels in the clique have a different 
label than s, then the indicator potential function is defined to 
be equal to 1. The potential function is 0 otherwise 
unique label. For a given w, define 
Oi(u.) = ^Vfi,„,(w). (3.13) 
sGD 
The quantity Oi(w) is the number of isolated regions of one pixel area defined by 
the label configuration w. 
Next, we define potential functions that are not permutation invariant but can be 
used to penalize each occurrence of a disjoint region of area equal to two pixel units. 
Let C2i(s) and €22(5) be the cliques defined in Figure 3.2 and let sj, = s + (1,0) 
and Sv = s + (0,1). Then define 
Vc%i(s)W) = %(W(s,w)=W(s|„w),W(s,w) ^ W(u,w),u ^ s,sh€ C2i(s)), 
(3.14) 
and 
Vc,,(s)(k;) = %(W(s,w)=W(sv,w),W(s,w) ^ W(u,w),u ^ s,SvG C22(s)). 
(3.15) 
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Figure 3.2 Cliques that can be used to identify regions of two pixels in area. If the 
shaded pixel has the same label as site s, and all other pixels in the 
clique have a different label, then the indicator potential function is 
defined to be equal to 1. The potential function is 0 otherwise 
Define 
02(w) = ^ {Vcai(s) + Vci,a(s)}, (3.16) 
sED 
which is the number of times disjoint regions of area equal to two pixel units occur 
in w. 
Similarly, let 0.3(0;) be the number of times disjoint connected regions of area 
equal to three pixel units occur in w; that is, 
6 
= (3.17) 
s6D i=l 
where the cliques C3i(s), Cx2(s), €33(5), €34(5), €35(5), and Cno(s) are defined in 
Figure 3.3. If the shaded pixels have the same label as site s, and all other pixels in 
a clique have a different label, then the indicator potential function VqhIs) is defined 
to be 1; otherwise the potential function is 0. 
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Figure 3.3 Cliques that can be used to identify regions of three pixels in area. If all 
shaded pixels have the same label as site s, and all other pixels in the 
clique have a different label, then the indicator potential function is 
defined to be equal to 1. The potential function is 0 otherwise 
Proceeding in this fashion, the functions 04(w), 05(0;), On(w), 07(0;), 08(w) and 
0()(w) can be defined for w € fiw and represented in terms of indicator potential func­
tions defined on cliques that exist for the neighborhood system A/4 = {N4(s) : se D}. 
(Recall that N4(s) is defined by equation (3.11).) Note that the cliques defined by 
the neighborhood system A/4 can not be used to penalize all connected regions of 
size 5 < k < 9. For example, the only region of 9 pixels that can be penalized us­
ing the cliques of neighborhood system A/4 corresponds to Figure 3.4. To penalize 
all regions of 9 pixels in area, it would be necessary to expand the neighborhood 
system to A/s. This would increase the computation time necessary to calculate the 
prior energy function. 
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Figure 3.4 A clique that is used to penalize a region of nine pixels in area 
In Helterbrand (1993), a penalty was imposed on the number of lit boundary 
sites in order to inhibit the excessive inclusion of boundaries. This penalty can be 
specified equivalently through the prior label process model by defining 
Oo(w) = {x(W(s,w) f W(s|„w)) + x(W(s,w) ^ W(sv,w))}; (3.18) 
s € D  
it is also recognizable as a sum of indicator potential functions defined on cliques of 
the neighborhood system A/4. 
Furthermore, a penalty can also be placed on a label configuration for the 
roughness of its corresponding closed boundaries. Define a roughness penalty lr(w), 
where 
4 
(3 19) 
sSD 1=1 
and the cliques Cri(s),Cr2(s),Cr3(s), andCr4(s) are defined in Figure 3.5. If all 
shaded pixels have the same label as site s, and all other pixels in the clique have 
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Figure 3.5 Cliques that can be used to identify rough boundaries. If all shaded 
pixels have the same label as site s, and all other pixels in the clique 
have a different label, then the indicator potential function is defined to 
be equal to 1. The potential function is 0 otherwise 
a different label, then the indicator potential function Vc.xs) is defined to be 1; 
otherwise, the potential function is 0. 
A class of Markov random field prior models can be defined on w 6 îïw in terms 
of {Ok(w) : k = 0,1,..., 9} and Jr(w). Let 
Uo(w) = I okOk(w) I + aioJr(a;) (3.20) 
U=o J 
be the energy function for a family of prior label process models, where 
{«k >0:k = 0,1,..., 10} is the set of prior model parameters. 
This model has ten prior parameters to be specified or estimated. How these 
parameters are specified is up to the user and also depends on the intended application. 
In many instances, a subset of these parameters can be set to zero and the number 
of parameters reduced. For example, if the user is interested in penalizing isolated 
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regions of three pixels or less, the prior is specified with {at = 0; k = 4,5,..., 9}. If 
the user wants to penalize configurations that identify larger isolated regions yet reduce 
the number of parameters, one could, for example, consider the three-parameter prior 
energy function, 
9 
Uo(w) = o;oOo(w) + ^ [1 - A(k - 1)] ^ Ok(w), (3.21) 
k=l 
where 0 > 0, 0 < A < 1/8, and 4ao + ^ is the resulting penalty for a clique 
configuration that isolates a region of one pixel. 
Though the indicator potential functions appear complicated, the prior energy 
function can be calculated quickly and easily for a given boundary configuration using 
Image Algebra FORTRAN (Ritter, Wilson, and Davidson, 1990). The main advantage 
of the Markov random field approach to modeling the prior pmf for w € flw is 
that the joint prior probability distribution of {W(s) : sG D} is uniquely determined 
by the conditional distributions Pr(W(s) | W(v) : v e N4(s)). This powerful result 
of Markov random field prior models yields an implementable method to obtain a 
(approximate) MAP boundary configuration u*; see Section 4. 
In a classical Bayesian approach, the prior parameters are specified based on the 
intuition of the user. It should be noted that an empirical Bayes approach to estimate 
{ak > 0 : k = 0,1,..., 10} without training data is not natural since these parameters 
are being used to penalize a priori less-desirable label configurations. 
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To specify the parameters {ak > 0 : k = 0,1,..., 10}, it is necessary to under­
stand how these parameters relate to one another, the intensity model variance and 
to the goals of the prior model. The intuition behind using a model from this class of 
prior models is: (1) we should attempt to inhibit the excessive inclusion of boundaries 
that result due to error and variability, and (2) we should also inhibit small disjoint 
regions that tend to occur due to noise in the image recording process. Hence, given 
an initial labeling where we have a small connected region of a given label, the prior 
model should be specified in such a manner that either this small region is encouraged 
to grow to encompass a larger area of the image or the region is made to disappear 
entirely. This can be accomplished through the specification of the prior parameters. 
For example, assume we set > 0 : k = 5,6,..., 10}; that is, we do not wish 
to penalize regions that are larger than four pixels in area. For regions of four pixels 
or less, we want these regions either to disappear or to grow. Note that the prior 
penalty for an isolated region of one pixel width is equal to rji = Aqq + ai; for 
an isolated region of two pixels in area 1^2 = 6cvo + «2; for a three-pixel region, 
j/3 = 8ao + cv.i; and for a four-pixel region, either 7/41 = 8ao + 04 for a square 
region or 7742 = lOan + 04 for all other four-pixel regions. Thus, to allow a 
small region to grow or disappear, it makes sense to specify the penalties such that 
0 < 7/1 < 7741 < 7742 < 773 < 772. Penalizing in this manner will encourage regions of 
size one pixel to disappear and regions of two or three pixels in area either to disappear 
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or to grow based on the observed intensity information and how it relates to the prior 
model. 
By Bayes' Theorem, for w e Ow, 
Pr(w| Y(s) : sG D) oc exp< 
Since {Y(s) : se D} is given, define 
P Di(w)  
- 1  U(,(w)+E  E  
i=l j=l 
(3.22) 
P ni(w) 
Ui(w) = U«(w) + '£,11 (YW) -
i=l j=l 
(3.23) 
and note that the posterior label process pmf. 
Pr(w| Y(s): sG D) = —exp(-Ui(w)), (3.24) 
is also a Markov random field, where Zi is the partition function that ensures the 
posterior pmf sums to unity. 
Thus, the joint (conditional on the observed intensities) posterior pmf of 
{W(s) : se D I Y(s) : se D} (or, equivalently, the posterior pmf of the ap­
propriate w e fiw) is uniquely determined by the conditional distributions, 
Pr(W(s) I {W(v) : v e N4(s)}, Y(s)), according to the neighborhood system A/4. 
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4. MARKOV CHAIN ALGORITHMS TO ESTIMATE THE MAP LABELING 
In this section, methods to obtain an estimate of a maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) 
labeling are discussed. If {ak : k = 0,1,..., 10} and are specified or estimated, 
the posterior label process pmf given by equations (3.23) and (3.24) is, in principle, 
known for all w 6 fiw Thus one might think it would be possible to search the entire 
space ÎÎW to find a labeling w* that maximizes the posterior distribution. However, as 
noted earlier, the cardinality of the search space is usually astronomical and, therefore, 
for most imaging problems a direct search is infeasible. 
Though a particular realization is desired, namely, a labeling from the set 
of labelings that attain the mode of the posterior distribution, it is first nec­
essary to construct algorithms that will essentially allow one to sample from 
Pr(W(s) : SE D| Y(s): s€ D). 
The goal of this section is to identify an irreducible Markov chain with state space 
Çly/ and limiting pmf equal to the posterior pmf given by equations (3.23) and (3.24). 
Let e îîw denote the state (labeling) of the Markov chain at time t. Then, for 
properly specified transition probabilities between any two labelings wo, wi e fiw, 
the Markov chain ... will converge in distribution to a random field with 
pmf Pr(W(s): sG D| Y(s): s€ D) given by equations (3.23) and (3.24). By running 
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the chain sufficiently long, one can obtain a configuration large) that 
can be considered a sample from Pr(W(s) : s€ D| Y(s): s€ D) on Ow (Taylor and 
Karlin, 1984; Section 4.1). 
Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms for single-site replacement will be de­
scribed. In Helterbrand (1993), it was shown that multiple-site replacement is neces­
sary in order to define an irreducible Markov chain on the space of closed boundaries. 
However, for closed boundary identification through label models, multiple-site re­
placement is not necessary (though it may be advantageous in particular situations). 
Single-site replacement refers to updating with a configuration by 
changing the value of {W(s): s€ D} at no more than one site so 6 D 
Let N denote the total number of sites on D (N = n • m). A key requirement of 
a Markov chain algorithm is that all N sites must be visited infinitely often during 
label updating (Geman and Geman, 1984). This visitation can be in any order. Let 
s(*) denote the site visited at time t. Recall that denotes the state at time (t-1). 
One popular Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm to use is the Gibbs sampler. 
To implement the Gibbs sampler at time t, let fiw; i = 1,2,... ,P, be the 
labeling where we set W= i and define to agree with at those sites 
not to be updated. (Note that for some i=l, 2,...,P). At time t, choose 
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with probability 
exp 
-Ui ("'")] 
(4.1) 
Eexp[-U.(u,!")]  
Geman and Geman (1984) show that the selection probabilities yield appropriate 
transition probabilities for an irreducible Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm that 
samples from the posterior distribution of W(-) given y('). 
For the Markov random field posterior models developed in this section, the 
expression (4.1) for in the single-site replacement algorithm can be written 
exp 
-| E Vc(w!") + (Y(s"))-m)' 
CisflgC 
P 
E e x p  
r=l 
E Vc(a,!")+(Y(s(')) 
(C;s(')gO ^ ^ J. 
(4.2) 
By choosing, for example, a systematic site visitation schedule and running the 
chain sufficiently long, the labeling e Qw, for large w, can be considered as 
a sample from the posterior label process pmf. However, a labeling w* € fiw 
that maximizes the posterior distribution (i.e., the MAP estimator) is of interest. A 
modification of the Markov chain algorithm introduced by Geman and Geman (1984) 
leads to a selection from the :;et of configurations that achieve the posterior mode. 
This modification is the use of an annealing schedule. The idea is to introduce 
a (temperature) parameter T that is a function of time t. That is, consider a pmf 
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proportional to 
Pr(w| Y(s) : s€ (4.3) 
The effect of T(t) on the local transition probabilities of the Markov chain is as 
follows. At low temperatures (i.e., T(t) small), the local transition probabilities 
become concentrated at candidate configurations that minimize the local energy, 
whereas at high temperatures they are essentially uniform. 
Simulated annealing is a sequential procedure made up of a Markov chain Monte 
Carlo algorithm and an annealing schedule for T(t) that are combined to sample 
from (4.3). Gem an and Geman (1984) provide a theorem prescribing conditions 
on the annealing schedule that guarantee theoretical convergence to minimal energy 
states. Note that, for simulated annealing, the Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm 
is described by (4.2) is easily modified and the local nature of the calculations is 
preserved. Therefore, simulated annealing with an appropriate T(t) will yield a MAP 
label estimate. (If more than one labeling yields the mode, any one of these labelings 
is obtained with equal probability.) Unfortunately, the required annealing schedule is 
too slow for applications (Geman and Geman, 1984). Therefore, approximations are 
necessary and complicate the problem of optimal image segmentation. 
In an attempt to approximate the MAP estimator for image reconstruction, Besag 
(1986) introduced the iterated conditional modes algorithm. In the context of the 
MAP labeling problem, instead of a random choice from the candidate labelings at 
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time t, the mode of the current candidate labelings is automatically selected. Such 
a choice guarantees that however, if there is convergence, 
it may be to a local maximum. This method corresponds to an annealing schedule 
where T(t) = 0 for all t. 
It should be pointed out that Besag (1986, 1991) has frequently argued against the 
use of the MAP estimator unless the posterior distribution is known to be unimodal. 
This is surely not the case for the posterior distribution given here. Besag states that 
it is the general multi-modality that drives him to search for only those configurations 
for which the intensity model likelihood is relatively large in trying to maximize the 
posterior distribution (Besag, 1991). 
However, the use of an approximation algorithm can cause some difficulties. At 
a fine resolution, due to locality of single-site replacement, movement through the 
space of label configurations is restrained. One method to deal with this problem 
is to consider multiple-site replacement algorithms, which are more computationally 
complex. Another approach is to consider applying the statistical labeling algorithm 
to a coarse-resolution representation of the image domain. 
Let D2 denote the lattice of pixel locations at the next coarsest resolution; D2 is 
(§) X (t)' where it is assumed that n and m are powers of 2. This will be referred 
to as the resolution-two pixel lattice. For a pixel location s= (s^,s^)g D2, define 
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its corresponding intensity vector as 
Y2(s)= [Y(2s\2s^),Y(2s^ - l,2s^),Y(2s\2s^ - l),Y(2s^ - 1,28% - l)] 
(4.4) 
and postulate that the true underlying pixel intensities for se D2 are constant vectors 
within compact homogeneous regions, with means 
Mi = [/xi, //I, ^i, /ii] i = 1,2,..., P. To apply the statistical labeling algorithm on 
the resolution-two pixel lattice, we consider single-site replacement on the image 
domain D2. 
Though this approach is essentially updating multiple sites in D at each time t in 
the Markov chain, the statistical labeling algorithm applied to D2 does not define an 
irreducible Markov chain on Hw with respect to D. However, when approximation 
algorithms such as iterated-conditional-modes are used, coarse-resolution updadng 
allows more movement through the fine-resolution label configuration space fiw. 
After coarse-resolution updating, fine-resolution updating should proceed on D, for 
which an irreducible Markov chain is defined. 
Theoretically, a simulated annealing algorithm that uses multiple resolution infor­
mation in this manner is guaranteed to converge to a MAP label estimate at the finest 
resolution. This is because the algorithm is essentially using the resulting coarse-
resolution label estimate as a starting configuration for the fine-resolution Markov 
chain Monte Carlo algorithm at the finest resolution. Therefore, coarse resolution 
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updating is used primarily to improve the initial label estimate for the Markov chain 
Monte Carlo algorithm at the finest resolution. 
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5. THE HONG-ROSENFELD IMAGE SEGMENTATION ALGORITHM 
An initial label estimate is required for the Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm 
described in Section 4. As discussed earlier, if one begins with an arbitrary labeling, 
the Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm, with an appropriate annealing schedule, 
will converge theoretically to a MAP label estimate. However, since the required 
annealing schedule is too slow for real-time computation, approximation algorithms 
such as iterated conditional modes are used. Because the iterated-condidonal-modes 
algorithm, if it converges, converges to local maxima, the choice of an initial label 
estimate is important and should be data driven. Also, the maximum number 
of region labels P to use must be specified and the intensity model parameters 
{/ii : i = 1,..., ?} and must be estimated. In many situations, this information is 
not available and must be estimated from the observed data in some manner. 
Hong and Rosenfeld (1984) describe a method of image segmentation, based on 
"pyramids" of reduced-resolution images, to extract compact regions of homogene­
ity, i.e., regions of approximately constant value. Hong and Rosenfeld argue that 
segmentation by partitioning into homogeneous regions is generally more powerful 
than segmentation by pixel classification, because the information on which the par­
titioning is based is computed over regions rather than over small neighborhoods of 
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pixels. A modification of their image-segmentation approach is used here to obtain 
(in a moderately data-driven manner) the maximum number of region labels to use, 
an initial estimate of the intensity model parameters, and an initial labeling for the 
Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm. 
The Hong-Rosenfeld method uses a multi-resolution ("pyramid") image represen­
tation, in which each level of the pyramid is a coarser resolution of its predecessor. 
The pyramid of images is constructed as follows. The base level of the pyramid 
corresponds to the lattice at the finest resolution of the image. Each level is formed 
by summarizing a 4 x 4 neighborhood at the preceding level. The neighborhoods are 
overlapped 50 percent vertically and horizontally so that each pixel has 4 "fathers" at 
the next level of the pyramid, and 16 "sons" at the previous level. For example, pixel 
site (3,3) at the base level of the pyramid will have the sites (1,1), (1,2), (2,1), and 
(2.2) as its fathers at level two of the pyramid. Conversely, the site (1,1) at level two 
of the pyramid will have as its 16 sons the sites (1,1), (1,2), (1,3), (1,4), (2,1), (2,2), 
(2.3), (2,4), (3,1), (3,2), (3,3), (3,4), (4,1), (4,2), (4,3), and (4.4) at the base level. In 
the algorithm as presented by Hong and Rosenfeld, it is assumed that the image is 
wrapped on a torus so that every father will have 16 sons and every son will have 
4 fathers. The average or median of the intensity values of the 16 sons can be used 
as the summarizing value for their father. The pyramid of images is constructed up 
to the coarsest resolution, at which there are only four great, great, ... grandfathers. 
The basic idea of the algorithm is to define link strengths between father/son pairs on 
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adjacent levels of a pyramid, based on a measure that combines intensity similarity 
and spatial proximity. Hong and Rosenfeld consider the link-strength function 
w(s*,s) = (14- d(s*,s))-^i^exp(-[(Y(s) - Y ( s * ) ) / a ( s ) f / 2 j  (5.1) 
between s and one of its fathers s*, where d(s,s*) is a distance measure between s 
and s* inversely proportional to Euclidean distance, and <7(5 ) is the sample standard 
deviation of the son (Helterbrand, 1993). 
Pixel values and standard deviations at pyramid levels above the base are recom­
puted using weighted averages of their sons' values, where the weights depend on 
the link strengths. These new values define new link strengths, and the process is 
iterated. After a few iterations, the link strengths stabilize, and the links that remain 
strong define the regions of homogeneity. That is, each resulting tree (of strong link 
strengths) defines a homogeneous region in the image, where the leaves of the tree 
correspond to the pixels belonging to the region and the height of the tree corre­
sponds to the region size (the larger the region, the higher the level at which the 
root of the tree lies). The link strengths are used to define a partition of the image 
into connected homogeneous regions. This partition is not defined immediately, but 
only after the link strengths have stabilized. Each homogeneous region receives a 
region label and the intensity values corresponding to the nodes of each tree can be 
used to estimate (sample mean or sample median) the mean parameter estimate for 
the corresponding region label. 
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A revised version of the Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm (where the image is not 
assumed to be wrapped on a torus) can be used to produce an initial label estimate, 
although this algorithm does tend to over-segment the image domain and results in a 
large value for P. An agglomerative clustering procedure has been introduced to merge 
those regions with very close node intensity values (i.e., within a small tolerance 
with respect to the scale of the gray levels) to reduce needless over-segmentation 
(Helterbrand, 1993). 
This algorithm is not completely data driven since there are parameters to be 
specified: (1) a standard deviation for those pixels at the base of the pyramid, (2) a 
threshold that determines whether a pixel is a node of a region of homogeneity, (3) a 
parameter to control the region shape, and (4) a parameter for the clustering routine. 
The specification of these parameters are important. 
In Helterbrand (1993), the modified Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm was used to obtain 
an initial closed boundary estimate for boundary identification using a boundary 
process. The one-pixel-wide closed boundary identification algorithm presented there 
was found to be fairly robust to the initial estimate obtained from the modified Hong-
Rosenfeld algorithm. However, in this research, we have found the final label estimate 
based on iterated-conditional-modes to be sensitive to the starting labeling obtained 
from the modified Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm. This is again due to the locality 
of labeling algorithms. Even when multiple-site updating (5 or 9 sites updated 
simultaneously) is considered, at most five or nine sites can change their labeling 
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at one stage of the updating algorithm. This limits movement through the label 
configuration domain. For the multiple-site boundary process algorithm presented in 
Helterbrand (1993), nine-site updating is also used for the boundary process, although 
many more pixel sites can change their region affiliation at one stage of the updating 
algorithm. The robustness of the closed boundary identification algorithm to its initial 
estimate is a strength of that algorithm. 
To obtain an initial labeling and constant intensity parameter estimates, the 
modified Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm is applied with the base level lattice of the 
pyramid corresponding to the desired resolution at which the multiresolution statistical 
labelling algorithm is to begin. The statistical image segmentation algorithm presented 
in Sections 3 and 4 can be applied at coarse resolutions to improve the Hong-Rosenfeld 
starting-label estimate. This algorithm will smooth the Hong-Rosenfeld label estimate 
and may signifiicantiy reduce the number of small connected regions that tend to appear 
as output when the modified Hong-Rosenfeld method is used separately. 
Note that the Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm does not guarantee a distinct labeling for 
each connected homogeneous region in D. That is, it may define disjoint regions that 
do not share a boundary but share a similar constant mean intensity. Therefore, it 
is proposed that a partitioning of the image with P* < P labels should be performed 
such that each i = 1,2,... ,P* is distinct. Hence, each label in this new labeling 
may correspond to more than one disjoint region in the image. This will clear up 
difficulties for the statistical algorithm to update boundary estimates that may result 
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due to labels sharing the same mean intensities. Note also that a robust initial estimate 
of (7^ can be obtained from the initial Hong-Rosenfeld label estimate by calculating 
the median of the sample variances of the largest regions determined by the Hong-
Rosenfeld labeling. 
Given the initial labeling and //i, i = 1,2,... ,P% the statistical algorithm (sim­
ulated annealing or iterated conditional modes, based on the models proposed in 
Sections 3 and 4) can be applied. 
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6. EXAMPLES 
Two images will be used to exemplify the strengths and weaknesses of the 
statistical labeling algorithm. The image in the upper-left panel of Figure 6.1 is 
an artificially generated 64 x 64 image. The upper-left region of the image has 
pixel intensity equal to one, the upper-center region has pixel intensity equal to five, 
the lower-left region has pixel intensity equal to thirteen, and the remainder of the 
image has pixel intensity equal to nine, except for a small isolated region with pixel 
intensity equal to five (the same as the upper-center region). In the upper-right panel 
of Figure 6.1, each pixel is corrupted by Gaussian noise with mean zero and variance 
equal to four. This image will serve as the observed image from which we wish to 
segment the image domain optimally and identify closed boundaries present in the 
true underlying image. 
The image in the upper-left panel of Figures 6.2 and 6.3 is a 64 x 64 section of 
an SAR image of sea ice, where the intensity values range from 0 to 255. A great 
deal of effort has been expended in tracking sea ice from satellite images and the 
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goal is to identify closed ice-floe boundaries present in the observed image (Banfield 
and Raftery, 1991). 
6.1 Artificially Generated Image 
For the artificial image, the modified Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm was applied at 
a coarse resolution D2 (32 x 32) to obtain an initial labeling of the image domain, 
which is presented in the middle-left panel of Figure 6.1. The parameter of the 
clustering routine was fixed equal to one , equal to the finest level of discretization in 
the intensity space. In experimentation, the modified Hong-Rosenfeld labeling was 
fairly robust to specification of the other parameters, though in some instances the 
small isolated region of intensity five was not identified from the corrupted image. 
Given the initial estimate, the statistical labeling algorithm was applied at the coarse 
resolution with parameter specifications ao = 1, ai = 1.5, ag = 1, a.3 = 0.5 = 
0; k = 4,..., 9, am = 0.5, and = 4. These specifications were selected to penalize 
excessive label changes (ao), encourage boundary smoothness (aio), and advocate 
robustness to noise in the image-recording process (ai, «2, and as). The iterated-
conditional-modes (ICM) algorithm at resolution D2 converged in three iterations 
and is presented in the middle-right panel of Figure 6.1. The coarse-resolution ICM 
estimate was then used as a starting labeling for the fine-resolution (64 x 64) ICM 
algorithm. The same parameter specifications as for the coarse-resolution algorithm 
were used, except that we set 04 = 0.5 for the clique realization in Figure 6.4; this 
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Figure 6.1 The true original and degraded artificial images are presented in the top 
panels. The labeling from the modified Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm is 
presented in the middle-left panel. The ICM coarse-resolution 
labeling is presented in the middle-right panel. The final ICM 
label estimate is presented in the bottom-left panel 
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penalizes 2x2 regions that correspond to isolated labels at the coarse resolution. 
The fine-resolution ICM algorithm converged in five iterations and is presented in the 
lower-left panel of Figure 6.1. The final (fine-resolution) labeling closely resembles 
the true underlying segmentation of the image domain. By penalizing the existence 
of small regions and boundary roughness, the statistical labeling algorithm smooths 
the modified Hong-Rosenfeld labeling and is resistant to noise in the image. 
6.2 SAR Sea Ice Image 
For the sea-ice image, two outcomes are presented. The observed sea ice image 
(64 X 64) is presented in the upper-left panel of Figures 6.2 and 6.3. In experimen­
tation, the clustering parameter was found to be the most crucial in determining the 
modified Hong-Rosenfeld labeling for this image. 
In Figure 6.2, the modified Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm was used at the coarse 
resolution D2 (32 x 32) with a clustering parameter equal to 20 . Though at most 12 
(% 255/20) labels may have been identified using a clustering parameter set equal 
to 20 (Helterbrand, 1993), the maximum number of labels estimated by the modified 
Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm was three. This initial coarse-resolution label estimate is 
presented in the upper-right panel of Figure 6.2. 
Given the initial estimate, the statistical labeling algorithm was applied at the 
coarse resolution with parameter specifications cvo = 0.5, ai = 2, 02 = 1.5, 0:3 = 
1 , «k = 0; k = 4,..., 10, and cr^ = 1000. These specifications were selected to 
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Figure 6.2 The observed SAR sea ice image is displayed in the upper-left panel. 
An initial labeling from the modified Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm is 
displayed in the upper-right panel. Three labels are identified. The ICM 
coarse-resolution labeling is presented in the lower-left panel and the 
final ICM label estimate is presented in the bottom-right panel 
penalize excessive label changes (ao). and advocate robustness to noise in the image 
recording process (ai, 0:2, and 03). The ICM algorithm converged in four iterations 
and is presented in the lower-left panel of Figure 6.2. The coarse-resolution ICM 
estimate was then used as a starting labeling for the fine-resolution ICM algorithm. 
The same parameter specifications were used as for the coarse-resolution algorithm, 
except we set 04 = 1 for the clique realization in Figure 6.4. The fine-resolution 
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ICM algorithm converged in two iterations and is presented in the lower-right panel 
of Figure 6.2. The final fine-resolution labeling accurately identifies the region 
corresponding to water and identifies an apparent cloud bank in the lower portion 
of the scene. Again, the statistical labeling algorithm yields a labeling that is more 
resilient to noise in the image recording process. 
Often, in ice-floe tracking problems, the goal is to partition the scene into ice 
and non-ice regions. That is, it is known a priori that only two labels are to be used. 
By choosing the clustering parameter appropriately, the modified Hong-Rosenfeld 
algorithm could be used to obtain such a partition. For the sea ice image in the 
upper-left panel of Figure 6.3, a clustering parameter equal to 60 yielded a partitioning 
similar to the binary image obtained using a simple threshold at the coarse-resolution; 
the image in the upper-right panel of Figure 6.3 was obtained via thresholding with the 
threshold parameter set equal to 97. (If the observed intensity at a coarse-resolution 
pixel location is above 97, the labeling at that location equals 1, and 0 otherwise.) 
The statistical labeling algorithm was applied at the coarse resolution with param­
eter specifications ao = 0.2, a\ = 1.5, ag = 10, 03 = 0.5 , ak = 0; k = 4,..., 10, 
and cr^ = 1000. The iterated-conditional-modes algorithm converged in two iterations 
and is presented in the lower-left panel of Figure 6.3. The coarse-resolution ICM es­
timate was then used as a starting labeling for the fine-resolution ICM algorithm with 
the same parameter specifications as for the coarse-resolution algorithm, except we set 
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Figure 6.3 The observed SAR sea ice image is displayed in the upper-left panel 
and a simple thresholding with cut-off parameter equal to 97 yields 
the coarse-resolution binary image presented in the upper-right 
panel. Thus two labels are used. The ICM coarse-resolution 
labeling is presented in the lower-left panel and the final ICM 
label estimate is presented in the bottom-right panel 
«4 = 0.5 for the clique realization in Figure 6.4. The fine-resolution ICM algorithm 
converged in one iteration and is presented in the lower-right panel of Figure 6.3. 
In these experiments, our Bayesian statistical algorithm yields a labeling with the 
desired characteristics advocated by the prior label model and satisfactorily identifies 
objects present in the scene. However, due to the "localness" of the Markov random 
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field model, the final label estimate is sensitive to the starting estimate provided 
by the modified Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm. Applying the statistical algorithm at a 
coarse-resolution allowed more movement through the label configuration space and 
improved the performance of the algorithm. 
sO 
Figure 6.4 A clique that can be used to identify an isolated 2x2 region labeling. If 
the shaded pixel has the same label as site s, and all other pixels in the 
clique have a different label, then the corresponding indicator potential 
function is defined to be 1; otherwise, the potential function is 0 
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7. OBTAINING ONE-PIXEL-WIDE CLOSED OBJECT BOUNDARIES 
Given the optimal labeling of the image domain, using simulated annealing or 
iterated conditional modes, we wish to obtain, automatically, sets of pixels such 
that each set defines one one-pixel-wide closed boundary corresponding to an object 
identified by the statistical labeling algorithm. One-pixel-wide closed boundaries are 
useful in delineating homogeneous regions in the image domain. In what follows, an 
expedient algorithm, based on mathematical morphology and presented here in Image 
Algebra pseudocode (Ritter, Wilson, and Davidson, 1991), is given. 
To begin, let Q(s) denote the value of a boundary process at location s € D, 
with Q(s)= 1 if s is part of a boundary and Q(s)= 0 otherwise. When Q(s)= 1, the 
edge site s is referred to as being Ht. We next define a series of terms that are used 
to specify what is meant by a one-pixel-wide closed boundary. Consider so G D and 
recall the definition of Nr(so) (equation (3.11)). 
Definition 7.1: Let so € D. The four-neighborhood or, equivalently, the set of four-
neighbors of so is Nv(so) (Section 3.3). The eight-neighborhood or set of eight-
neighbors of so is Ni(so). Define 
NQ,(SO) = {sG D: s € NV(so) and Q(s)=l}. (7.1) 
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This set is referred to as the four-neighbor edge set for so. Similarly, define 
NQ,(SO) = {s€ D: s G NI(so) and Q(s)=l}. (7.2) 
This set is referred to as the eight-neighbor edge set for so. 
Definition 7.2: A four-path [eight-path] is a sequence of sites si,s2,..., s^e D such 
that Si+iG Nv(si) [si+iG Ni(si)], i = 1 k-1. 
Definition 7.3: Two lit sites Sa and sb are four-connected feight-connectedl in D if 
there exists a four-path [eight-path] si,s2,...,s|. of lit sites in D, such that si=Sa, 
Sk=Sb. 
Definition 7.4: Two lit sites Sa and sy are said to be eight-connected but not 
four-connected in D if there exists an eight-path si,s2,..., s^ of lit sites in D, such 
that si=sa, si5=sb, and either sj+i^ Nv(si) or si_i$? Nv(si) for at least one value 
of i, i = 2,... ,k - 1. 
Definition 7.5: A set of lit edge sites U is said to be connected if each pair of lit 
sites Sa, Sb€ U are eight-connected. 
Definition 7.6: A set of lit edge sites U is said to be closed if 1) U is connected, 
and 2) for each s E U, |NQ,(S)| > 2. 
Definition 7.7: When Q(so)= 1, NQ,(SO) is said to be allowable if for each pair 
si,s2 G NQ,(SO), si ^ NQI(S2). Put more simply, any two lit neighbors si ands2 of 
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So are not allowed to be vertically, horizontally, or diagonally adjacent. These local 
configurations are thus eight-connected but not four-connected. 
Definition 7.8: A set of lit edge sites U is said to be a one-pixel-wide closed boundary 
if 1) U is closed, and 2) for each se U, NQ,(S) is allowable. 
Let Rj = {s € D: W*(s) = i}; i = 1,2,... ,P*, where W* is the final label 
estimate. Because a label may correspond to more than one disjoint region, a 
preliminary region-growing algorithm is used to re-label the segmented image into 
P** > P* contiguous regions (labels). For each set Ri, i = 1, 2, ..., P**, we first 
obtain a set of lit edge sites E; that will contain all edge sites corresponding to the 
boundaries of the region Rj. To obtain the set of lit edge pixels for all boundaries 
corresponding to the region Rj, the additive maximum operation from Image Algebra 
(Ritter, Wilson, and Davidson, 1990) is used on the binary image representation, 
of the set Ri. For a template t, define the additive maximum operation as 
1 if s€ Rj 
0 otherwise, (7.3) 
b=aElt= < (u,b(u)) : b(u)= \/ {a(s) + tu(s)},u6 D >. (7.4) 
k seD 
Using the template t displayed in Figure 7.1, define 
lEi=(lRi Et) — Ir; (7.5) 
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Figure 7.1 The template t that is used to obtain a boundary representation of region R; 
to be the binary image representation of the edge set Ei for the contiguous (four-
connected) region R; in the segmented image. This image-algebra operation 
corresponds to a morphological dilation of R.E by the structuring element 
{(0,1),(1,0),(0,-1),(-1,0)} G Z^, followed by an intersection with the comple­
ment set of Ri. 
Note that E; can be decomposed into a minimal collection of edge sets 
{Ey: j = l,...,di}, where each set Ey is connected, and di is equal to one 
more than the number of regions (objects) embedded in region R;. The boundary-
tracing algorithm presented in Appendix A gives an automatic algorithm to obtain 
{Ey: j = 1,..., di}. The algorithm is written in Image Algebra pseudocode (Ritter, 
Wilson, and Davidson, 1990). 
Though each set Ey is connected, it may not be closed nor one-pixel-wide. 
Nonetheless, there exists a set Ey C Ey that is one-pixel-wide closed. The iterative 
algorithm presented in Appendix B automatically identifies these edge sets. Thus, 
for each homogenous region R;, we obtain a collection |eJ: j = 1,..., dij of one-
pixel-wide closed boundaries that delineate R}. 
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The algorithm described above was applied to the final label estimates of the two 
images discussed in Section 6. In the upper panels of Figure 7.2, the original and 
corrupted artificial image are presented. The middle and lower panels present the 
binary image representations (superimposed) for the one-pixel-wide closed boundary 
edge sets identified for each label class from the final label estimate given in the lower-
left panel of Figure 6.1. If these boundary sets could be represented at an infinitesimal 
resolution, the boundary sets would combine to tesselate the image domain. 
Similarly, Figures 7.3 and 7.4 present the superimpositions of one-pixel-wide 
closed boundaries for the final SAR label estimates presented in Figures 6.2 and 6.3, 
respectively. Each one-pixel-wide closed boundary delineates a region identified by 
the statistical labeling algorithm. 
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Figure 7.2 The true original and degraded artificial images are presented 
in the top panels. The one-pixel-wide closed boundaries 
corresponding to unique region labels are superimposed on the 
remaining images, with one image for each labeling 
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Figure 7.3 The observed SAR sea ice image is displayed in the upper-left 
panel. The one-pixel-wide closed boundaries corresponding to 
unique region labels are superimposed on the remaining images, 
with one image for each of the three labelings 
sswswœsfsmdfe»:»»! 
Figure 7.4 The observed SAR sea ice image is displayed in the upper-left 
panel. The one-pixel-wide closed boundary corresponding to 
region label two is superimposed on the right-panel 
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8. CONCLUSION 
In this article, stochastic Markov random field label models have been constructed 
and a multi-resolution algorithm has been developed to obtain (approximations to) 
statistically optimal labelings of gray-scale images. These optimal labelings are used 
to identify smooth one-pixel-wide closed object boundaries that delineate the structural 
components present in the image domain. The label models are constructed to 
promote labelings with corresponding closed boundaries that are smooth and to inhibit 
excessive label transitions. Additionally, non pixel-invariant potential functions are 
considered in order to penalize, in a more definitive manner, the existence of small 
regions of a common labeling. 
The algorithm begins by using a modification of the multi-resolution image 
segmentation algorithm presented by Hong and Rosenfeld (1984) to obtain a mostly 
data-driven initial labeling. Statistical label models additionally require a priori 
knowledge of the number of labels to use and their corresponding parameters; this 
information is often not known. Here, the modified Hong-Rosenfeld segmentation 
algorithm is used to estimate the number of labels and the corresponding model 
parameters. Given the modified Hong-Rosenfeld labeling, the statistical labeling 
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algorithm using iterated conditional modes searches for a statistically (locally) optimal 
labeling. 
One weakness with applying Markov random field models to label processes, 
and using approximate optimization algorithms, is that these algorithms tend to be 
too local. This makes it particularly important that the user obtains a good initial label 
estimate since movement through the label configuration space can become limited. In 
this article, information at multiple resolutions is used to improve the initial modified 
Hong-Rosenfeld label estimate. Though a coarse-resolution updating algorithm does 
not define an irreducible Markov chain on the label process at the finest resolution, it 
does allow more movement through the fine-resolution label configuration space and 
thus can improve an initial label estimate. 
Given a label estimate in the label configuration space, a morphology-based 
algorithm is presented to obtain one-pixel-wide closed boundaries with the desired 
smoothness and robustness properties advocated through the label prior model. The 
algorithm identifies sets of edge pixels that define individual one-pixel-wide closed 
object boundaries that serve to summarize the structural components (objects) present 
in the image domain. 
Engineering-based boundary detection techniques are sensitive to error and hid­
den partial boundaries, which hinders the determination of closed object boundaries. 
Bayesian statistical models can be constructed for boundary processes to ensure an 
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optimal boundary estimate is indeed closed. However, due to necessary approxima­
tions in the required optimization algorithms, final boundary estimates that satisfy 
the closure property are not ensured, unless the required suboptimal Markov chain 
algorithms are defined with support only on the space of closed boundaries (Helter-
brand, 1993). One method to ensure a closed boundary estimate is to consider image 
segmentation. In this research we have constructed a statistical image segmentation 
model and an algorithm to identify smooth one-pixel-wide closed boundaries. 
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APPENDIX A A BOUNDARY TRACING ALGORITHM 
Given an edge set Ei, the following boundary tracing algorithm, written in image 
algebra pseudocode (Ritter, Wilson, and Davidson, 1990), will identify the connected 
edge sets Ey, j = 1, 2, ..., di. 
1. Let Iei be the binary image representation of the edge set E;. 
2. IIejI =!sum(lEi), where the !sum(lE;) operation sums the pixel intensities in the 
image Iej. 
3. Set j = 0. 
4. If |IEJ =0, go to step 15. 
5. Set j=j+l. 
6. Find a site u such that lEi(u)=l. 
7. Let lEii be the image defined as (s) = ( ^ f ~ " 
10 otherwise. 
8. Set count=l. 
9. lEy = Iei * (Ieu EI moore), 
where moore is the template defined in Figure A.l. 
10. newcount =!sum(lE;j). 
11. If newcount ^ count, set count = newcount, and go to step 9, else Ie^ is the 
binary image representation of the edge set Ey. 
12. Iei = Iei - IEU-
13. |lEi| =!sum(lEi). 
14. Go to Step 4. 
15. Continue. 
16. END. 
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0 0 0 
Figure A.l The template moore is used in boundary tracing 
This algorithm traces all boundaries corresponding to region R; and partitions the 
set of edge sites E. into disjoint connected sets Ey. 
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APPENDIX B OBTAINING A ONE-PIXEL-WIDE 
BOUNDARY FROM A CLOSED BOUNDARY 
Given the connected edge set Ey, the following iterative algorithm, written in 
image algebra pseudocode (Ritter, Wilson, and Davidson, 1990), will automatically 
identify the edge set Ey C Ey that is one-pixel-wide and closed. 
Algorithm: 
1. Let lEy be the binary image representation of the edge set Ey. The image is 
assumed to be n x m. Set IEJ = IEII-
2. Set marker = 0. 
3. Do 10 u = 2, n-1, Do 20 v = 2, m-1: 
a. If IEJ(U,V) = 0, go to 30. 
b. Set iscorn = 0, litmoore = 0. 
c. Do 40 r = 1, 3, Do 50 t = 1, 3: 
• If r = 2 and t = 2 go to 55 
• litmoore = litmoore + lE?j(u -j- r - 2, v +1 - 2). 
• 55 Continue. 
• 50 End Do. 
• 40 End Do. 
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d. Do 60 t = 1, 8: 
• iscom = iscom + %(g(ii, v, t) = 3), 
where x( ) is the indicator function and g(u, v, t), t = 1,8, counts the 
number of lit sites in the neighborhoods (the target pixel is (u,v)) shown 
in Figure B.l, respectively. 
• 60 End Do. 
e. connects = litmoore — iscorn 
f. If connects < 2, then set IEJ(U,V) = 0, and set marker=l. 
g. 30 Continue. 
h. 20 Continue. 
i. 10 Continue. 
4. Do 110 u = 1, n, Do 120 v = 1, m: 
a. If IEJ(U,V) = 0, go to 130. 
b. Iitneigh=0. 
c. Do 140 r = 1, 3, Do 150 t = 1, 3: 
• if r = 2 and t = 2 go to 155. 
• litneigh = litneigh + lEr,(u + r-2,v + t-2) 
• 155 Continue. 
• 150 Continue. 
• 140 Continue. 
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d. If litneigh < 2, then set IEJ(U,V) = 0, and set marker=l. 
e. 130 Continue. 
f. 120 Continue. 
g. 110 Continue. 
5. If marker = 1, go to step 2. 
6. Let ILN be the image ILN = ® mooreone^ = 3^, 
where the template mooreone is defined in Figure B.2. 
7. Do 210 U = 1, 4: 
a. IEJ = IEJ - {IEJ * ILN * ® temp(U)^ ~ 
where the templates temp(U) are the templates defined in Figure B.3. 
b. 210 Continue. 
8. END. 
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Figure B.l The function g(u, v, t), t = 1,2, is used to count the number of lit 
edge sites in the following eight neighborhoods of target pixel (u,v) 
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Figure B.2 The template mooreone is used to calculate the number of lit neighbors 
1 
/ V 
1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 
Figure B.3 The templates temp(U) are used to identify non-allowable edge 
configurations to ensure one-pixel-wide boundaries 
This algorithm automatically identifies the edge set Ey Ç Ey that is one-pixel-
wide closed. The edge sets |Ey: i = 1,2,...,P**; j = l,...,di| are stored and 
summarize the important structural components present in the image domain. 
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ABSTRACT 
Under the intrinsic coregionalization model, if both primary and secondaiy 
measurements are available at all sample locations, the conventional geostatistical 
wisdom is that cokriging provides exactly the same solution as univariate kriging 
on the primary process alone. However, recent examples have been given where 
nonzero secondary cokriging weights have occurred under this spatial dependence 
structure. This note identifies the conditions under which secondary information is 
useful under the assumption of intrinsic coregionalization. An illustration is given 
using a data set of plutonium and americium concentrations collected from a region 
of the Nevada Test Site. 
KEY WORDS: multivariate spatial dependence models, partial covariance, restricted 
linear models 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Cokriging produces predictors that use not only information from direct measure­
ments of the spatial component process being considered, but also the information 
from measurements of a secondary component process. Let si, S2,..., Sn be sample 
locations where measurements on both component processes are available. For the 
time being, we shall assume no missing data at the sample locations. Let Zi(sk) be 
the measurement for the i-th component at location sk (k = 1,... ,n; i = 1,2), and 
Z(si;) denote the bivariate vector at location sjj. We shall refer to the first component 
process Zi(-) as the primary process and Z2(-) as the secondary process. Define 
the data vector Z = fz(si)^, Z(s2)^,..., Z(s„)^j . Suppose we are interested in 
predicting the primary process Zi(so) at unsampled location so. 
The cokriging predictor for Zi(so) given the sample information is of the form, 
2 n 
Zl(so) = 5^ '^ikZi(sk), (1.1) 
i=l k=l 
where the cokriging weights {Aik : k = 1,... ,n; i = 1,2} satisfy the uniform unbi-
/ 2 n 
asedness constraint. El X] X) AikZi(sk) 
\i=l k=l 
selected to minimize 
2 n \ ^ 
Zi(sn) - ^  ^  ')^ikZi(Sk) I , (1.2) 
j = E(Zi(so)). These cokriging weights are 
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subject to the unbiasedness constraint. 
To obtain the optimal cokriging weights requires knowledge of models of the 
spatial correlation for both the primary and the secondary components as well as for 
the cross-correlation between the two processes. The bivariate spatial dependence 
model is said to be intrinsically coregionalized if the assumed spatial dependence 
structure is 
C(sk,sm) = cil(sk, Sm) ci2(sk,sm) • 1 7/)' 
.C2l(sk,sm) C22(sk,sm). -ip 72 c(sk,sm), (1.3) 
where cij(sk,sm) = cov[Zi(sk), Zj(sm)], c(sk,sm) is a valid covariance function, 
7 > 0, and \p\ < 1. 
Under the intrinsic coregionalization model, if both primary and secondary mea­
surements are available at all sample data locations, the conventional geostatistical 
wisdom is that cokriging provides exactly the same solution as univariate kriging 
on the primary component alone. Specifically, all secondary cokriging weights are 
zero. In the Summer 1992 issue of Geostatistics: An Interdisciplinary Geostatis-
tics Newsletter, an example was given where, under the intrinsic coregionalization 
assumption with all sample data available, the secondary cokriging weights were 
nonzero. The question was posed regarding when secondary information is useful 
under the assumption of intrinsic coregionalization. 
In this note we clarify when the secondary cokriging weights may be nonzero. 
In particular, we investigate properties of the cokriging model under intrinsic core-
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gionalization and determine conditions where cokriging provides the same solution 
as univariate kriging. We also investigate what happens to the secondary cokriging 
weights when an additional primary or secondary observation is available at a loca­
tion Sn+i. The results of this paper extend immediately to the m-variate cokriging 
case (cf., Myers, 1982) if an m-variate intrinsic coregionalization model is assumed. 
Finally, cokriging under intrinsic coregionalization is illustrated using a data set of 
plutonium and americium concentrations collected from a nuclear testing area on the 
Nevada Test Site. But first, we argue that the intrinsic coregionalization model is 
very restrictive and often inappropriate. This is done in order to dispel any thoughts 
one might have that multivariate spatial statistics is an unnecessary complication in 
which the incorporation of covariate information is not useful. 
1.1 The Intrinsic Coregionalization Model is Restrictive 
The intrinsic coregionalization assumption for a bivariate spatial dependence 
model is very restrictive and is often not appropriate. Should microscale variation 
and/or measurement error variation be present in a bivariate spatial dependence model, 
the model is ijo longer intrinsically coregionalized. Even when a small nugget effect 
due to microscale variation is present, the secondary cokriging weights may be 
nonzero. For a simple example in the plane, suppose that there are two sample 
locations, si and sg, one on either side of the point so where the primary value 
Zi(so) is to be predicted. The closer location, si, is 50 meters due west of so, and 
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S2 is 150 meters due east. We wish to predict Zi(so) using information Z(si) and 
Z(s2). Suppose the bivariate autocovariance function is an intrinsically coregionalized 
exponential model given by (1.3) with 7 = 1, /9 = 0.5, and spatial-dependence 
parameter —5^. That is, the bivariate spatial dependence model can be expressed 
as. 
so that the univariate covariogram is isotropic. The resulting simple cokriging 
weights (simple cokriging will be discussed momentarily) are An = .468, A12 = 
.082, A21 = 0, and A22 = 0. We see that the secondary cokriging weights are zero. 
Now incorporate microscale variation into the bivariate spatial dependence structure. 
Specifically, consider 
Under this modified spatial dependence model we obtain the simple cokriging weights, 
All = .289, Ai2 = .056, A21 = .072, and A22 = Oil. Here, the secondary information 
is used in the simple cokriging predictor. 
A second remark is that the assumption of intrinsic coregionalization carries 
with it the assumption of a symmetric spatial cross-covariance function. That is, 
cy(sk,sm) = cji(sij,s„i). This symmetry need not be true in general (e.g.. Ver Hoef 
and Cressie, 1993). 
(1.4) 
C(sk,s,„)= ' exp 
0.5 1 . 
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Third, it is often necessary to estimate unknown parameters present in the 
valid univariate covariance function c(-, •) given in (1.3). In this case, secondary 
information should be used in conjunction with primary information to obtain the 
most efficient estimators. Thus, the secondary information should not be ignored. 
For these reasons, one should not view multivariate spatial prediction as an 
unnecessary complication to a univariate problem. As in standard multivariate 
analysis, multivariate spatial prediction allows covariate knowledge to yield more 
precise predictions. 
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2. SIMPLE COKRIGING 
We can determine the conditions under which the intrinsically coregionalized 
cokriging model produces zero secondary weights by exploring its properties in 
the simple cokriging environment. Consider the following decomposition for the 
component processes. Let 
Zi(s) = Hi{s) 4- «5i(s); s6 D, i = 1,2, (2.1) 
where D is the spatial domain of interest, E(Zi(s)) = ^i(s), ^i(s) is referred to as the 
large-scale variation term, and 6i(s) is a zero-mean process including smooth small-
scale variation, microscale variation, and measurement error (see Cressie, 1991, p. 
112 for further details). The process 6; is referred to as the small-scale variation for 
the i-th component. 
The large-scale structure for a component process is usually unknown. Often we 
parameterize //;(-) in a linear manner. That is, we assume 
m(s) = Xi(s)^A, (2.2) 
where Xi(s) is most generally a (pixl) vector of fixed "explanatory" variables for 
the i-th process and I3\ is a (pixl) vector of corresponding unknown parameters. The 
parameters /3[ are referred to as the large-scale parameters for the i-th process; i=l, 2. 
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In simple cokriging, it is assumed that the ^i(-) processes are known in full. For 
example, in (2.2), all p=pi+p2 large-scale parameters, 13 = are fixed and 
known, say equal to /3" = (/5i^,/?2^) The large-scale parameter space for simple 
cokriging is thus 
(2.3) 
a single point in p-dimensional space. Since ^i(-) is known for i=l, 2, simple 
cokriging focuses on the prediction of (5i(so) based on 
6i(sk) = Zi(s|J - k = 1,2, " ,n, i = 1,2. (2.4) 
We now establish that the secondary simple cokriging weights will always be 
zero under the intrinsic coregionalization assumption. We arrive at this result from 
three perspectives. 
2.1 Simple Cokriging Equations 
Consider the simple cokriging equations for predicting ^i(so) based on 6 = 
^^(si)^,(5(s2)^,...,(5(s„)^^ , which are 
n 
{AlmCll(Sk,Sni) + A2niC12(Sk,Sni)} = Cii(s|;,So), k = 1,2,... ,n, 
(2.5) 
^ ] {'^lmCl2(Sk) Sm) + A2niC22(si{) Sin)} = ^12(8]., So), k = 1,2, ...,n. 
m=l  
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By the intrinsic coregionalization assumption, we know cii(sk,sm) = c(sk,sm), 
Ci2(sk,sni) = C2i(sk,sm) = 7/9c(sk, Sm), and C22(sk,sm) = 'y^c(sk,sm), which re­
duces the simple cokriging equations to 
y? {Aim 4- 7^A2m}c(sk,Sm) = c(sk,so), k = 1,2,... ,n, 
m=l 
n 
{7pAim + 7^A2m}c(sk,Sm) = 7/9c(sk,So), k = l,2,...,n. 
m=l 
The simple cokriging equations can thus be written 
n 
^ {Aim + 7/oA2m}c(sk,Sm) = c(sk,so), k = 1,2,.. .,n, 
m=l 
53 ] + -A2m >c(sk,Sm) = c(Sk,so), k = 1,2,... ,n. 
m=l ^ P ) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
If we define A;^ = Aim+7/?A2m and A** = Aim+^A2m(ni= l,2,...,n), we observe 
that each set of equations represents exactly the equations for standard univariate 
simple kriging. Furthermore, since in general \p\ ^ 1 and we must have A^ = 
A^; m = 1,2,... ,n, we see that the secondary weights {Agm : m = 1,2,...,n} must 
be zero. (If |/9| = 1, eq. (2.7) does not have a unique solution.) 
2.2 Least Squares Solution for A 
Recall that 6 = f($(si)^,(5(s2)^,... ,<5(s„)^j . Denote the corresponding 
variance-covariance matrix for 6 as T = cov(^). Under the intrinsic coregionalization 
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assumption, T takes on a special fomi, specifically, 
T = 
c(si,si) C(S1 ,S2)  
C (S1 ,S2)  c (S2 ,S2)  
.c(si,s„) c(Sn,Sn) .  
0 
• 1 PI 
2 = C ® 
1 pj' 
2 
.PI 7\ .P7 T. 
(2.8) 
where ® denotes the Kronecker product [recall A^xn ® Bpxq = ((ou-®))nipxnq^-
Next, let c = cov((5,^i(so)), which is a 2nxl vector. Note that, under the intrinsic 
coregionalization assumption, c can be expressed as 
c = ([c(si,so), c(s2,so), ..., c(s,„so) ] ® [1, /?7])^ = CO (8) [1, p-y]'^. (2.9) 
Minimizing (1.2) with respect to {An; : k = 1,2,... ,n; i = 1,2} results in the fol­
lowing least squares solution for A = (An, A12, A21, A22, •. •, Ani, An2)^ : 
Â = T-^c = ® ^ ^2 ] ) (co ® [1, Pi] 
(co®[l, (2.10) = I C-^(g) 
= C~^co 0 
1 p-f 
PI 7^ 
-IN 
lA "I' 
Thus, we have 
A = C-^co® [1, 0] ' . (2.11) 
Again we see that the secondary simple cokriging weights are zero under the as­
sumption of intrinsic coregionalization. 
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2.3 Partial Covariance 
To understand the mechanism generating the null secondary weights under in­
trinsic coregionalization, it is fruitful to consider the partial covariance of ^i(so) 
and ^2(sk) given all other measurements. For example, consider the partial covari­
ance between <5i(so) and ^2(si) given all other observations. We first calculate the 
partial covariance without conditioning on <5i(si), and then we calculate the partial 
covariance including conditioning on (5i(si). 
Consider the vector 6" = [<5i(so),^(si)^,6(s2)^,• • • >^(sn)^] • Decom­
pose 6° into three parts, namely 6" = ^<5i(so),5(si)^,(5j|jj , where 
. The corresponding partitioned covariance matrix is 
E = 
var(<5i(so)) cov(<5(si),(5i(so))^ cov((5iii,<5i(so))^"' 
cov((5(si),(5i(so)) var(<5(si)) cov(%,6(si))^ 
cov(^in,6i(sn)) cov((5in,(5(si)) var(^in) 
Now, under the assumption of intrinsic coregionalization we have 
c(so,so) 
(2.12) 
E = c(S0,Sl) 0 [l,/97] c(si,si)® 
C(so,siii)® [l,/>7]^ C(si,siii)(g) 
1 p-y 
PI 7^ 
1 p-y 
PI 7^ 
C(siii,sin) ® 1 /97 2 PI ?2.13 
where 
T 
Î 
T 
C(so,siii) = cov^(!)I(SO),[(!)I(S2),...,«5I(S„)]^^ 
C(si,siii) = cov(<5I(SI),[(5I(S2),...,^I(S„)]^) 
C(sin, sni) = cov^[<5i(s2), ..., (5i(s„)][(5i(s2),...,(5i{s„)], 
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The other entries of the matrix are given by symmetry. 
First calculate the partial covariance matrix for (5i(so), ^i(si), and ^2(si), given 
all other observations, which we will denote Saa b- Consider the partition 
S = Saa Sab 
^ba ^bb 
(2.14) 
where Saa is a (3x3) matrix of covariance terms corresponding to ^i(so), ^i(si), and 
62(51). Then, we have Eaa.b = Saa - SabSbbSba = 
c(sn,sn) 
c(sn,si)® c(si,si)® 
C(sni,s|ii) ® 
If we further decompose 
Saa-b = 
then 
c(sii,si)® [l,/)7] 1 
-ip7 y 
C(sn,siii) ® [l,f7] 
C(si,s|ii) ® r 1 py-p y  y ^ .  
' 1 py 
py y 
C(sn,sin) ®[l,/37] 
C(si,sin) ® 1 py' i p y  f .  
(2.15) 
Wll WI2 W13 
W21 W22 W12 
. W31 W32 W33 _ 
(2.16) 
Wll = c(sn,sn) - (c(sn,sin)^® [1,/J7]) ^C(siii,sni) ® ^ (C(sn, sm)^ ® [l,/37]) 
= c(sn,sn)- |c(sn,sin)^C(sin,sni)~'C(sn,sni) ® [l,/57] ^ j [l,/)7]^ j 
= c(s(i,so) - |c(s(i,siii)^c(sin,siii)"'c(sri,sni)}. 
(2.17) 
Similarly, 
[w2i,  = ^c(so,si)  -  c(si ,s]i i)^c(sii i ,sni)  ^C(sn,SHi)^ ® [1,  (2.18) 
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and 
W32 wli] ^ (c(si,si)-C(si,sm)^C(sin,sm)-^C(si,sm)) (g, ^ . 
(2.19) 
We can therefore piece together Saab- We note that 
W31 = ^c(so,si) - C(si,sin)^C(sin,sin)~^C(so,sin)^/97, (2.20) 
which need not be zero in general. That is, the partial covariance between ^i(so) and 
62(51), conditioned on all other measurements except 6i(si), may not be zero. 
Now consider what happens when we also condition on 6i(si). Let /? = 
cov^5i(so),62(si) I 6i(si),6(82)^,6(53)^,...,6(s„)^), where cov(d,e|f) de­
notes the partial covariance of d and e given f. Then, 
R = W31 - (2.21) 
W22 
From our results in the preceding text, 
W31 = (c(50,Sl) - C(Sl,Sni)^C(5]Il,SlIl)~^C(50,5in)^/J7, 
W21 = (c(50,Sl) - C(Sl,Sin)^C(5lll,5ni)~^C(50,5lll)^, 
W32 = (c(si,5l) - C(Sl,5ni)^C(5jII,SlI])~^C(5i,5in)j/?7, 
UJ22 =  (c(5l,5l) - C(Sl,5in)^C(5lI],5lIl)~^C(5l,Sin)^, 
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and hence Jl=0. Thus, by also conditioning on 6i(si), the partial covariance becomes 
zero. This appears analogous to the screen effect encountered in univariate spatial 
prediction (see, e.g., Joumel and Huijbregts, 1978, p. 346, or Cressie, 1991, p. 133). 
The screen effect says that the influence of a datum is reduced when it is hidden by 
another datum. Under our current assumptions, we see that the secondary datum at a 
sample location is completely hidden by the corresponding primary datum. 
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3. UNIVERSAL COKRIGING 
Recall the decomposition 
Zi(s) = //i(s) + <5i(s); sG D, i = 1,2, (3.1) 
where 
^i(s) = Xi(s)^/3i, (3.2) 
is a (pixl) vector of unknown large-scale variation parameters, and ^i(s) represents 
small-scale variation; i = 1, 2. We have shown in a variety of ways that when 
is fixed and known, simple cokriging on {6i(s|.) : k = 1,2,... ,n; i = 1,2} yields a 
predictor for ^i(so) that gives null weightings to the secondary information. Then, 
the simple cokriging predictor for Zi(so) is 
Zi(so) = A<i{so)-t-^i(so), (3.3) 
where //i(so) = Xi(so)^/3f. The simple cokriging predictor is always unbiased. 
Now consider the more general universal cokriging case (Myers, 1982; Clark 
et ai, 1987) when (3 is unknown. The large-scale parameter space can be written 
as 0 = ^ E RP j, where p= pi+p2. Recall that we are currently 
assuming that are large-scale parameters exclusive to the large-scale structure in 
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Zi( - ) ,  and P2 are exclusive to the large-scale structure in Z2(-)- That is, there are no 
existing relationships or restrictions between and /?2. 
To examine the generalized least-squares estimator of p concisely, we redefine 
Z = [Zf, Zj]^, where Z\ = (Zi(si),...,Zi(sn))^; i = 1,2. This is simply a re­
arrangement of the elements of the original Z vector. We note that the optimal 
universal cokriging predictor for the vector Z(so) at location so can be written. 
Z(so) = Cj'T-'(z - X%k) + X(sn)%h, (3.4) 
where Co is the (2nx2) matrix cov(Z, Z(so)), T is the (2nx2n) matrix var(Z), X is a 
matrix of "explanatory" variables, X(so) is the (2xp) matrix of explanatory variables 
at location so, and /9g|g = (X^T~^X)~^X^T~^Z is the generalized least-squares 
estimator of the large-scale parameter vector. (For details, see Ver Hoef and Cressie, 
1993.) Under the model given in (1.3), we have 
Co 
and we can rewrite 
T =  
1 ^7 
PI 7^ 
1 pj 
PI 
® Co (3.5) 
®C.  (3.6) 
We note that C(fT~^^Z - X^gisj is equivalent to simple cokriging on 6 = 
Z - X$g]s, where the unknown large-scale parameters are replaced by their gener­
alized least-squares estimators. We have shown that the secondary simple cokriging 
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weights must be zero under the intrinsic coregionalization assumption with all mea­
surements available at the n sample locations. Hence, it is only possible for nonzero 
secondary cokriging weights to occur when the estimation of large-scale parameters 
is necessary, such as in ordinary and universal cokriging. 
To determine when secondary information is used to estimate we consider 
two situations. First assume all explanatory variables are common to both component 
processes, i.e., Xi(s) = X2(s) = X*(s); s€ D and pi = P2 = p*. This model is often 
encountered in geostatistical problems. In this situation, we note that the matrix of 
explanatory variables can be written as X = (I2 0 X*), where Ij. denotes the (kxk) 
identity matrix and X* is the (nxp*) matrix with i-th row X*(si). The generalized 
least squares estimator for /3 can then be written 
Thus we see only the primary observations are used to estimate and only the 
secondary observations are used to estimate 02- However, should a restriction be 
placed on the parameter space that involves parameters from and 02 jointly, all 
observations, both primary and secondary, are used to obtain the optimal linear large-
scale parameter estimator of (3\. From (3.4), the universal cokriging predictor for 
-1 
which reduces to 
(3.8) 
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the primary process is 
Zi(so)=A^Z+(^Xi(so)^-A^(^ J ®x4^A,gb, (3.9) 
where is the first row of and Xi(so)^ is the first row of X(so). The 
first term involves simple cokriging weights which we have shown are zero for the 
secondary component. The second term involves /3i,gig and it is here that nonzero 
weights on Z2 may enter. 
For example, if ^i(s) = m and pL2{s) = //g, and we have the restriction = /X2, 
we note that the full-rank reparameterization will lead to a model with one large-scale 
parameter, jj, = m = (12- This restriction might arise if the two processes represent 
two kinds of unbiased measurements of the same variable. The restricted generalized-
least-squares estimator p, will be a linear weighting of all 2n observations. Thus, in 
this situation, the secondary information will be used to estimate the mean of the 
primary process, ^1, and so will receive nonzero universal cokriging weights in 
predicting Zi(so). 
Now assume that some of the explanatory variables are unique to one of the 
component processes and that no restriction is placed on the large-scale parameter 
space that involves parameters from f3i and ^2 jointly. In this case Xi(s) ^ 
X2(s); se D, but it is still true that the generalized least-squares estimator will 
reduce to the form 
0g\3 — 
Di 0 
0 D2 
Z, (3.10) 
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where Di and D2 are n x n matrices. Hence, secondary information will not be used 
to estimate and therefore the secondary universal cokriging weights will be zero. 
We can therefore conclude that when restrictions are placed on the large-scale 
parameter space that jointly involve parameters in /?i and 132, the secondary informa­
tion will be used to estimate the mean of the primary process and will thus receive 
non-zero universal cokriging weights in predicting Zi(so). Otherwise, the secondary 
cokriging weights will be zero. 
3.1 An Additional Primary Observation 
It is of interest to observe the behavior of the secondary cokriging weights when 
an additional primary observation, say Zi(sn+i), is available without Z2(sn+i). Since 
we have already resolved that nonzero secondary cokriging weights can occur when 
particular restrictions are placed on the large-scale parameter space, we may consider 
the simple cokriging problem and determine if nonzero secondary cokriging weights 
can occur when no restrictions are placed on the large-scale parameter space. 
Again, consider the simple cokriging equations 
n 
) ^ Sm) 4" ®in)} ~ Sfj), k = 1, 2,, . ., n 4" 1, 
m=l 
n 
{AlmCi2(Sk,S„i) + A2„iC22(Sk,S„,)} + Ai,,j+iC2i(sii, S,,+i) = C2l(Sk,S|i), k = 1,2,.. .,n. 
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By the intrinsic coregionalization assumption, we can express these equations as 
n 
Amc(sk,sni)+Ai,n+Ic(sk,s„4.i) = c(sk,so), k = 1,2,... ,n + 1, 
""i (3.12) 
^ ^ Am c(sk,sm) + Ai,n+ic(sk,sn^i) = c(sk, so), k = 1,2,..., n. 
in=l 
Again, we see the two sets of equations are identical for k=l,2,...,n, which implies 
Am = -^nî) m = 1,2,... ,n, and hence the secondary cokriging weights are still zero 
despite the addition of an additional primary observation. It can also be shown that 
the partial correlation between 5i(so) and ^2(81) remains zero when we condition 
additionally on <5i(sn+i). 
3.2 An Additional Secondary Observation 
We may also want to consider what happens to the secondary cokriging weights 
when an additional secondary observation Z2(si,+i) is available without Zi(sn+i). 
Again, consider the simple cokriging equations 
n 
{aimcii(sk,s,„) + A2,„ci2(si;,s„,)} + A2 ,„+]c|2(sk,s„+]) = cii(sk,sn), k = 1,2,.. .,n, 
111=] 
n 
Tl {AlniCl2(sk,S,„) + A2mC22(sk,S„,)} + A2,n+lC22(sk, S„+i) = C2l(sk,sn), k = 1,2, . . . ,n + 1. 
111=1 
(3.13) 
By the intrinsic coregionalization assumption, we have 
n 
X] AniC(si.,Sm)+7/9A2,n+ic(s|;,s„+i) =c(s|.,sn), k = 1,2, ...,n, 
(3.14) 
V Amc(sk,sm) + -A2,n+ic(sk,s„+i) = c(sk,So), k = 1,2,... ,n + 1. 
m=l P 
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We see that, with the inclusion of Z2(sn+i), it is no longer necessary for AJ;, = 
Am, m = 1,2,... ,n. Thus, it is no longer necessary for the secondary simple 
cokriging weights to be zero. It can also be shown that the partial correlation between 
5i(so) and ^2(si) need not be zero when we condition additionally on 62(80+1). 
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4. AN EXAMPLE — THE NEVADA TEST SITE DATA 
In 1957, a device containing plutonium was blown apart by chemical explosives 
at the Area 13 "safety-shot" location on the Nevada Test Site (NTS). This experiment 
was performed partly to test for "safety" against fission reactions in an accident situa­
tion involving an atomic weapon. A consequence of the test was the contamination of 
the immediate surrounding desert soil and vegetation with plutonium (Pu) and ameri-
cium (Am). In 1971, the Nevada Applied Ecology Group (NEAG) began conducting 
environmental transuranic studies in this area by taking field instrument surveys and 
collecting soil, vegetation, and animal tissue samples. One goal of these studies was to 
predict the total amount and spatial distribution of and ^'^^Am in surface soil. 
The Pu concentrations (in /fCi/m^) were determined by wet chemistry on surface 
(top 5 cm) soil samples taken at random locations. The Am concentrations in surface 
soil were obtained from Field Instrument for the Detection of Low Energy Radiation 
(FIDLER) readings (in 10^ counts per minute (cpm)) at one foot above the surface. 
In this paper, we use a subset of the data accumulated in Area 13, considering 104 
sample locations where measurements are available on both components (Gilbert, 
1978). A map of these sample locations and ground zero is displayed in Figure 4.1. 
Previous analyses on the Area 13 data have concluded that there is a good overall 
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correlation, on the log scale, between wet chemistry Pu analyses and Am FIDLER 
measurements (Church et al., 1975; Gilbert and Simpson, 1985). To consider the 
effects of cokriging with an intrinsic coregionalization model, a restricted large-scale 
structure between components, and measurements on both components at all sample 
locations, we consider the prediction of log Pu at unsampled locations based on the 
measurements at the locations displayed in Figure 4.1. (Note: All figures referenced 
in this section appear at the end of this section.) A prediction is made for each of 120 
unsampled grid sites in the interior of the rectangular region outlined in Figure 4.1. 
Cokriging is very useful in the under-sampled problem where there are relatively 
few primary measurements as compared to secondary measurements (see, e.g.. Stein 
and Corsten, 1991; Zhang et ai, 1992). Indeed, in the NTS study, many more FI­
DLER readings were taken because the cost of a FIDLER reading was approximately 
fifty times less than that of a Pu analysis on a soil sample (Gilbert, 1978). However, in 
this intrinsic coregionalization study, we are only interested in the effects of cokriging 
when measurements are available for both components at all sample locations. 
Figure 4.2 displays a bivariate ray-glyph map of the raw log Pu and log Am 
measurements (Carr et ai, 1992). The rays pointing to the right represent log Pu 
concentration trends and rays pointing to the left represent log Am concentration 
trends. The bivariate ray map is an effective technique for showing bivariate 
associations. The two rays at each location in Figure 4.2 generally point down or up 
together, clearly indicating that the components are positively correlated. 
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To examine the effects of cokriging under intrinsic coregionalization and a 
restricted large-scale structure, the following spatial model will be considered for 
Zi = log Pu, and Z2 = log Am, at spatial locations sG D. Assume 
Zi(s) = m + /3exp(- II s - sgz II 16) + <5i(s) 
(4.1) 
/ cZ2 (s) = + ^exp(- II s - Sgz II 16) + 62(5), 
where Sgz denotes ground zero, « and 6 are parameters that are assumed known, //i, 
//2, and /? are unknown large-scale parameters, and 6i(s) and <^2(s) are assumed to be 
second-order stationary processes that are spatially cross-correlated; i.e., the vector 
6(s) = [6i(s), 62(5)]^ is a bivariate second-order stationary process. 
The large-scale structure for both components in equation (4.1) was selected to 
model the observed exponential decline away from ground zero. The parameter /? 
is assumed to be shared by the two large-scale models. The parameter k serves to 
transform the log Am data to an equivalent scale with log Pu. Though we assume 
this parameter is known, we actually estimated k externally by regressing log Pu on 
log Am, based on all 104 observations. Similarly, the exponential scale parameter 
$ was estimated externally (for fixed k) using non-linear least squares. The sample 
variances of these estimates were relatively small and thus we consider «= 1.25 and 
6 = 1880 fixed for the following analysis. 
The ordinary-least-squares residuals from the large-scale models above were used 
to assist in modeling an isotropic small-scale spatial dependence structure. The 
experimental (cross-) semivariograms were estimated using the robust fourth-root 
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estimator proposed by Cressie and Hawkins (1980) and are displayed (standardized) 
in a matrix display in Figure 4.3. (The derivation of the fourth-root cross-variogram 
estimator is exactly as that for the variogram estimator under proper standardization.) 
The experimental semivariograms for Pu and Am appear on the diagonal, with the 
cross-semivariogram displayed off the diagonal. 
In this example we chose to fit an isotropic exponential intrinsic coregional-
ization model to the semivariograms of Figure 4.3. A bivariate generalization of 
the univariate non-linear weighted-least-squares criterion of Cressie (1985) was used 
to obtain estimates for the parameters of the exponential variogram model. Since 
variograms and cross-variograms are interrelated, parameter estimation requires si­
multaneous consideration of the experimental variograms and cross-variograms (Hel-
terbrand and Cressie, 1994). The multivariate spatial dependence structure (in terms 
of covariograms) was estimated as 
The fit of this valid model to the experimental (cross-) semivariograms is displayed in 
Figure 4.4. Notice that the intrinsic coregionalization model does not have a nugget 
effect and fails to fit the experimental variogram for the primary component (Pu) at 
the shorter lags. When a nugget effect parameter is included for the Pu variogram 
(4.2) 
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model, the estimated bivariate spatial dependence model is 
0.834 1.330 
1.330 2.290 
1.928 1.330 
1.330 2.290 
(4.3) 
if Sk = Sni. 
This model is no longer of an intrinsic coregionalization form, but provides a 
satisfactory fit to the experimental variograms (Figure 4.5). 
To compare the gain in precision of cokriging relative to kriging, the prediction 
error variance was calculated for the 120 prediction locations based on the universal 
kriging and cokriging predictors, and Zij^cK, respectively. The relative 
efficiency is calculated as 
A kriging neighborhood with a search window of radius 560 feet was used for 
prediction. If more than 12 sample locations fell in the search window, only 
the measurements from the 12 nearest locations were used. If fewer than 10 
locations fell in the search window, the search window was expanded so that each 
prediction was based on measurements from its nearest 10 neighbors (e.g.. Harper 
et al., 1988). Kriging neighborhoods are primarily used to reduce the computational 
burden demanded by kriging, although Joumel and Rossi (1991) also point out that 
kriging neighborhoods can be used to protect the user from local large-scale model 
misspecification. 
(4.4) 
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Figures 4.6 through 4.9 display the kriging, kriging variance, cokriging, and 
cokriging variance maps, respectively, based on the fitted exponential intrinsic core-
gionalization model given in (4.2). Though non-zero secondary weights occur and 
the kriging predictions differ, the reduction in the prediction error variance is mini­
mal. The mean relative efficiency for the 120 prediction locations is 1.004, with a 
maximum of 1.031 for one prediction location. This minimal reduction is not sur­
prising when one notes that the prediction error variance matrix corresponding to 
(3.4) can be decomposed into the sum of two terms, var(Z(so) - C,fT~^Z), and 
var[^(X(so) - Co^T~^X);3gig . (For this example, ^ = (fj.ifj.2,^)-) Under an intrin­
sic coregionalization model with measurements on both components at all sample 
locations, = I2® and the first variance term is the same for both 
the kriging and cokriging predictor of the primary [secondary] component. Thus, the 
reduction in the prediction error variance due to cokriging is from the second variance 
term, so that any additional efficiency attained by cokriging is due to the additional 
precision in estimating /?. 
Recall that the intrinsic coregionalization model fails to fit the experimental 
variogram for the primary component (Pu) at the shorter lags. Figures 4.10 through 
4.13 display, respectively, the kriging, kriging variance, cokriging, and cokriging 
variance maps based on the fitted exponential variogram model with a nugget effect 
for the Pu variogram. For this model, the first term of the prediction error variance 
is not the same for kriging and cokriging. The mean relative efficiency for the 120 
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prediction locations under this more appropriate spatial dependence model is 1.072, 
with a minimum of 1.013 and maximum of 1.214. Thus, for this example, a reduction 
of up to 17.6% in the prediction error variance is obtained using cokriging even when 
measurements are available on both components at all sample locations. 
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5. CONCLUSION 
We have shown that, under the assumption of intrinsic coregionalization with 
observations available on both components at each sample location, the large-scale 
parameter space for uniform unbiasedness determines the allowable values for the 
secondary cokriging weights. If we require uniform unbiasedness on a parameter 
space where the large-scale parameters for the primary mean and the large-scale 
parameters for the secondary mean are restricted to depend on each other in some 
manner, the secondary information will be used in estimating primary large-scale 
parameters and thus nonzero secondary cokriging weights will occur. However, the 
reduction in the prediction error variance may be minimal. The results here also 
extend to the m-variate (where m > 2) cokriging problem when we assume m-variate 
intrinsic coregionalization. 
We began by arguing that the intrinsic coregionalization assumption is restrictive 
and often inappropriate. Realistic multivariate spatial statistical models are typically 
more complex than intrinsic coregionalization, resulting in the multivariate universal 
cokriging predictors (3.4). In general, secondary information is crucial in determining 
optimal predictors. 
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GENERAL SUMMARY 
This dissertation investigates the use of spadal dependence models to solve 
problems in image analysis and multivariate geostatistics. Three papers are included 
in this document. 
In Paper I, a Bayesian approach to the closed boundary identification problem 
is presented. Markov random field prior models are placed on a boundary process 
to advocate desired characteristics for the resulting boundary estimate. To ensure 
boundary closure, these models are specified to have support only on the space of 
one-pixel-wide closed (permissible) boundary configurations. In turn, the resulting 
posterior boundary model also has as its support the permissible boundary space. 
Given the posterior probability measure, the statistically optimal closed boundary 
configuration is sought. In this research, a boundary configuration with maximum 
posterior probability is said to be an optimal boundary. This maximum-a-posteriori 
(MAP) closed boundary estimate corresponds to a Bayes rule for a 0-1 loss function. 
Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms are considered as a means to identify the 
statistically optimal boundary based on the posterior boundary model. A Markov 
chain Monte Carlo algorithm with multiple-site updating is specified in order to sat­
isfy an accessibility requirement of a Markov chain (with support only of the per­
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missible boundaiy space) that has as its stationary (limiting) distribution the posterior 
probability measure. A theorem is presented that specifies a multiple-site updating 
strategy and a set of transition probabilities between permissible configurations that 
can be used to sample from the posterior boundary model. Moreover, when this al­
gorithm is combined with an appropriate annealing schedule, the resulting algorithm 
is guaranteed to converge to a MAP permissible boundary estimate. 
In practice, the required annealing schedule that ensures convergence is too slow 
and sub-optimal approximations to the simulated annealing algorithm are necessary. 
The sub-optimal algorithm considered here is the iterated conditional modes algorithm 
(Besag, 1986). The manner in which the transition probabilities are defined in this 
paper guarantees that a sub-optimal algorithm will result in a boundary estimate that 
is indeed closed. Previous attempts at closed boundary identification with standard 
Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms have been unable to ensure boundary closure 
in practice. 
Furthermore, sub-optimal algorithms require good initial estimates of the optimal 
closed boundary configuration. That is, an initial boundary from the space of 
permissible boundary configurations is necessary. In this paper, a modification of 
an image segmentation algorithm introduced by Hong and Rosenfeld (1984) is used 
to obtain a data-driven initial permissible boundary estimate. 
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Finally, the usefulness of the iterated conditional modes closed boundaiy iden­
tification algorithm is illustrated on an artificial example and on a satellite image of 
sea ice. 
In Paper II, a Bayesian approach based on image segmentation models is used to 
identify objects in gray-scale and colored images. Markov random field prior models 
are placed on a label process to advocate desired characteristics in the (statistically) 
optimal labeling of the image domain. One such characteristic is robustness to noise 
in the image recording process. An optimal labeling is one with maximum posterior 
probability, that is, a MAP labeling. 
Image segmentation models require prior knowledge of the maximum number of 
labels to use and label class parameter estimates. A modification of the pyramid-based 
image segmentation algorithm of Hong and Rosenfeld (1984) is used to estimate 
these parameters. 
Next, a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm is presented that can identify 
the MAP labeling. However, approximation algorithms such as iterated conditional 
modes are again necessary and a good initial labeling is required. Here, information 
at multiple resolutions is used to obtain an initial labeling at the finest resolution. 
First, the modified Hong-Rosenfeld algorithm is used at a coarse resolution to obtain 
an initial labeling. Next, the statistical labeling algorithm is applied at the coarse 
resolution to improve the modified Hong-Rosenfeld label estimate. The resulting 
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coarse-resolution estimate, in its fine-resolution representation, is then used as the 
initial labeling when applying the statistical labeling algorithm at the finest resolution. 
Given the statistically optimal labeling, a morphology-based algoritiim is pre­
sented to obtain sets of edge pixels that define individual closed object boundaries. 
These boundaries delineate the structural components present in the image domain. 
The entire object identification algorithm in Paper II is illustrated on the same artificial 
example and sea ice image considered in Paper I. 
The algorithms presented in Paper I and Paper II achieve similar goals through 
drastically different approaches. Paper I uses a boundary process model to search for 
an optimal closed boundary estimate that tesselates the image domain. Alternatively, 
Paper II uses an image segmention model to search for an optimal partition of the 
image domain that can be summarized by one-pixel-wide closed boundary edge sets. 
If these boundary sets could be represented at an infinitesimal resolution, the boundary 
sets would combine to tesselate the image domain as well. The key advantage of the 
algorithm presented in Paper I over the algorithm of Paper II is that a larger portion 
of the image domain can change region affiliation in a single step of the Markov 
chain Monte Carlo algorithm. However, the key reason to prefer the algorithm of 
Paper II over the algorithm of Paper I is that a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm 
with single-site replacement can be used. Therefore, the algorithm of Paper II is very 
computationally efficient as compared to the algorithm of Paper I. 
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The theory and algorithms presented in Papers I and n may prove most applicable 
in temporal imaging applications, that is, when a sequence of time-indexed images 
is to be analyzed. An example of such an application is ice-floe tracking (Banfield 
and Rafteiy, 1992). Training images can be used to specify appropriately the prior 
model parameters. Then, the optimal closed boundary estimate of the most recently 
analyzed image could be shifted in a general direction of movement and serve as a 
starting (closed boundary) estimate when analyzing the current degraded image. 
Members of an image analysis round table meeting at the 1993 S PIE conference 
in San Diego indicated a general dissatisfaction with the success of Markov random 
field approaches to image restoration problems. I feel this dissatisfaction is mainly 
due to a misunderstanding of the inherent liabilities in assuming a Markov random 
field spatial dependence model. These models carry with them stationarity (homo­
geneity) assumptions on the spatial domain that in almost all imaging applications are 
inappropriate. They are inappropriate because objects present in a scene introduce 
nonstationarities. Therefore, it is necessary to identify in some manner the structural 
components present in the image domain prior to applying homogeneous models 
such as Markov random fields. This is analogous to the nonstationarity problem 
encountered in applied time-series analysis and geostatistical modeling. One man­
ner to characterize the structural components in images is to identify one-pixel-wide 
closed boundaries that delineate the structural components (objects) present in the 
scene. In Paper I and Paper II of this dissertation, a statistical theory, and algorithms. 
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to accomplish the optimal delineation of the image domain into its major structural 
components is presented. 
In Paper III, the properties of multivariate spatial prediction under a special 
class of multivariate spatial-dependence models is analyzed. More specifically, the 
usefulness of covariate information in cokriging is considered under the assumption 
of multivariate intrinsic coregionalization. It is found that, under the assumption 
of intrinsic coregionalization with observations available on all components at each 
sample location, the large-scale parameter space for uniform unbiasedness determines 
the allowable values for the covariate cokriging weights. If we require uniform 
unbiasedness on a parameter space where the large-scale parameters for the primary 
mean and the large-scale parameters for the covariable means are restricted to depend 
on each other in some manner, the covariable information will be used in estimating 
primary large-scale parameters and thus nonzero covariable cokriging weights will 
occur. However, it is shown, both empirically and theoretically, that the reduction 
in the prediction error variance may be minimal. An illustration of multivariate 
spatial modeling and prediction is given using a data set of plutonium and americium 
concentrations collected from a region of the Nevada Test Site. 
Realistic multivariate spatial dependence models are typically more complex than 
intrinsic coregionalization, and many issues of multivariate spatial modeling must be 
resolved prior to performing multivariate spatial prediction. These issues were not 
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discussed in detail in paper III but required consideration in the multivariate spatial 
analysis presented on the Nevada Test Site data. Three such issues to consider are: 
1) What constitutes a valid multivariate spatial-dependence model? 
2) Can a broad class of applicable valid multivariate spatial-dependence models be 
developed? 
3) What criteria should be used to fit valid multivariate spatial dependence models 
to empirical estimates? 
The class of linear intrinsic coregionalization models (Wackemagel, 1988) con­
stitutes a broad class of valid models. However, these models require that the inter-
component cross-variogram models be symmetric. In general, asymmetric cross-
variate spatial dependencies occur. 
Much has been contributed to the theory and methods of performing a univariate 
spatial analysis. However, until recently, attempts at generalizing to the multivariate 
case have been sparse. In addition, these attempts unfortunately have been riddled 
with questionable generalizations, assumptions, and invalidities. In Helterbrand and 
Cressie (1994), many of the pertinent issues in performing a theoretically sound 
multivariate spatial analysis will be discussed. 
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